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1 P3QCEERIEgg

g 2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The proceeding will come to

3 order.

'] 4 Are there any praliminary mattera?
.

5 MR. FELDMAN: Yes, Your Honor. I don't know if this

. 6 in appropriate, but the Intervenors, Miami Valley Power Project,

7 iG planning on putting on several rebuttal witnesses after the
.

G rebuttal of the Applicant and I.was just wanting to make sure

9 that that would be fittod in sometime.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, normally the Applicants

jj are the only ones that have rebuttal.

12 MR. FELDMAN: Dut Mr. Woliver was allowed some

13 rebuttal. That's why we assumed we would as well.

'

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I'm not sure. What

gg witnesses do you have in mind, on what subjects? Normally the

1G Applicant will put on its case. It has the burden of proof,

17 r.nd yaur case will come in and Steff's case, and then Applicants

to get rebuttal and that's the usual procedure.

MS. FELDMAN: We have a rebuttal witnoss to rebut99

. 20 what came out yescarday by Iir. Borgman regarding the cable

trays. We have some additional evidence that they have been21

overloaded. We have Mr. Spiovaok and Mr. Hofstadter who wouldy

like to rebut some of the things l':r. Banta said which was nott g

part of his direct testimony but came out on Mr. Banta'sg

$ rebuttal testimony.g

s
.

x'
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1

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I'd liks Staff and Applicant
2

in one order or another to address that, particularly insofar

3
as the matters may not have been included in the direct case of

's 4
the Applicant. So I'd like to hear from both the Applicant

5
and Staff, probably the Applicant firSc.

~ 6
MR. CONNER: If the Bend please, based upon only

7
what Mr. Fau e n just said, which of course is all I know of

.

8
what he is intending to proffer, I would submit that it's

9
improper. If they had any evidence regarding unis so-called

to
overload,svidence, it should have b~een presented in ene direct

'
case. If he has a question on it he could ask Mr. Borgman on

I
cross-examination and presumably get the answer, but just to

13 come in every time they forget something and coma in and give
I4

it over again I think is totally improper, even in surrabuttal

15.
if that were correct.

I6
As far as giving Mr. Hofetadter another chance to

17 talk some more, I believe that's totally impropar. He was their

10 main witness. He was the one that made the allegations. I

I O- don't have any idea what he w a ts to say other than he doesn't
-

20. agree with what the witnesses have said, but I certainly don't
21 see how that could be proper rebuttal.

22 As to Mr. Spiovack, I don't see that he would offer
(
" 23'

anything that is not shown frcm his Technichron piten letter
M that he sent after Mr. Hofstadter called him. That's all in

25 the record. So to rehash it again -- and I'm talking only

341 035
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I about what counsel said, seems to me to be against the rules
2

and a total waste of time. Mr. Spievack chould have been a

3
direct witness if he was going to be offered as such.

4
CHAIRMAN BECHBOEFER: Mr. Barth.

.

5 MR. BARTH: Mr. Chairman, I think 10 CPR 2.743(a).
. 6 prcT ~ des any party may present rebuttal. I think it goes

7
.

beyond the rights of the Applicant. I think the Intervenors

8 have rights of rebuttal.
,

9! I would suggest, however, that such rebuttal be

10 limited to rebutting the Applicant's rebuttal. That is, if

11 they have a witnese 2 0 will testify that ths Kellen grips will
12 not take 6,000 pounds, which would rebut the testimony given
13 yesterday, fines that's rebuttal. To call on a further direct

14 case I think might be improper. So I think we have a 'c a ript

15 i from yesterday's proceeding where we can find out whether,

16 or not they are rebutting what the Applicant put on, such ar

17 the Applicant testified that the Kellan grips are hung fim the
18 walls by half inch steel plates which are put into the foundation
19 wall itself. If they have a witness that says this is not

. 20 true, that is of course rebuttal rebuttal and at this point I
21 think it would be proper to do so.

22 I do agree with Mr. Conner that to put on an affirma-

23 tive direct case in the guise of rebuttal would be stretching-

24 the rules just a bit too far.

@ 25 t CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Feldman, do you have any
:
; -

.
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1 further comments on that?

2 MR. FELDMAN: We would limit our rebuttal to that.

3 CHAIRMM BECHHOEFER: Pardon?

' 4 MR. FELDMAN: We would limit our rebuttsi to

5 rebutting eviderce that has come out on the Applicant's

6 rebuttal.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: If that's the case, I think to
.

8 that extent we would permit it, but no farther, no direct case.

9 So it is limited to the matters Mr. Conner had brought out and

to will bring out.

jj MR. FELDMAN: Very well.

12 CHAIRMAN ''ECHUCEFER: Mr. Conner, do you want to

13 reame y ur rebuttal case?

@
14 MR. CONNER: Yes, sir. Your Honor, I might note

shat yesterday we 'said we would show the quality control manual15

1G
of Husky Products, Inc. to counsel for the Intervenors. We

did that this morning and - the manual of course is underg

18 e natant rwishn, hat we showed them the page on the control

39 processes which would apply to the Zimmer job which has been

. 20 updated and replaced on 4-23-79, but we showed v. nam the page

21 that war, there at the time the 31cmar material was retrocessed-

the next previous revision.

/ would the Board like to examine this? We haveg

excluded from it cartain company confidential information which

$ is y,itnin the back but which is identified in the index to the

Cocument. -

341 037
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I CHAIRMAN BECIIHOEFER: I think wo woul6 like to look

8 2 es 1,,

3 (Board confarring)

O 4 CHAIRD'I BEO.HH0EFER: Mr. Conner, you may proceed.

5 I hope you don't mini if we keep the manual up here for a few
+ minutes.

7 MR. FELDMAN: Mr. Chairman, before we proceed, I
.

8 would hs"e a statement. I would move at this time to strike

O' the question and answer posed. yesterday by Mr. Conner to Mr.

10 Banta on page 1816 of the transcript. The question is: "Does

11 the Husky QA manual so require?" And the answer is: "No, sir."

12 for the reason that the question did not limit itself to the

13 Eusky QA manual as it existed during the time in question.

14 That is, the time during which the cable trays for the Simmer

15 project were being constructed. I

1G Earlier this morning I had a chance to examine this

17 QA manual and I have noticed that it has been revised since

la that date and it is unclear from the record whether Mr. Banta

19 was referring to the QA marnal as it has boon so revised or as

. 20 it existed at that time, and I feel that if it was as-it existed

21 at that time it's all right, but if it is as revised, then of

22 course the answe.r is meaningless for our purposes.
i

23 | MR. BARTH: Mr. Chairman, Staff is opposed to the-

i

21 ' motion. I think this is nothi g but cross-examination under i

@
25 | the gnise of making an objec2 ion. If he wants to bring this

| 3AT 0% :i
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1 out in cross, that's his function, sir.

2 MR. CONNER: I think this is like how many angels

3 can dance on a head of a pin. I will ask Mr. Banta if it ever

^
4 did.

5 CHA2RMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, I think that would

- 6 clarify the record. I don't think we have to strike the

7 previous answer, but this can be clarified to relate it to the

8 manual at the time in question.

9 MR. BARTH: Mr. Chairman, because this ruling may

10 go against the Staff some day, I would like to point out t. gain

11 that this is the type of thing, the clarification, which is

12 proper for cross-examination, not for striking a question; and

g3 I would request that you deny the motion on that basis. I

14 cannot have a ruling stand which might go against the Staff and

15 everybody else which I feel is to bo improper, sir.

1G CHAI N BECHHOEFER: I think Mr. Conner has

37 offered to reask the question or ask a chrifying question,

18 which he has a right to do as part of his rebuttal in any

gg So I think we will let the answer stand and lot Mr.event.

20 Conner ask the further question. -

You may proceed.21

22

G y

24

9
23
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1 Whereupon,

2 FRE$ L. BANTA, EARL A.-BORGMAN AND W. W. SCHWIERS
.

3 resumed the. witness stand and, having been previously duly

(~) 4 sworn, were ernmined.and testified further as follows:

5 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Cont'd)

G BY MR. CPMIER:

7 Q Mr. Banta, did you just hear the colloquy ?mtween
i

8 counsel and the Board concerning the Husky quality control

9 manual?

10 A (Witness Banta) Yos, I did.

11 Q The same manual that I improperly referred to

12 yesterday as the QA manual?

13 A Yes, sir. g

14 0 Correct me, but it is the quality control manual:

15 right?

10 A Yes, sir.

17 Q Did the Husky quality control manual at any timo

18 involving the Sirnmar job or thereafter contain a requirement

19 tnat Husky welders be qualified in all eight procedures as Mr.

- 20 Hofstadter identified?

21 .A No, it did not.

22 Q Would you turn, please, to page 1362 of the

- 23 transcript and will you look at lines 10 through about 137

g A Yes, sir.

25 Q Do you recall Mr. Hofstadtar having said that this

.i
;!' 1
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I occurrence when he came to you about retesting was in June of

2 19787

3 A Yes, sir.

e
4 Q This answer by Mr. Hofstadter referring to this

5 alleged incident said: "This was the day they started,"

G referring to Mr. Lay and Mr. Randy. Do you see that?

7 A yes, I do,
.

8 Q was Mr. Lay actually working at Husky prior to that

9 day in June of '78 that Mr. Hofstadter talks about?

10 A Yes, he was.

11 Q How do you know that?
'

12 A We have both his time records and the forms that he

13 filled out which showed that he was in Husky in May, and on

14 May 24 he made his initial evaluation to management.

15 Q On May 24 he made his initial evaluation?

1G A May 24, 1978.

17 Q And what was that evaluation?

18 A That evaluation wa2 a review of the people who ho

19 had tested to date. They were basic-'y people who were bidding
- 20 on u job posting for a new position.

21 Q These were men who were not qualified welders at

22 that point?

23 A That is correct. The majority of people he looked-

24 at initially was to satisfy a requirement for job m ating which

25 would put that ahead of our standardized program or our

operating program.
4

.
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I
Q And did you at any time toll Mr. Hofstadter not to

2
continuo retesting of any qualified welders?

3
A No, I did not.

4'

MR. CONNER: That completes - I'm sorry, there's a

5
transcript correction. It's a question for Mr. Borgman.

6
BY MR. CONNER:

7
Q

.

Mr. Borgman, would you turn to page 1807 of tho
8 transcript, lino 3?

O
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: What page is that?

10
MR. CONNER: 1807, line 3.

II BY MR. CONNER:

12 Q Mr. Borgman, do you see the number "30" before t'le
13 word " pounds" thoro?

14 A yes, I do,

15 Q Is that the mmhe2r that you said?
16 A No. I believe I said 30,000 pounda per square inch.

17| Q It should be 30,000?
i

to 1 A It should be 30,000 pounds per square inah.
19 MR. CONNER: We have no further questions.

. 20 CHAIRHAN BECHHOEFER: That's on the third line?
21 MR. CONNER: Yes.

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEPER: Mr. Feldman.
._ 23 MR. FELDMAN: Ono moment, please.

24

@ 2n
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fisng I MR. SEILER: I think we're ready to begin,

' avid 2 your Honor..

\
davidl 3 CHAIRMAN BECHEOEFER: Fine. Proceed.

<

.ko 2 4 C'10SS EXAMINATION!

'

5 BY MR. SEILE R:
'

6 0 Mr. Borgmann.--,

7 A Yes, sir.
.

8 Q --according t your safety analysis report, the

9 cable trays are loaded b area capacity and the specification

10 is between 50 and 60 percent; nov, how do you equate
,

-

11 this with testimony that e trays are full to overflowing?

\
12 A They're not fu)1 to overflowing. --'

13 0 By volume they're not?
\ .

14 A They're not.

And how long-- tcw do you equate that with15 Q !

\

previous testimony that the\ are?/16
\

17 A That wasn't my tAstimony that they are.
i*

18 Q There's been testimony here that it has.

19 A Well, I disagree with that testimony.

. 20 0 Okay. Now, is it not true that in addition to

21 being overloaded by weight it is possible that cable trays

22 can be overload.ed by volume?

MR. CONNER: I object, your Honor. The first23 ,

two times he mischaracterized the testimony, I didn't object24

because -- I would nota also there's another new lawyac3

341 043
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david 2 1 cross examining for MVPP -- but I object to him continuously

2 mischaracterizing the testimony.

3 MF. SEILER: I'd be happy to rephrase the question,

P 4 Mr. Conner.

S CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why don't you rephrase it.

6 MR. SEILER: Certainly.
,

7 BY MR. SEILER:

8 0 Can cable trays be overloaded by volur.e?

9 A From what standpoint -- how do you define

10 " overloading"?

11 Q By the PsAR; in other words, if it goes over

12 the top of the trays it's overloaded by volume.

13 MR. CONNER: That mischaracterizes the FSAR. If

14 he has a question about it, he should refer to the section

15 and ask accordingly and not give glittering generalities.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that's quite

17 correct. Why don't you -- there is a specific section in the

18 FSAR which can bohrought out.

19 BY MR. SEILER:

- 20 0 In there a volume beyond which the cable tray

cannot 'be loaded in order to meet its design capacity?21

22 A No, not to meet its design capacity.

23 Q So then the cable tray cannot be overloaded by

24 volume; is that correct?

MR. CONNER: Objection. This is cranking the
25

341 044
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9

1 same question over and over again; Mr. Borgmann just
david 3 .

.

2 answered it. ',

3 MR. SEILE1: I want to be certain that there's

rm 4 a clear answer. '

,

5 CHAIRMAN ECHOEFER: I believe -

6 WITNESS BORGMANN: The design criteria is such

that looking at a loading -- a physical loading on the7

cable tray, volume, per se, does not equate to overloadingg

the tray.g

DY M SE E R:10

Q Mr. Borgmann, if we were to take a one foot length
11

f the cable tray -- in other words, here's the beginning;
12

.here's the end; one foot in length.g

Y*" # **" #" '
14

"" 9#"8E **
15

.

# *

16

Now, if we're going to take the dimensions as

being six inches high and 12 inches high - okay? Now,

could you -- we're going to in this case subtract the

aren to be taken up by the insulation and the air space.

Would it be reasonable in your opinion to say that -- that

two-thirds would be taken up by the. insulation and the

air space?

Would this be a reasonable proportion, leaving

g one-third for copper?'

341 045
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david 4 g A It would depend on the particular voltage.s of

2 the cable and eventhing else. I don't know whether that's

3 a reasonable assumption.

^

4 Q Just as an average.

5 A I think -- I can't give you an average. You have

6 to specify the rating of the cable and everything else. There

7 is no such thing as an average insulation volume to copper
~

volume.g

9 You have to be more specific.

Q Well, do you know if -- do you knew that if10

11 two-thirds were used what the weight of the remaining one-thirn

w uld be?
12

A Of course not.

Q No?g

a Impossible.
,,

Q One-third would be coppe.r in that case. You don'tg

know?
17

A No, I don't know; you are talking about the

weight of air.-

O I'm just asking about the weight of the copper,

not the air.
21

A You're -- I'm confused as to what you're asking.

Q We've got one foot by six inches by 12 inches;

one-third of that volume is copper, okay?

g3 Do you know what the weight would be?

341 046
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Idavid 5 A No, I'd have to -- I don't carry the density of

2 copper around in my had. If I had a table I could calculate

3 it for you. You've got to have the square foot and a third

(' 4 of a square foot -- times the weight; that would be the

5 volume of copper - times the density. If you give me the

6 density of copper, I'll give you the answer.

7 Q Would you accept 47 pounds per square foot as
.

8 being the proper weight for copper?

9 A 47 pounds per square foot?

10 0 One foot - one foot per square foot of one inch

11 copper.

12 A No, I don't accept it without calculating. it

13 myself.

Okay,b.Borr:mann,yousaythatvolume14 Q doesn't

15 matter.- Is that right?

16 . A I didn't say that volume didn't matter; you're

17 ask,ing me if volume, per se, overloads a cable tray.
,

18 Q Doen volume matter, the volume of cable?
.

19 A If that is according to the commitment in the

. 20 FSAR.

21 Q Why is that important?

22 A We made the ccmmitment; it's a good practice

23 type commitment.

24 Q Well, why is it good practice?

25 A It's good practice to load the cable tray to give

341 047
.
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david 6 3 you some idea that you've got some margin for adding

2 additional cables and if you are not doing exact calculations

3 and not monitoring every cable, that you knew that you have
''

4 no danger of overloading the cable tray.

5 But this, per se, does not constitute

. 6 overloading or not overloading.

7 Q Okay, then, in other words aside from the possible

8 weight overload, there's no possible danger by filling the

g trays beyond 50 to 60 percent of volume capacity; is that

10 correct?

A I didn't say that.gg

Q What other dangers are involved, then?12

MR. CONNER: You're talking about possible dangers13

14 r actual dangers? The questins are different.

MR. SEILER: Let him answer however he wats to.15

**16 *

Q What other dangers are involved?

A
18

nya s Par m er I h a ld be de

cable -- the a:Perage rating of the cable.gg

20 - Q What danger would that pose?

A Overheating.g

Qg What would happen if the cable overheated?

g Qualify to what extent you're talking about;A

I mean, you can overheat a cabic to the extent that the cable

g could fail.

341 048
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david 7 Q At a lower degree ot. overheating what could happen?

2
A A low degree of overheating?

3
Q Yes, such that the cable would not fail.

'

4
A Nothing.

5
0 It couldn't cause, let's say a very, very small,

6
very fine micreamp instrumentation - it couldn't cause a

misreading.

O A Not to my knowledge.

9
Q It couldn't cause a fire?

10 A It wouldn't cause a fire, no.

II Q At a high rate of overheating, could it cause a

12 fire?

U A You'd have to have an extreme degree of overheating

14 to have that happen, and these cables, I might add, don't

15 come anywhere close to it.

16 Q And this is all possibly caused by volume -- by

17 loading beyond the FSAR standard?

18 MR. Com{BR: Objection, your Honor; there's no

19 evidence that anything is loaded beyond the FSAR standards.

20 MR. BARTH: Mr. Chairman, I also object to the

21 line of questioning because if you e - ine the rebuttal

22 by Mr. Borgmann yesterday starting on page 1806, it did

23 not concern volume; it concerned weight.

24 This has no relationship at all to the testimony

9 25 he gave yesterday; since we were going to limit this to

341 049
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david 8 I Mr. Borgnann's testimony yesterday, it goes way beyond

2 the purview of what he testified to yesterday.

3 It starts on page 1806 of the transcript.

^
/ 4 (Board conferring.)

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the subject matter

6 of the question is permissible. Was there an objection other

7 than the subject matter?

8 I think -

9 MR. CONNER: There certainly was.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes?

11 MR. CONNER: He mischaracterized the evidence.

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, I think the

13 characterization -- I think the characterization of the

14 previous testimony was not made out to be accurate, ar.d if

15 you're going to ask the question --

16 MR. SEILER: I can ask the question --

17 C!nIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why don't you rephrase it.

18 MR. SEILER: Thank you, your Honor.

19 BY MR. SEILER:

20 0 Is it not true then that if the cable trays

21 at Zim.er -- a sufficient volume of cables were put in that

22 the additional side plates were required?

23 A That's correct.

24 Q Okay. So you're saying then - what you're ,

25 saying, then, is that the only potential problem which can

341 050
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david 9
3

caused in a specified circumstance, which you specified,

2 was the problem of potential overheating.

How, I'm not saying that this would necessarily3

apply to Zimmer, but you're saying that this is the onlyC 4

potential problem caused in some cases by volume overload?5

MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor; Mr. Borgmann
.

6

has testified to several things. The frame of reference is
7

~ too vague to be a legitimate question.
8

'

CHAIRMAN BECHHOFFER: I can't understand thatg

@* 8 "*
10

.

BY MR. SEILER:

O The question is this: we were referring earlier.

12

to volume load of the trays, correct?g

A You were, yes.

O Okay. The second thing, as I recall, that I

aske you referred to the potential danger of overloading

by volumer is that correct?

A That's right.

Q Andy)u said that there was a danger in some
g

circumstances of heat developing; is that correct?

A I said it was possible, not at Simmer, however.

O All right. And I believe you - and my questin

was: is that the only possible danger, the heat?

A No, you are excluding the weight. There are

4 two design parameters. Thore's the weight; there is the
W 25
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david 10 1 amperage going to the cable.

2 You were excluding the weight before.

3 0 Excluding the weight; we're just ta3d2 9

4 atout volume.
'

5 A Now, you're excluding weight and just talking

. 6 about volume?

7 Q That's right.

8 A I said overheating, right.

9 Q Are there any other dangers?
|

'

10 A Other than the weight -- the overheating?

11 Q Yes.

12 A I can't think of any.

13 Q Okay. Now is it not true that the volume

14 overloading has made it impossible at Zimmer to install

15 the specified insulation materials at the point where the

10 cables penetrate a wall?

17 MR. CONNER: Objection.

18 MR. BARTH: Object to the question, your Honor;

19 assumes facts not in evidence; we have not facts in

20 evidence so far of volume overloading.

21 BY MR. WEILER:

22 Q Okay, let me rephrase the question.

23 Is it not true that the volume of cables which

24 are presently in the trays at Zimmer have made it impossible

25 to install the original specified insulation material at
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david 11 g the point .where the cables penetrate a wall?

2 MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor; inctalling

3 insulation has nothing to do with contention 14.

4 ""- 5"''""= '' ^^= * * "*'" **" 9'a'i ""O -

answer which stated that there are no other potential dangers.5

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHCEFER: I think ' t has to do with --
.

MR. CONNER: Insulation -
7

MR. BARTH: Mr. Bechhoefer, we have gone from
8

welding cable trays now to fire insulation, and thatis a
9

big ju=p, sir.
10

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't think in the sence --
g3

this specifically has to do with overloading now, whichg

"" 8 8 "I " **8E" ^"Y"*Y*
13

What can happen if the -- if the answer wasg

acmething more serious, would we exclude it because something

IDoro serious hadn't been brought in earlier.

I don't think so; I think the question is proper

" *

18

BY MR. SEILER:

O Mr. Borgmann?

A Not to my knowledge.

O Mr. Borgmann, has the loading of cables as it

is at Zi=mer eer caused at the point of wall penetration

the cables that were pulled through to be cut in half?

h MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor, that has

yn 05;
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david 12 1 nothing to do with the welding of cable trays, even if true,

h 2 MR. SEILER: It's the same point, your Honor,

3 that it ic perhaps an additional danger here.

^
4 (Board conferring.)

5 CHAIMMN DOCHHOEFER: I'm having trouble following

. 6 the question.

7 MR. SMILER: I'm spefically -- my questiongc2s
.

8 to this if thero is a specified number of cables in a

D tray -- okay? And you're going through a wall penetration,

10 there's a finite amount of space.

11 My question 33 whether the space is so small that

12 at times as- the cable was pulled through it caused the cable

13 to break because thero's not enough spacu to pull through
.

14 the wall penetration.

15 MR. CONNER: That has --

'

16 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, who cares? It has nothing

17 to do with the welds and cables trays. I could care

13 less.

19 MR. SEILER: .That's correct. It has nothing to

20 do with the welds; it i.as to do with the danger of overloading.

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The overloading has to do

22 with the cable trays, though.

23 MR. SEILER: The overloading has to do with the
_

24 walda.

25 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think this was -- this
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davidl3 1 one has to do with thn si=e of the wall, and I don't think

h 2 that has anything to do with the cable tray.
3 MR. SEILER: Well, the size of the opening in

''
4 the wall, it's my understanding, would be propertional to

5 the size of the cable. tray.

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: No, I don't think that

7 has anything to do with -- that one has nothing to do with

8 the way a cr.ble tray was constructed as to the weld.

O MR. SEILER: So the objection is sustained?

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Objection sustained.

11 MR. CONNER: If the board please, while there is

12 this other long pause while counsel is conferring with

13 Mr. Hofstadter, would the board like a copy of this page

14 of the control manual just to have? I don't think it needs

15 to be marked, but we have spare copies of that page

16 if you would want it.

17 We may as well take up the time profitably in

18 some sonSe.

19 C3 AIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that would be useful.

20 (Counsel distributing documents.)

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Do you have a copy of the

22 revised statements, the two difforent statements?

23 MR. WETTERHAHN: We'll get one made for the board.

24 MR. 'SEILER: To correct the record, your IIonor,

25 counsel was not conferring with Mr. Hofstadter; I was
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david 14 I conferring with Mr, Feldr.r.a, co-counsel.

MR. CONNER: For a long time.
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Tp 3 1 BY MR. SBIIER:

h 2 Q Mr. Banta, did your 1978 wolder qualification

3 program requiro quality testing of wolders?
'

4 A (Witness Banta) Performance testing.

5 Q Woro there, prior to 1978, the 1978 program,
. 6 welding problems on nuclear jobs at Husky?

7 A No, sir, not to the best of my knowledge.

8 Q Mr. Buta, can you identify this document?

9 .MR. CONNER: Let us see it.

10 HR. SEILER: I have additional copies.(Handing)

11 BY MR. SBILER:

12 O Can you identify this sheet of paper?

13 A (Witness Danta) Yes, I can.

14
_

Q What is it?
,

15 A This is the back-up sheet to my woldar qualification

16 program.

17 MR. SBILER: Your Honor, I ask at this time far

10 identification purposas this documant be marked Miami Valley

19 Power Project exhibit number 2.

20 (The document was marked Miami Valley

2; Power Project exhibit nunbar 2

22 "or identification.)

23 BY MR. SEILER:

24 Q Turning to page two of this document, did you

h prepared this?
25

A (Witness Banta) Yes, I did.
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DB2 T Q Whan?

2 A This was prepared the same time as my April 6 letter,

3 or within a week after that.

4 Q What year?

5 A 1978.

6 Q Turning to page 2, referring to section III, para-

7 graph B, what does that say?
.

8 A It says "Eliminato nucinar Q.A. welding problems."

g Q Do you wish to chango your testimony that prior

10 to 1978 there wera no welding problems on nuclear jobs

3g at Husky?

;2 MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor. If it is in

13 the transcript, it certainly is not in rebuttal. This is an

14 attempt to go back to basic cross-emination.

MR. BARTH: I think, sir, if ha is going to te.11 the15

16 witness ~what he said, he owes, at leash to this counsel,

;7 to identify where in the record this was said.

MR. SEILER: About five miautan ago. If you would10

lika to read it back, we can.gg

MR. BARTH: Sir, I have consulted with my co-counsel,20

and it is our distinct reco11 action this was never stated21

by. the witness in the last five minutas, that there were noy

QA_ nuclear welding problems.g

(Board conferring)

g CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Would the reporter check that?
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1

DB3 (Record read as follows: Question. Were there,
2

prior to 1978, the 1978 program, welding problems
3

_ on nuclear jobs at Husky? Answers No, sir, not
4 '

to the best of my knowledge.)
5

MR. BARTH: I withdraw the objection, your Honor.
6

MR. CONNER: I object on the grounds I stated. This
7

. :2as nothing to do with renuhtal in the way it is asked.
8

MR. SEILER: It has been asked and answered, your
9

ilonor. And I think this bears directly on his prior testimony.
10

(Board conferring)
11

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I believe Mr. Banta did testify
12

on rebuttal concerning the 1978 testing program and the reasons
13

for it. So I think this bears upon that testinony. The
14

objection is overruled.

MR. SEILER: Thank you, your Honor.
16

BY MR. SEILER:
I

Q Do you remember the question?
18

A No, I do not. Would you please repeat it?
19

(Pending question read.)

WITNESS BANTA: I repeat there was no welding
21

roblema prior to 1978.

BY MR. SEILER:

23
Q Now referring, in the same docnmant, to page 2,

M
section III B (1), it says: " Physically stamp all parts welded."9 25 Cs it not a fact that prior to this program that was not
lone at Husky?<
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1

DB4 A (Witness Banta) That is what is reforrod to as QA

problems. And that is a problem in that we did not physically

3
stamp the parts, we stamped'the routing which was the accompanying

m
,

paperork that went with them. For tracability of QA records,

5
we needed to changa our method of stamping for identification

~_..
6

of walders. This was the QA problem referenced in subtitio B.

Q Is it not a fact that this failure to physically

stamp all parts would totally e\iminate the value of your

9
disincontiva program?

10 A No, sir. .

II
Q Referring to page 2, III (2), Improve Quality / Appear-

I'
ance of Wolds, is it not true that prior to 1978 you had

13 experienca with bad welds on nuc1 car jobs at thisky? ....
14 A As I stated, bad welds, to the best of my

15 experience, on nucinar jobs, no. .
,

i.
1G Q Reforring to page 2, IV A of the sa'ma document,

i
17 it says: " Qualified wolders only/ nuclear projey-t work."
18 Is it not a fact that . unqualified waldars were doing nuclear

I9 project work prior to 1978 at Husky?

20 A Based upon a review of the records, I have no -

21 knowledge nor could I find any proof thatthat did occur.

22 O Why were those things in here if they woran't

23 problems?

24 A Do you wish an explanation?

25 Q A brief one, yes.
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DBS 1 A Stop me when you want me to stop. Basically, as

2 I stated in III B, eliminato nuclear QA wolding problems,

3 this was inserted in the program objectivas, because for

' '

4 every nuclear job we taka, we are subject to audits. The

5 audits revealed that the stamping of paporwork with the movement

6 of the parts, if the paperwork and the parts were separated,

7 then there would be no tracability. So it was suggasted -

a also for a second reason, that it is very hard to koop all of

9 those piocas of paper in a NFPA class III repository for

to permanent use. It was suggested, therefore, that we stamp

11 the physical parts. So the objective of the program was to

12 find a method of physically stamping the parts. Subsection

13 II A, the appearance -
.

14 Q Let me ask you a question on Subsection I.

15 MR. CONNER: He asked for the answer. Let him

16 finish.

17 CHA73tMAN BECHHOEFER: The witness can finish the

18 answer.

19 WITNESS BANTA: Subsection II refers to quality / appear-

20 ec4 wolds. We went into the program saying we would look

21 for battar methods of claaning, brushing, getting a battar

22 appearance to the wolds. Appearance is not a quality critaria,

23 but it is a critaria that we wished to have, the best looking

24 welds, even though they are best strength-wise.

25 Subsection IV you referred to tated - in tho

.
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DB6 1 vriginal program we set a six-month implementation dato on

- 2 this program. We said at the and of the six months, we would

3 use welders, we wanted to use welders then which were across

"

4 the board for all work centers, had pasnod the performance
'

5 test in all positions; even though it was not required, va

6 vantad it across the board In all positions. So this was a,

7 statement up front, before the program was initiated, saying

8 this is our goals and objectives, so when tha six months --

9 came around, we would say everybody knows this is what our

10 objective is, this is what we will work for.

11 Q Are you finished?

12 A Yes.

33 Q Okay. Going back to what you just said about

14 B I, physically stamping all parts welded, I think you

f5 reflected in your answer there was a problem in your paperwork,

16 and that is why this was put in here. Is that correct?

A That is correct. According to the interpretation37

18 of difforant auditors, they waro looking at our files to sea

gg the stamped copy of the paperwork.

Q Could this not reflect on the accuracy of your20 .

paperw rk as well?
21

A It reficcted n the voluma of paper which we22

g had retained in our files, which became very cumbersoms.

Q Is that a yes or no?3

$ A You said the accuracy?g
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1 Q Does it reflect on the accuracy?
DB7

2 A No.

3 Q Now as to numbar B 2, you said appearance is not

'7 4 equated with quality, is that correct?

5 A As far as the structural soundness of a wald, that

6 is cdrrect.

7 Q So why is " quality" in there?

8 A That is the reason the word " quality / appearance" is

9 there, and not " quality and appearance" as two separate words,

10 becauso we falt that evan though it is a structurally sound

7i wald, of quality soundness, by appearanco you want to have

12 it look better.

13 Q So it should have road " improve,' quality of

14 appearance of walda", is that correct?

15 A That is correct.

16
'

Q The asthetics of your walds is a major objectiva

17 at Husky?

ja A It is one of the program objectivas as outlined

19 hara.

20 MR. SEILER: Miami Valloy has no further questions.

21 Your Honor, I would move that Miami Valley Power Project

22 ' exhibit 2 be placed into evidence.

MR. CONNER: We have no objection.23

MR. BARTH: The: Staff has no objection.3

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Thoro being no objection,g
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DB 8 I Miami Valley Power Project exhibit 2 will be admitted into

h 2 evidence. '

3 (The documant previously marked
'~

4 Miami Valley Power Project nwhibit 2

5 for identification was received in,

|. 6' evidenco.)

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The representativa for Dr.
.

8 Fankhauser, do you hava questions of this panel?

9 MS. ESTEPP: No, sir.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Halla?

11 MR. HEILE: Jus 6 a couple.

;2 BY MR. HEILE:

13 Q Mr. Santa, referring to your testimony which was

;4 elicited from you by your attorney on the June '78 rotesting

15 Program, you may recall that Mr. Connor, I holieve, asked

gg you if you had ever made any sta9 mants to Mr. Hofstalter

17 about destroying paperwork and your answer was no?

18 A (Witne.sa Banta) That is correct.

39 Q And that whole situation arose in connection witc

20 the retaating program in 1978, if I am not mistaken,is that

right?21

A Yes.g

Q Do you rocall any occasions whero Mr. Hofstadtarg

y came to you and told you that a couple of wolders waren't

#8 9 ""Y25
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DB9 1 A No, I do not.

2 Q The -tests they were working on, I am sorry?

3 A No, I do not.

4 Q So it is your testi3x)ny that you don't recall

5 Mr. Hofstadter coming in to you and telling you anything about

6 welders who were not at the time passing a qualification test?

7 A That is correct.

8 Q Do you know of anyone not passing a qualification

9 test during the testing proceduras in 1978, any of your welders?

10 A There wore some failures on the performance tast,

t1 whero people were being tested for now positions.

12 Q Did Mr. Hofstadtar discuss with you anything

13 about performance test failures in 19787

14 A Per se, I can not remember any specific conversation.

15 Since this was a total program, I would not want to say there,

16 wcro no conversations that over took place. But no specific

17 one stands out in my mind.

ja O At any rate, you certainly don't ramamber any

19 conversations with Mr. Hofstadter about the fact that somebody

20 was not passing a performance test and the paporwork should

21 be destroyed?

A That is correct.22

Q Or, in fact any indication that a parson was not23

24 passing a perforr.ance test and the paporwork ought to be

h destroyed, that conversation never took place?25

A That is correct, it never did occur.
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DB10 I Q Eith raspect to an answer to a question Mr. Conner

2 . asked you about the falsification of reports, I bolieve you

3 said not to your knowledge?

~' 4 A That is correct.

-5 Q Would you have any knowledge of anybody in Husky'

. 6 Products that would have any idea or any knowledge of falsi-

7 fication of reports?

The reports you are referring to ai,.o tho8 A

9 certification reports? *

10 Q That is correct. Anyone known to you.

11 A No.

12 MR.HEILE: Thank yc%

13 CHAIRW BECHHOEFER: Mr. Barth?

14 MR. BARTH: The Staff has no questions, your Honor.

15 EXAMINATION BY THE BOARD

16 BY DR. HOOPER:

17 Q Mr. Borgmann, how much experience have you had with

18 those so-callod Kollus grips?

'

19 A (Witness Borgmann) We.ll, being in the industry

20 for over 30 years, we havn had quita a bit of exparience.

I
21 Personally havo no'; pulled nahtaa, but wo have used Kellum

gg grips evar since I have basa in tha industry.

Q They have been widely used and accepted, have they?23

A Yes, sir, they have,y

h Q Have you ever heard of thou slippj;.J or failing,25
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1

11 failing to hold a cablo?

A No, they don't do it very often, but as I indicatad
3

yesterday, if improparly used, that could happen. Butc
4

not if properly utilized.
5

0 Most engineers and people in this business know
6-

about thin sort %f thing, Kollum grips?
7

- A Yes, sir.
8

Q And they are approved in the engineering codes and
9

this sort of thing?
10

A I don't know if they are approved in (cy coda. I
11

don't titink there is any codo that covers the Kellum grips,
12

but it is en industry-wide device, it has been catalogad, its
13

ratings aro listed and I think ovary power plant and every
14

substation in the country utilizes Kellum grips to some extant.
15

Q I believe the Intervenor's attorney was questioning
16

you about the expanded volume of the cable trays. And you
17

did not give us a reason for expanding tha volume. I believe
18

you said that the volumo was being expanded, you were putting
19

sido boards or so=ething on them. I don't know exactly what
20

it was. What was the purpose of that?

21
A The purpose of raising the sido boards on a

22
cable tray was to put more cables in the tray. As the

23
::enstruction progressed, and the design evolved, various

24
additional oquipmant was adcod and various cables added, and the

25
cable trays were carefully evaluated to see whether or not
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. I. they were in a condition whore they could accept more cables.

2 Itis somewhat misleading to look at a cable tray and

3 assuma because you sea cables at the top of the tray that

^

4 they are packed in there. TIfo cables are randomly laid, so thoro

5_ is a lot of air space between the cables. Soin/orderto
?

'G evaluato how many more cables you can put in th,/.t volume,.

7 you have to calculate the weight and calculats the hcat

B in the cable,and if these are not close to design paramotors,

9 then you can add more cablas. Rather than have the things

10 just laying out around the edges, we built up sideboards.

11 Before that was dono it was atrafully evaluatad by our

12 designers.

13 Q This 10 something then that isn't designed initially

14 into the plant? This ic something that just sort of can

15 grw lika Topsy, as ta plant dwvelops? I would think that

16 you would know pretty much - yoc don't really 1.now how many

17 cables you have to lay when you start building the plant?

A That is correct. Wo have a pretty good idoa, butIa

gg I think anybody bn41 ding a nnal w plant is going to find

20 out that things change radically from whes they start to

21 when they finish.

end #3 22

23

124

25
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1 Q Was the reason for making these side boards to add

2 insulation? Was this the purpose, as adding insulation? Was

3 this the purpose in doing this?

^

4 A No. It was just to ac-Mate additional cables.

5 I might add that when you start up with the design you try to

6 leave margin and there is margin in the design and all we're.

7 doing is using some of the margin of what was originally there
.

8 to acccc:modate additional cables.

9 Q And this computer program is supposed to tell you

10 how much you can put in there, this calculates the weight of

11 each one added and it also calculates the heat frem each ono

12 added; is that rigt? ?

13 A The computer program monitors -- you have various

14 points and at each cross-sectional point you're calculating how

15 cany cables are at that cross-sectional point and knowing the

is cables and the radii you can calculate the heat at that point

17 as well as the weight of the cables.

10 Q Well, would that tell you, then, to put in moro

39 insulation, if you got a high heat rating in some place; would

20 you put more insulation in?

A No. We're not talking about insulation protection21

frona fire. The cable insulation itself, the electrical22

23 installation, has a rating of 90 degree contigrado rise and

3 that equates to so much heat per foot of calIn tray.

h Q3 You don't put - in case the heat comes up fairly

high, you don't rush in and put some more insulation around

the cables that are there then? ee
3 h ,i 009
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1 A No.

2 Q Mr. Banta, when you visited the Zimmer plant with
'

3 Mr. Hofstadter, I believe you did, didn't you?-

'^
4 A (Witness Banta) Yos, I did.

5 Q After that visit, was !!r. Hofstadter then concerned

6 in any way about the cable trays? Did he express any concern.

7 to you about their strength and the strength of the welds?
.

8- A Not por so. I would have to say Mr. Hofstadter did

g make co=ments to me regarding like the 70 percent fill and I

10 explained to him what I knear about definitions and stuff like
,..-

+3; that, bu,t tbere was no ccamenta mado that ' I feel the QA is

12 overicaded".as you're saying because of it being filled too

g high than .the design was. I have no knowledge of that.

Bukdidbesayanythingtotheoffectthatthese.Q14

15 welds cro. bad welds to be put in there and I'm worried about

them or anything like that?
1G

A No, sir.g

g Did he express any particular safety considerationsQ

after that visit? Did he any, - well, specifically, did ha3g

say anything about the fittings, any concern about the fittings20

and the weight that would be carried by the fittings?21

A No, sir.g

g mn did you first hear of his concern chout safotyQ

issues and about the wolds in Zimmer?

h ",_f A N first time I was made aware of 'it was when wo
I

!
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3

received a copy of his August 18 letter.

Q That ras after he left?

3
A That is correct.

'^
4

Q I believe in his testimony he didn't say outright

5 but he sort of implied that his dismissal was in some way
. 6

related to his dissatisfaction with quality control and the

7
.

matter of quality of products. Do you feel this entered into

8 his disruissal in any way?

9 A No, it did not, sir, because Mr. Hofstadter was not

to related to the quality or quality control of the products.
11 Q Well, he gave scme testimony about a truckload of

12 welds that fell apart on the truck earlier and he sounded as

13 though he was quite concerned about welding and was his
.

14 statements to anybody that you know of in the plant about

15 quality of welds -- did this have anything to do with his
16 dismissal?

17 A No, sir. His statements regarding that truckload

18 of alumimm tray -- that was the concern of everybody within
19 Husky and immediately we took action to find out what the

20 base problem was and then we corrected it and replaced the

21 materials.

22 Q So as far as you know, his concern about the quality

23 of welds had nothing to do with his dismissal?

24 A That is correct.

@ 25 Q I think the Board is still not quito clear about the-

side rail problem. As you add side raile and you add more
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1
cable you're adding weight, aren't you?

2 A -(Witness Borgman) Yes, sir.

3 O And what tells you, then, when to stop adding cable?
-

4 A When we approach the design loading which is 40

5 pounds per. square foot or when wa approach the heat load which

6
j is 41 watts por foot.

7
. Q And you said that in the plant, I believe you

8 testified yesterday, that something like 34 was the maximum of

9 loading?

10 A I said in my testimony that the naximum loading,

11 which is the one cable tray, is slightly lasc than 36 pounds
12 per square foot and that's in one cable tray only and that the

13 average loading in the plant is 20 pounds per square fcot.
14 Q Average is 20?

15 - A Average is 20. I'd like to add something else,

1G Dr. Hooper. One of my associates handed me a note indicating

17 that one of the IEEE s&and'Ms, 422, does address the design and

to installation of cables in electric power generating stations

to and references Kellem grips. So it is in at least one standard.
20 Q Mr. Danta, on Exhibit 2 that has just be distributed,

21 under 3(d),. I'm not quite clear about quality in appearance in

22 welds, why were you no concerned about appearance of welds? If

23 they don't have anything to do with strength, I'm not sure I

24 understood your answer there.

@
25 A (Witness Banta) One of the first things you do when

,

I :
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I you look at a weld, you get your first impression like looking
2

at any product, and if the welds have soot marks and carbon

3 deposits insida -
_

4
Q What?

5 A Soot, s-o-o-t. He looks at the carbon that's burned
. 6 because of the inert gas not being totally present around the

7 weld, or if you have splatter which is the little - I don't

8 know how to explain it - it's little marks off to the side of

9 where the metal as it's being molted will sometimes just erupt
to lika, and if you don't olesn these off after you do your veld
11 to actually polish it with the stainless steel brush - at

12 least make some attempt to make the weld look good, then the

13 people that look at it for the first timo, their first

14 impression will be it do asn't look good and to many people not

15 looking good or the appearance is an evaluation of quality and

16 they do not look at the structural soundness of it as the only
17 be. sis for quality.

18 Q So you're really saying that the punctuation that you

19 used there is not quite what it looks lika. You're saying

20 parenthesis appearance; by quality you don't mean enly

21 appearance?

22 A 1f011, in this caso here we're trying to cover a

23 general progran and lay out guidelines and one of the basic

24 points we're trying to make is there is no such thing as a
@ 25 porrect weld and if you have a weld and it has small oracks or
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1 oven a crater at the and where the man pulled his torch off, and

2 through a little additional training you can instruct the man

3 on how to improve his torch properly so as to avoid an
^

irregular looking termination mark, even though it has no4

S " "i"g on the strength of the wold, the appearance would be
- 6 better. The appearance is really probably one of the biggest

7, factors in first impression and acceptance versus ' questionable
1

8: acceptance of a weld or of any product. For that reason we
!

g stress it as one of the QA problems in that we have inspectors

to come in and tre want to make sure that their first impression

33 was a good 11apression.

12 Q Now would this have any effect upon whether or not

g a piece passed inspection?

14 A No, sir. We have inspection criteria set up on the

15 amount of minor cracks, the amount of porousity that might be

16 present, the amount of undercut. ting and so forth, and these

37 were all criteria in our welding quality standard. Appearance

18 was a ec:x:: mon at the end and this was a check shoot used by the

39 inspectors as acceptance or rejection of a weld, and appearance

20 was listed on it because it was listed at tha end and there

g was no percentage on the appearance as there was on the other

factors that could or could not have -g

Q So you're saying it did affect a visual inspection?g

A That is correct.g

Q Are you saying that getting rid of the soot kouldg
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7

g make it easier to see cracks or flaws that might be underneath?

2 IP this what you wanted to do?

3 A That is true. Getting rid of the soot makes the

p 4 weld look cleaner, so that when you look at the weld you don't

5 have to strain so hard to try to look inside of it if it's
- 6 Polished up the same as the parent metal.

7 Q You're not saying that the soot may have hid a lot
.

of fine cracks and you'ra trying to prove your quality so the8

g inspectors could see these cracks better? Is that what you're

10 saying?

A Not really. When I say noot doesn't affect anything33

except the visual appearance of a weld and if you have a tray12

with a soot mark every six inches down the side of the tray wherg a

you have your welds or every 12 inches or whatever the designg

"9 * ~ ~
15

0 "" " " " * *# 9' "# ""Y16

around here a minute. If it's nice and clean with all the sootg

f , d es the inspector say, "Well, that's fine; let's pass10

this one?"g

20 , when it's nice and clean and all the soot is

off, you will have a better impression of the product.g

Q You'll have a better impression. Does that mean

that the inspector might not look too carefully at it for the

things that are important in terms of safety?

h A No, sir, because when the soot is off, than you have
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1 to be more carefull looking at the tray to find the welds in

2 that they are not visually picked out by black marks, but when

3 you do look at them you will be able to see the weld cleaner.
~

4 I really don't know how to answer your question with a one

5 word yes or no, because most people, especially our customers

6 who are inspecting our welds, they are looking into the.

7 deepness of the weld, the penetration and everything else, and

e if it's a clean weld it makes their job easier to look at the

9 weld and to make an evaluation of the weld itself and not have
10 something covered up that they have to wipe off first.

BY CHAIRMAN BECHH0EFER:
11 Q Mr. Banta, I wasn't exactly clear on p ur answer to

12 item 4 on that Miami Valley Exhibit 2. It talks about
&

13 deficiencies after October of 1978. Now does that mean there

14 m e some between October 1978 and whatever the date of this

15 is, April or May?

1G A Sir, what you have to have is basically the cover

17 letter that goes with this. This is just the attachments to my

letter of April and the letter of April stated we were going tola

39 have a new base level for requirement to work in w work

20 centers and that no longer would, as an example, a man be -

:

21 required just to have the one position, the vartical or

22 horizontal, that would qualify him for the flat to do the work

23 he was doing, but we wanted to set the requirements so that ha

3 would have to have, for anmple, both vertical and barizontal.

25 4
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1 Deficiency here refers to the chart which is attached where it

2 shows the seros and the x's. The x's are the positions which

3 tlione particular employees which were listed on the left side
^

4 of this chart were qualified or qualified at the time this

5 chart was prepared. The zerca were the deficiencies to the

6 new program definition if the man was going to work in a work

7 conter as outlined in the second vertical column frcm the

8 left-hand side of the page, and the date October 1 was stated

g also in the cover letter as being a six-month date that we

to wanted to get the program completed and implemented by.

Q Now the statement in the line which says qualified3;

12 volders only for nucicar project work, was that a future goal?
s

Ag That was a restatement that this has always been a

14 fact according to our QA manual and we are saying that you have

9"" Y " " " " "" 9"" "* ** #15

nuc en w r , un ern dahthn is nw ghen h M16

we're using a new term called totally qualified as a definition

for the new program.g
-

Q Well, what is the portion of the manual page thatgg

was ae amm , dW wm M-
20

performed by welders and procedures that have been qualified -

the words "when required" are present there and I notice in
i

the later document thoso words were dropped.

Ncw does that reflect the changed program that

Y were talking about? f23
.

>

1 '

| \
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1
A That is correct, because as a result of the new

2
standards the men who were working in the work centers have to

3
be qualified before they can get into the work center now.-

4
0 There's a statement under paragraph one - subpara-

5
graph one, under that IX, that again - that was for the future

6
rather than for the past practices is that correct?

7 A That is correct.
8

Q But I take it other than I think the two instancos
9

which were pointed out earlier you don't have knowledge of any
to

occasion when - and I'll apply it to simmer only - where
11

non qualified or yet to be qualified welders were working on
12 Zimmer pieces?

13 A No, I don't. I don't have any knowledge of that,,

14 sir.

15 Q Now that 1978 program you mentioned the testing was
16

carried out in new procedures only. 'Do I recollect correctly?
17 A I think I may have missed a word. Could you please -

18 repeat the question?

19 Q New procedures for the particular welder who had not
,

20 previously been qualified -

21 A These are not new procedu2.es, unless I misunderstand
,

22 what your base question is.

23 Q Well, I was trying to determine - I thought you had
j

24 said that the welders were ody tested in procedures for which
25 they had not previously qualified.

;
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1 A That is correct.

2 0 And that they were not retested in the areas where

3 they had previously qur411fied.
^

'

4 A They were being tested in the areas where they were,

.

deficient in the position process which is if they have a5

6 horizontal position and we felt that we wanted them to have

both horizontal and vertical they were tested in the vertical7

8 to fill out their qualification across the board.

9 Q What I wanted to ask you is with that as a back-

10- ground, if they had been tested - if they were being tested

and they did not pass in one of the new positions I'll say3g

"new" in quotes - and if that "new" position were one which by12

13 taking the test also qualified one in the old position, would

14 that have an effect on the old qualification or am I confused
*

15 * "8Y 8*8

A
16 We basically have two positions. Ono is called the

horizontal and one in called the vertical. Those two positionsg

are npletely different. They are completely separate pro-18

jg cedures described in the ASME code in that they are both a

20 position process, and that by passing the horizontal and not-

g ; passing the vertical or not showing proficiency in the vertical,

it has no relationship to the horizontal or positions qualified,,

by the horizontal.

24
i9 l

25 :
ii
+

,
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2 david 1 Even though they both qualify for many losser
ke 15 2 positions, by showing the proficiency in the horizontal

davidl 3 position, you will still keep all the lesser positions
^

4 that the vertical would not.
5 Again, you don't pass that position just -

- 6 Q But the vertical and the horizontal are never --
'

7
-

does passing the vertical qualify you for horizontal?
8 A No, sir. Passing the vertical qualifies you for
9 flat, the number one position, vertical being number three.

10 The number two also qualifies you -- thelorizontal qualifies
11 you for a flat number one, a number one being the simplest,

12 weld position.

13 Q Now, what would happen if -- just assume for
14 instance that a welder had qualified in horizontal but not
15 vertical and he took a vertical test and flunked.
1G Now, what effat, if any, would that have on the

17 flat position?

18 A That has no effect on the flat position because
19 the vertical position is basically a different -- different

teel required to weld vertically up than it does horizontal,. 20

21 and the level of the flat is much easier.
22 So if he showed proficiency for the horizontal,

he has shown enough proficiency to weld the flat, even though23

he may not have the extra skill at that particular time t24
--

25 or training to weld vertically up.
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david 2. I Q So that failing the vertical would not disqualify
2 him for --

3 A That's correct. That's correct.
_

4 Q How, when you testified that you were not aware

5 of any - you used the word " false" in quotes, false-

6 certification. What exactly did you mean by " false"? Did

7 you mean fraudulent or did you mean the way false has

8 been used - the word "flase," which has been used very

9 loosely?

10 A The word " false" used in this hearing has been

11 used basically for a definition where someone certified

12 records that they didn't feel were accurate, thereforo being

13 false; falso, being a piece was done out of sequcnce, which

14 was not correct, the interpretation of being falso there.

15 or I would very generally say that false could

16 be anything whatsoever that would make that record invalid.

17 I have no knowledge of any of our records ever being falsified

18 under duress or under any other persuasion from anyone.

19 Q So your answer was an attempt to cover all the

. 20 various forms of improper certification?

21 A Yes, sir.

22 Q Those that we've learned something about in the

23 last few days.

24 (Board conferring.)

O zs
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DAVID 3 1 BY CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:

2 Q I have one or two questions now on Mr. Hofstadter's

3 dsmissal.
~

4 You testified that the orders for the reduction

5 in force ceme - my notes here say February '78 - and

6 they came from the Burndy Corporation; is that correct?

7 A Yes, it is, sir.

8 Q What -- I assume those orders told you only to

9 reduce the number of cut the quantity - I assume they

to did not detail either how you would go about it or who

11 you woul6 dismiss.

12 A The order was just planned just; it just said

13 use a percentage.

14 Q So the order said nothing about discharging

15 Mr. Hofstadter or anyone else?

16 A Thatis correct.

17 Q How did you come to decide that Mr. Hofstadter

la was one of the ones you should cut?

'

19 A Each department was given a different month or

20 adifferent period of time that we would make our

21 evaluations; what we had to do was review each person

22 within our department avd review their function and what

23 functions they could give us at basically no additional

24 cost to our cornoration.

25 So we tried to eliminate duplication of people
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david 4 I between corporate staff and Husky staff.

2 In my department, which was industrial engineering

3 and tooling, we examined each area and found that in the
_

4 engineering our products were different, so we did not

5 touch that area.

- 6 In tooling, our products were completely different

7 because we have the big load toleranco, compared to that at

8 Burndy, so we had nothing in cn m n there.

9 Btt in industrial engineering, .Burndy had an

10 excellent industrial engineering taff, so we began - we

11 began to bring their staff down to evaluate how well they

12 could work into our facilities and then we decided that

13 what we would do is to eliminate our industrial enginecring

14 department.

15 So the choice was to e14m4= 5 the industial

16 engineering manager as a fi.at step and Pasically coming

17 back to that department -

18 Q Has that department been totally ~

,,

19 eliminated?

20 A That departmentthas been cut back to whero it's -

21 two people at this tim. And tFe functions they are

22 serving are partially industrial.chgineering and

23 partially production and estimating, vitich comes under the

24 engineering heading.

s Q How many persons were in the department in early

a
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david 5 I August 19787

2 A At that time there were three people in the
3 department.

_

4 O So that the reduction is only one person?
5 A Basically, because the other two - one being
6 Mr. Randy Pratt, who was involved in many different
7

. functions of the company besides industrial engineering, had
8 other functions which we could nei replace with Norwalk.
9 And the other person, that was Del Williamson who was

to our cost estimator, who o s doing cost estimating and
11 that was something else we could not have done by Norwalk,
12 so until we can either change one of those over to a , *

13 computer system or change our methods or something around

14 we cannot eliminate those positions.

15 Q Now, what portionof Mr. Pratt's time was spent
IG after -- as an assistant to Mr. Hofstadter during the
17 time period, say, July '787

18 A That's a very tough answer to make because the
.

19 definition of assistant to Mr. Hofstadter - the two of
20 them worked quite independent on projects and we were

21 basically a result oriented or project oriented department
22 and each person had their own assignments, so I can't give

-

23 you an answer as faras backup to Mr. Hofstadter.
3

24 (Board conferring.)

25
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DAVID 6 1 DY DR. HOOPER:

2 Q Mr. Banta, I'm trying to refresh my memory

3 about some testimony. Does this -- the concerns about
n

4 the mistaken qualification and it had to do with --it was

5 not your mistaker it was the mistake of the company that

6 was qualifying your welders. And I believe you said

7 they were not aware of the regulation that preess had

a to be qualified before welders could have a performance

9 qualification.

10 Was thare something that you said in this regard?

11 A I don't believe that was my testimony. I believe

12 it was Mr. Hofstadter's tstimony.

13 Q This was Mr. Hofstadter's testimony?

14 A I believe it was.

15 O Sa as far as you know - what ins the name of

16 the company that certified your welding?

17 A The name of the company was Gladstone.

to O Gladstone, all right.
.

19 A And this was the discussion we had yesterday,

20 based upon the code, what comes first, and how you have to

21 handle the problem.

22 Q As far as you know, Gladstone know the regulations

23 on this, did they?

24 A Yes, they did.

25 Q And you knew the regulation c on this?

l'
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david 7 A We were learning the regulations of that at that

1

time. Thip.was our first exposure to the ASME section 9.

Q And they were the ones who told you that you
_ hs3 -te hive tlie ' process qualified first?

4

A We wre using Gladstone as our consultants and
5

we were using their comments that you could run the procedure
6

qualification test, thu physical testing, at the same
7

time frame as the performance testing, that you didn't
8

have to wait a week or a month or a specific period of time
9

between the physical testings themselves.
10

It was only when we had that failure that the
11

question came up: well, when does something take effect.
12

And as I felt was pretty well brought out yesterday, by
13

looking at reading ASME code, it said performance qualificatiorts
14

do not count as far as the man using the process until the
15

procedure is qualified.
16

Procedure qualification date is the effective
17

date the process can be used.
10

Q But if you had 10 welders all going through this,

19

process at one time and they all -- they all made a good piece
20

and it came out satisfactory but even though the piece was
21

not tested then - they didn't do the strength tests on it -
22

we don't have those results - that wo B still -- when those
23

results were back and they were favorable, they would all be
24

g performance qualified as well as being process qualified?

A That is correct, sir.
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david 8 1 DR. HOOPER: All right. Thank you.

2 (Board conferring.)

3 cnftIPMAU BECHHOEFER: Mr. Conner, do you haves , ._

4 any further questions of the witness based on our examination?^

S MR. CONNER: No, sir.

. 6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Feldman?

7 MR. BARTH: Staff has no questions.

8 MR. SEILER: We have a few Icoro questions for

g Mr. Borgmann and Mr. Banta.

10 RECROSS ON BOARD EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. SEILER:

12 Q Mr. Borgmann, am I cor:ct in saying that your

13 testimony was that the siderails - the addition .of the

14 siderails on the cable trays have nothing to do with capacity?

15 A (Witness Borgmann) I didn't way that.

16 0 What did you say, then?'

17 MR. CONNER: Objection, the record speaks for
itself.18

'

t9 CSIitMAN BECHHOEFER: No, he didn't say that, I
-

. 20 can says the record will speak for itself, what he said.

21 BY MR. SEILER:-

3 Q Did you say that the siderails were added merely

23 to prevent the cables from falling out of the trays?
,

24 MR. CONNER: Objection, that mischaracterizes the

ta=**= "Y-as
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david 9 1 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Why don't you try and

2 ask questions so you don't characterize the testimony? I

3 do think that --

4 (Board conferring.)

5 BY MR. SEILER:
-

6 Q I do believe you testified that under your computer

7 analysis that there is no -- at no point - there is

8 too much heat generated at any point in the cable trays at

9 the plant; is that correct?

10 A That is correct.

11 Q And at no point in the Zimmer plant whatsoever

12 is there more than 41 watts per foot in the cable trays; is

13 that correct?

14 A That's correct.

15 Q Okay. And this 41 watts per foot standard, does

16 this apply to all cable trays?

17 A This - applied to all power cable trays, yes.

18 Q In the Zimmer sita?
.

19 A That's correct.

20 Q Regardless of the size?

21 A That's correct.

22 0 Okay. I have no further questions for Mr. Borgmann .

23 Mr. Banta --
.

24 A Yes.

@
25 Q Isn't a fact that Mr. Hofstadter mentioned his
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david 10 I concern with sat ty to you after -- on the way back from

2 the 3imer job?

3 A As I stated before, I do not recall that
-

4 - conversation.

5 Q You can't say that he did not mention it, though.

- 6 MR. CONNER: Objection. He's arguing with the

7 witness. This has been asked and answered. It was not
.

8 brought up on direct - rebuttal.,

9 MR. SEILER: I beg to difer with you there. I

to belien that --

11 MR. CONNER: Counsel perhaps was not here on the

12 particular day when that exact question was askod by -

13 I forget who -- which one of them -- Ms. Kosik.

14 MR. SEILER: I believe it was brought up in

15 rebuttal, your Honor.

: 16 (Eoard conferring.)

17 CHAIRHAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, I think that same-

'

ta question was asked thismorning, actually, but -

''

19 (Board conferring) "

,

'

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the question may

21 be asked. Dr. Hooper asked questions on the general subject.
,

'

22 MR. SEILER: Thank you.

23 WITNESS BANTA: Could you repe,at the *

24 question, please, or rephrase it.

25 MR. SEILER: Okay, I can repeat it.
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Idavidl1 BY MR. SEILER:

2 O Can you say for a fact, then -- can you say

3 for a fact that that conversation did not occur?

4 A Would you define the words, "that conversation"?

5 That's what I'm asking. What does the word "that" refer to?
- 6 MR. SEILER: Would the reporter please read back

7 the question?

8 MR. CONNER: He just read back the question --

9 MR. BARTH: He wants to know what "that" is, |
10 which is the referent to the pronoun.a

11 MR. CONNER: The question is obviously

12 unintelligible to the witness; if counsel cannot make

13 it intelligible, it should be stricken.

14 CEAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Could you restate the

15 question.

"

1G BY MR. SEILER:

17 Q The conversation I'm referring to is the one

13 Mr. Hofstadter expressed his concern to you in on the
.

19 way back from Ziz::mer. You said that conversation did not

20 occur.

21 A As I stated before, questions were asked and

22 I discussed concerns; por se, without a definition of

23 what particular concern, I cannot answer that question.

24; Q Concern for safety.

@ 25 MR. CONNER: We object, your Honor. This is--

,
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david 12 I CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that's a litle

h 2 board. I think -- the objection is sustained on that.

3 IBY MR. SEILER: '

/
4 Qf Safety regarding the cable trays and the transition

'

5 pieces anithe Husky welds on them, didheex\prea's 4
6 contorn for that?

7 A ' Regarding the Husky wolds, he did not. \
8 Q Do you remember that he did not?

9 A Yes, sir.
,

10 Q Okay. let's get back to this appearance and

11 cosmetic view of the weld business againt now, you say

12 that your customers like to have weldsthat look nica, basica11p.

13 But my question is this: do the construction people,3tur

14 customers, k:ct that the appearance of a weld is merely

15 cosmetic?
g

10 A I believe customers do like welds that look good,

17 and appearance is all cosmetic.

10 Q Now, the question ist don't they know that it's

10 only cosmetic?

20 A Yes, they do.

21 Q So why would they be so concerned with it?

22 A Because you don't want to put a million dc':ar

23 facility up and have soot all over the products;because.

/
24 they don't want to have that t:7pe of appearanca if they're

25 paying for a quality product.
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1

davidl3 O How do you know?
2

MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor. This is
3

getting us absolutely nowhere, what his clients may or may
4

not think about something. That happened in 1978.
5

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I see no r.71evance to that
6

last question, so objection . sustained on that.
7

BY MR. SEILER:
8

Q Now, Mr. Banta, as to your welder qualification j

's 9 j
program, why was it necessary to redefine this? Why did '

sto
'' you have to redefine the quality control program at that
11 'N

timS7 -
12 |

A We did not redine the quality control program. !
13

O Why was this program necessary? -

14
MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor. This goes f

*
15

way beyond anything the board asked, and it's -- Mc Kosik
'1G

also asked questions about it too.

17
CHAIRMAN BECHROEFER: I think - objection

18
sustained. I think this is going far al'ield.

19
BY HR. SEILER:

20
Q You just testified that this paper had something

21
to do with the change in qualification procedure here, and

22
I'm trying to find out why this is necessary.

23
HR. CONNER: Counsel was present today when

24

g this an mination took place. And I don't see what he can

argue with the witness about. It's in the record.
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1

david 141 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I'm not sure what your
2

question is, but are you making a statement or asking a
3

question?
~

4
MR. SEILER: No, I'm asking a question.

S
and 5

6

7 >

8 ,
.

9
!

10

11

12

g <.

14

15

i
16

17
.

18

10

20 -

21

22

22

24

@ 2s
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j MR. CONNER: I think it is clear that counsel has not
T 6

. 2 read the transcript of last Friday. Ms. Kosik asked theDB 1

3 quos tin.

MR. SEILER: My question is, I am trying to find'

4

out why there were problems with the tests, why did they have5

to change their program in 1978.6

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that answer is probably not
7

.

a no but Wo or @m phas b 2e recod, as I recm
8

"E " "# #' "*
9

1

"" *" """"'" *
10

MR. SEILER: Wo have no further quastions, your
,

Honor.

MS. ESTEPP No questions.

MR. HEILE: Nothing.

CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: The Staff?
15

MR. BARTH: Wo have no questions.

MR. CONNER: We certainly don't.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I believe the witnesses may

be excused.
19

(Panel of witnessas excused)
20

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think at this time we
21

uill take a break. Do you have furthar rebuttal witnesses?

HR. CONNER: Yes, sir.
23

(Short recess)
24

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Connor, yor my proceed.
25
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1 MR. CO!MER: I would call John Uhrig. And I would
DB2

2 ask that Mr. Uhrig sit here in the jury box where the

3 ' microphone is, so he won't havo his back to people and won't

(^ 4 have to suo the squeaky microphona in the witness box,

5 if that is all right.

6 CHAIR!!AN EECHHOEFER: All right.

7 MR. CONN 3R May I ask that Mr. Uhrig be sworn.
.

8 Thoroupon,

,9 JOHN J. UHRIG

10 was called as a witness by tio Applicant, and having boon

11 dul- vorn, was e-4md and tastified as follows:

12' DIRECT EXAMINATION'
-

.-
'

13 BY HR. CONNER:

14. O Mr. Uhrig, will you state your full namo and

15 address, please?

'

16 A My name is John Joseph Uhrig, and my address is

17 566 Village Drive, Edgowood, Kentucky.
'

33 Q Where you are employed?

A Hobart Brothers Company.19

20 Q Where is that locatod?
.

21 The main offica is in Troy, Ohio.A

Q Hr. Uhrig, did you do any work at Husky Products22

in August and-or September 197573

A Yes, I did. ,-

3

$ 25 Did you, at my request, emino pagos 1405 to 1409Q

of the transcript of th n procosmg?i
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DB 3 i A Yes, I did.

2 Q Will you look at 1405, please. Do you see the

3 discussion there about the training of Mr. Marvin Brock?

p 4 A Yes, I do.

S Q Noto, if you will, lines 17 and 18. It states

6 "The reasori Ic an remhar it is because Mr. Uhrig came in

7 and worked with him for a veck. He had a wook's vacation
.

8 coning and ha said ha could como in and work."

9 Did you in fact work with Mr. Brock for a Wook?

10 A No, I didn't.

11 Q Warn you over present at Husky for a solid weak of

12 work?

13 A No, I wasn't.

14 Q Look at paga 1407, ploaae, lino 16. It starts on

15 lina 17. It says: "It is my understanding, in other words,

1G that he and Mr.Uhrig did nothing but conce.antrate on attempting

17 to secure a satisfactory test picco." This was Mr. Hofstadtar's

18 testimony. Is that correct?

19 A We did concentrate on attempting to securo a

- 20 satisfactory test picco, but this was strictly a training

2 function, and not a qualification function, and I df.d not

22 spend, looking on further in lino 10, eight to ten 'co

23 twelve hours a day doing th:.s.

24 Q At this period .,f tima, on what days did you work

at Husky?25

A There were some H m a that I would como in for
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DB4
1 _.2ybe an hvtr or two during the wcok, duuing weak days.

2 But most of the time it was done on Satitrdays, the work that

3 I did with Husky. And some of it was not in conjunction with

{ 4 this welder qualificatios program.

5 Q Look back, if you will, at page 1406, beginning

6 with line 20. It says: "How do you know he took 40 straight.

7 hours workin, practicing for the test? Answer Because
.

8 John Uhrig was with him for a weak."

9 Is that statamnt correct?
,

10 A Fo, it is not.

11 Q M"M "g the acxt Q and A, beginning at lino 25 on

12 1406 and going over to 1407, it says: "Saveral timea cach

ta day during the day I would see John and I would see John

9 -

14 at the end of the day, so, in other- .s awarn that it

15 'was going on day d ter day."

'

16 Would that be correct?
.

17 A No, cir.

10 Q Dirasting your attention to Mr. Brock who took

~

a weldar performance qualification tnat, did you happan19

- 20 to givo that test to Mr. Brock?
.

A I may have boon with him when ha took it, but I21

22. < did not cortify hhn, no.

'

23 -Q Bid you ever falsaly certify a welder perfor=ance

24 hast at Busky?

h A No.25

O Did you emine page 1336 of the testimony at my
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DB5 1 request?

2 A Yes, I did.

3 Q Do you sea in the transcript language that suggests

C' 4 that you recommanded to Mr. Hofstadtar that he contact

5 Technicron School or Mr. Spiovack of that school for assistance?

P, A No, I didn't..

7 Q YOu did not re - and that school to Mr. Hofstadtar?

8 A Absolutely not.

9 MR. CONNER: No further questions.

10 MR. FELDMAN May I procond, your Honor?

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, you may proceed.

12 CROSS-BXAMINATION

13 BY MR. FEEDMAN

14 Q Did you ever work with Mr. Brock at Husky?

15 A Ye=, I did.

1G Q Do you recall whan you did that?

17 A It probably was roughly when Mr. Hofstadtar

jg said that I did, yes.

19 Q How many days did you work with Mr. Brock?

. 20 A As a total, I did this a couple of hours at a
.

21 time, and it may not have even been an entiro day, or it could

22 have been a couple of days. It has been so long, I can't

23 really r-her. But my time was spent not only with Mr. Brock,

it was spent with the other '. welders in the shop as wall.3

0 Y u just said you don't really ramomber how much25
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1 time you spent with Mr. Brock?
DB6

g 2 A I do not.
.

3 Q You indicated that you spent soveral days during

'

4 the week with him, and then weakands. How many weekanad O

5 you spend with Mr. Brock?

6 A I didn't say I spent soveral weakends with Mr.
,

7 Brock. I spent several weakonds with Husky.
.

8 Q How many weakands did you spend with Mr. Brock?

9 A A full wankend I didn't sped with Mr. Brock at

to all. It venid have boon maybe a ha.'.f day Saturday and it

11 would have been with the other weldars as wall.

12 Q Ecw many hours total would you say you spent with
.

13 Mr. Brock?

14 A Maybe six.

15 Q Could it have bct.n more?

16 A Pardon me?

MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor, as argumantativo.17

MR. FELDMAN: He says ha doesn't quito remember18

39 and I am just testing his memory to see if it could have been

,
20 more. That is not argunant.

_

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: THe objectica is ovarruled.
21

THE WITNESS: It could have been more, it could haveg

boon loss.23

BY MR. FELDMAN:g

Q ww er o wor d d you @ w m R .Bm cp
25

A It was strictly a training function I had, to
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DB7 1 teach him the procedures of taking a welder qualification

2 tast. It was not to teach him how to wold at all.

3 Q It was to help him pass the welder qualification

^

4 tast?

5 A It was teaching him the procedura to tako the

6 walder qualification test.

7 Q Would that be the sama thing as halping him to
.

8 pasa the weldar qualification tast?

9 A No, it wouldn't, because I would have had to 4

to there holding his hand, moro or loss, while he was taking
, . . . -

11 the wolder qualification test in ordar to do what you are

l'2 saying.

13 0 I understand. Who did certify Mr. Brock? |
;

14 A The only other people that I knew of that did

15 welder certificatJ. cation at that timo for Husky was Gladstona

16 Laboratories.

17 Q And no one also that you know of certified any

18 Eus.ky,waldars?

A Scmo. official at Husky may have, yes, but I don't19

20 know that for a. fact.

21 Q Did you rammond to Mr. Hofstadtar or anyone also

22 at Husky that a training program be institutad?

MR. CONNERS Objection, your Honor. It is beyond23

the scope of the direct ovamination.y

g MR. FELDMAN I t is not, your Honor. Thara m25
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DB8 1 testimony regarding the recommendation or non-rocommandation

g 2 of Mr. Spievack's school. I am just exploring that a little

3 further to cae if there was any other school.

4 MR. CONNER: A non-recommandation is different from

5 a recommandation.

8 CHAIRMAN BECHE0EFER: The objection is ovarruled.

7 THE HITNESS: WOuld you rapost the question?
9

8 DY MR. FELDMAN:

9 Q Did you recommand to either Mr. Hofstadtor or

10 anyone also at Husky that Husky wolders take part in a

j; welder training program?

12 A I may have. I can't really ramamber who' char I did

13 or not. I most liksly did, and if I had, I would have

14 recommended they sand those peoplo to our school in Troy, Ohio.

15 Q Are you familiar with Mr. Spievack's school?

A Yes.16

0 You testified that it is your best astimate that37

you worked about six hours with Mr. Brock?18

39 That's right. I novar at one time spent six totalA-

hours with him.20
_

Q Not at one timo, but over a period of howavor many21

days.'it was?g

A Right.g

Q Would it have baon possible that Mr. Brock wasg

g practicing in the areas which you had lastructed him ing
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1 during the tima you were not with him?
DB9

2 MR. CONNER: Objection to this line of questioning,

3 your Honor, is anything possible. I suppose anything is

~

4 possible. I think counsel should elicit factual- answors,
_

5 not speculation.

6 MR. FELDMAN: I amend the question to "do gou

7 know .whether" rather than " is it pocaible."

'

8 CHAIRMAN BW'HHWER: Could you ropcat the question

9 as it is now?

10 BY MR. FELDMAN:

11 Q Do you know whether Mr. Brock practiced on tha

12 vulding techniques which you were instructing him on during

13 your absence?

14 A No, I wouldn't have any way of knowing that.

Q- You wouldn't know one way or the obther?15

A No.16

Q Did you.i tell him to practice in your absence?17

A
10 Mr. Brock did not work for me.

Q Sut you were halping him.;g

20 That's right. I couldn't tell him what to do.A

Q Did you suggaat to him?21

A I may have, yes.22

Q23 How would you characterize his ability as a student?

Ag As a student of the welder qualification training?

0 Yss.y

A I would say he was a protty good student. He at
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DB10 I least did what I asked him to.

h 2' Q Did he pick it up quickly or was ho a slow learnor?

3- A No, ho picked it up very rapidly.

-

- 4 Q Did you work with anyone also regarding wolder

5 [ualification training tests at Husky- Other than Mr. Brock?

6 MR. CONNER: I object, your Honor. That is clearly

7 W ond the scopo of the ' direct e-hation.

8 MR. FELDMAN: The quantion comes out of his last

9 inswer and I will tie it in.
..., -

10 CHAIRMAN MRmHOEFER: What was the question? -

11 (Question read)

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that question is a

'ittle overly broad. You better confino it to -13 .

_r 14 MR. BARTH: Sir, he already testified he worked

15 tith other welders. That is already in the record.

10 CHAIRMAN BECEHOEFER: Thore was at least one other

17 . folder that had to do with Zimmer, yes,

la BY NR. FELDMAN

'

Q Did you work with any of these other waldars for19

20 1 :ix hours?

21 A At one tino, each weldar?

22 Q No, in the same way you workad with Mr. Brock?

A I worked with about, if my nemory is correct, I23

horked with a total of at least six or seven different weldersy

at that ti=o But it was never concontrated on one person, never.
25
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IDB11 Q How long wero you at Husky?

2 A Again, I answered that question beforo, but again,

3 I worked out there a couple of hours at- a timo, maybe a
~

4 total of six hours at the most.

5 Q You just testified you worked with lir. Brock for

6 six hours. Where did the tima come from that you worked

7 with other. welders?

8 A That was all during the same period of time. I

L don't have any idea at this time how many hours I worked

to with 111 sky an a wholo. Alot of it was dono through my

11 association with Hobart Brothers Company, being a vendor

12 to Husky, it was my duty to help them out with this type of

13 training program.

9
14 0 You don't rar, amber how many days you were out at

,

15 Husky?

16 A No, I don't. Full days during the week, I was

17 out there nona.

10 Q You were out there during the week though?

'

19 A Yes.

.
20 Q But not for full days? .

21 A That's right.

22 O How many hours a day warayou out thera durdag the

23 week?

24 A It would vary. I would say a = v4 mum of two hours

25 at a timo.
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DB12 1 Q How many days wayo you out thern?

g 2 A Full days?

3 Q No, days or parts of days.

-

4 A I think I anoworod tha afore.

5 Q I don't believe you do.

Objection, you\6 MR. CONNER: r\ onor. The witnessH
'\

7 answered that at tha very beginning.

8 MR. FELDMM: I don't believe ha did.

9 BY HR. FELDMAN

10 g Did you say one or two days during b4e weak?

11 A Full days are you asking?

12 Q Ho, I am not asking full days. Just sta to

13 individual days, however many hours or minutes or s oconds

14 you spent thera cach day. Did you spent two days there?

15 A A total of two days?

16 Q No, I am not talking about a total of two laya.

17 To give an arample of what I mean, if you spent one md:nuto
I
iga each day during the week there, you would havn been thura seven
5-

19 days, although only for a minuto each day. That is whait I
\

DoesthatexplaintoyouwhatImeanby,howmany} days, 20 mean.
i

21 you were there? -

22 A Ch, it may have been six or savon days at that rata,

23 yes. It could have basa a year at that rato, for crying out
:

24 loud.
,

25 t
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DB13 1 Q That was coroly by way of an examplo. You

g - asked ma completa days, and I said no, not comploto days.2

3 Any portion of a day would count as a day. I want to know

^ 4 how many days you were out thors.

S CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the record is getting

6 confusad. I think the question should be answarad. During

7 that weak, we will assuno the wook had savan days, on how

0 many of thosa particular days did you spend any timo at all,

D irrespective of how much, at Husky?

10 MR. CONNER: Wa object i.o that also unless you fix

11 the weak., What week?
i

12 ' CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: During the week that wo

13 have bean talking about, where assortions woro mada that
i

14 Mr. Uhrig spent 40 hours with Mr. Brock.
!

18 MR. CONNER: Thathan not boon connected to

16 'anything as yet. This is the whola point. THo witness has

17 testified he was out thero on weakands, Saturdays, and a

16 couple of days in between, but he was never thora for a full

19 'wookend or a full week. I think that is clear. But now this

. 20 kind of cross-evamination is frivilous and we object to it.
.

and 56 21

22

23

24

a
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I think the amount of

$ 2 time, if it were a week preceding when Mr. Brock took his test,

3 it might be relevant.

'7 4 MR. CONNER: Then I object because there's no

5 foundation connecting whatever coursel is talking about to

6 whenever Mr. Brock took his test.

7 HAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why don't you try some

8 foundation, ry to develop questionn along that line? _ ell, IW

9 won't control your cross-examination, but to that extent the

10 Boant would be interested in finding that out.

33 MR. FELDMAN: I think I have a different way of

12 going about this.

13 BYM.FuMM:
'

34 Q I want you in your mind to remsbar the first day

15 that you were out at Husky and the last day you were out at

1G Husky. How many days were thoro in betwoon thm?

A I couldn't even answer dat. I really don't have17

any idea. I called on Husky regularly. I have over since 1970.18

39 Q I will restrict that question to the time that you

. 20 were out there in conjunction with your training Husky welders

at with regard to the wolder qualification program that we have

22 been discussing.

- 23 I have worked with Husky ever since 1971 or '72 onA

y volder qualification training programs and as of this year --

UP to this year.
25

'
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1 MR. PARTH: Your Honor, sinco 871 until now, we really
1

2 can't tall how many days. Can we go on to something else? I

3 move the Board terminate this lino of questiona. It's repe-

4 titious. It's boring. He's asking him to spell his name
^

5 'frontways and then backwards.

6 (Board conferring)

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think this witness' testimon)
8 was much more limitcd and questions concerning Mr. Brock in the

9 time and year, of course, are proper, but I think yon may be

10 going bo*ynd cartainly the expanse of dates that you brought in

33 docan't seem to be relevant to what we're talking atont.

12 MR. PELDMAN: I'll limit it.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The objection is sustained.

. " ' '
34 You may wish to rephrase it.

BY MR. FELDMAN:g

Q Are you familiar with the date on which Mr. Brock1G

passed his certification test?
37

* *"18 *

-

Q Or qualification test?19

A The exact date?
. 20

0 Well, striko that. We'll go over it again. Do you21

g know whether you were with Mr. Brock the day before he passed

his qualification test?g

A I'5 n t sure whether I was or not. I really can't24

g remember.u
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I
Q Were you there two days before ha passed the quali-

2
fication test?

3 A I really can't remember that either. I may have beer

4
and I may not have been. I don't know.

5
Q Do you know how many days were in between?

- 6 g yo,

7
MR. FELDMAN: I have no further questions.

O
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Ms. Estopp?

9 MS. ESTEPP: No questions.

10
CHAIRMAN BECHEOEFER: Mr. Heile.

3I BY HR. HEILE:

12 Q Mr. Uhrig, you work with Eobart B others in Troy,
I3 Chio?

@
14 A Yes, sir.

15 Q What' kind of a concern in that? Is that a welding

16 company?

17 A It's a welding equignent manufacturing facility.
18 Q Are you a welder yourself?

'

19 A Yes, I am.

20 Q When we talked about this week between August to

21 September, this period between August and September of 1975,

22 and we have been discussing time period that you took some
i

23 vacation frcm Hobart to come out to Husky Products and work

24 with Mr. Brock - is that correct that you took vacation to do

@ 25 that?
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1 A No, I never did take vacation to do tnat. I think

g 2 I had planned on it and I think Husky had aaked no to, but it

3 didn't work into my schedulo. If I did, it was maybe a day. I
.

,5 never took a full week off to work at Husky.

5 Q Did you ccma to Husky Products and amnist in the

. G welder qualification training test as part of a contract that

7 Hobart had with Husky Products or was this on your own
- individual timo?n1-

MR. CONNER: Obioction. Irrolovant.g

:0 MR. BEILE: I'd like to know from this witnesa

33 whether or not this happens to be something that he's doing

12 Personally for the Husky Products or is this acciothing that

13 H bart is doing as part of its overall contract with the Husky
Products.g

* " "" " * "*" "*
15

Contract betwcon Hobart and Husky on the matter, one way or the

other.g Tho witness has already testified he did that as part

of the service that Hobart did for one of ita customers.g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the objection is.

g

verruled. I think the question la relevant.20

THE WITNESS: Could you ask the question again?
'

BY MR. HEILE:

g: C When you came out to Husky Products for this veld
'" qualification test we're talking about, the period August and

g September of 1975, did you do so on your vacation timo frcm
t
'

I.;
'
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5 ~

1 Hobart or did you do so as part of a contract that you had with

2 Husky Products?

3 A Hobart never had a contract with Husky Products, no,

4 and I did it on my own as a consultant. This was partially

5 through Hobart Brothers Ccznpany and it was partially through my.

6 consulting..

7 Q Well, did Husky pay you for this?

8 A They paid me I think three days, yes.

9 Q So at least we have a three full day periG that was

10 paid for by Husky Products?

33 MR. CONNER: Objection, Your Honor. Tho witness

12 didn't say three full days. He said he was paid for three

g days, not three full days,

34 BY MR., EEILE:

Q Did you mean three full days, sir?15

A dIG ' *

0 Would you explain your answer for mo?37

MR. CONNER: Objection, improper cross-examination.18

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: On what basis?g
.

MR. CONNER: Ho's asking tha witness to elaborate
'

20

s =othlug he's already got an answer for. He said it was21

not three full days and how can ha arplain it was not three

full days? Thsy were less than 24 hours.g

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Can you make it more specific?

BY MR. HEILE:
.

Q When you're referring to the three days and I asked
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1 you the question was it three full days and I believe your
2 answer was no, was it oight hours of each day?
3 A No.

4 Q Was it four hours of each day?
5 A It could have been, yes.

6- Q Do you know that it was less than eight hours?
7 A Yes, I do.

8 Q Do you hos it wau mere than four?

9 A No, I don't.

to O Could it have been six?
I

11 ' A It could havo been three.
12 MR. CONNER: Objection, Your Honor. This is

13 frivolous.

14 HR. HEILE: Your Honor, I'm just trying to establish

15 what counsel -

16 CHARIMAN BECHHOEFER: I Can't think it's frivolous.

17 MR. CONNER: I don't think it's even relevant. It's

10 certainly not material and it's certainly not probative. It's

19 alraady been gono into by the other Interva mrn.

20 HR. HEILE: It cartainly goes to finding out how

21 many days are involved. If we knov' where he got paid we night

22 tracus' how long he was there.
~

'23 MR. %Rdb Sir, he''s tenthiod he does not know"

24 how many days between '71 and today. That was my objection.
;

h 25 He's already t:astified to that.

t ,

r 4
'
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'
CHAIRMAN BECHHOPJER: He's asking cont one brief

2
period of time.

3
MR. CONNER: The witness has offered for the propo-

4 sition that he was not thero for 40 continucus hours or days -+
5 50 continuous boars for a straight week, as Mr. Hofstadter

'

6
testified, and the witness has said he wasn't. It is absolutely

7 irrelevant and certainly immaterial that we have a Perry Mason
8

approach to say was it six, five and 'a half., two, one, threo

9 seconds. It really doesn't have any probativo value.
.

10
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Except to detemine whether

Il the witness is telling the truth.

12 MR. CONNER: The witness has already answered. He

13 says he doesn't remember exactly. He was given a time frame.

14 (Board conferring)

15 '

CHAIRMAN BECHOEFER: The objection is overruled. I
.

t hint [the question may be asked. We are trying to determine1G

17 tho truth in the statement that Mr. Hofstadtar made and the
18 sc=wwhat' contrary statements that Mr. Uhrig has mado. So I

10 think a little exploration is possibic. You may answer the

20 question.

21 MR. HEILE: I'm going to ask to have the question

22 read by the reporter, please.

23 (Whereupon, the question was read by the reporter)

24 BY MR. HEILE:

25 Q Could it have been six?
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I A It could very well have ben six, yes.

2
Q But you're sure it was less than eight?

3 A I'm positive, yes.
_

4 0 So we're talking possibly about the difference

5 between six and eight as far as whether we're talking about_a
G full day or not, a full day of pay?

7 MR. CONNERS Objection, Your Honor. The witness
8 did not say anything about a full day of employment at any
9 time, whether it relates to six or eight or three or less.

10 MR. ETm I think we're trying to establish what

11 is a full day or what is a half day or what are we 61Hng
12 about in terms of payment.

13 MR. COMTER: I would like to get an offer of proof

astowhatconceivablerelevanceithasfromth.Heile.14

15 MR. HEILE: I think it has a great deal of relevance

16 as to how much timeathis man spent and who hs was paid by. I

17 think we ought to find out whether he was paid by Husky

10 Products for three days. We've got three days for four or

19 six hours a day and we might be able to figura out how long
20 this man spent out there and I think this is probative, Your

21 Honor.

22 MR. CONNER: The witness has already answered how

23 much time he spent out there. He said he was paid for three

24 days work. You keap saying three full days work. He didn't

25 say three full days work. You keep trying to mako him say threc

full days..
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I MR. HEILE: I'm not trying to make the witness say
2 anyt hi ng. I just want an answer.

3 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, I object to the question.
^

4 We've got it up to six and not up to eight. Can't wo settle

5 for an average of 7 and get on with it?
6 MR. HEILE: I'll settle for that, Your Honor.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHUOEFER: I don't think we can accept

8 Mr. Barth'a testinony. I think the cuestion may be answered.
9 BY HR. HEILE:

10 Q We'll just leave the question in that it could have

11 been six hours that you were paid for on those three days?
12 A Yes. It could have been ever a longer period of
13 time, too.

14 Q We have established for at least three days you were

15 paid by Husky. Now were you paid by Hobart for any of your

time that you spent on the welder qualification training testIG

17 that you were assisting with Husky?

18 A No.
.

19 Q Did you spend any time out there when you weren't
.

;

20 paid by anybody?

21 A Well, the time I spent out there was not -- if it

22 was on Hobart time, it was not spent on welder qualification

23 because that was outside my normal duties as a wolding equipment

24 supplies sala e n.

25 Q I'm sorry, My question is, on the time that you
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I spent for welder qualification training testa, did you spend
2

any time at Husky Products that you weren't paid by anybody
3

' for?
^

4 A No.

5 0 And t,tst official of Husky Products contacted you
6 and hired you, sir?

7 A Pardon me?

O Q Who asked you to come out from Husky Products? I

9 don't remember your answer to that question.
10 A I don't rencaber the question being asked, but I
11 really am not sure because I have been contacted by many people
12 at Husky.

13 Q Did Hobart certify anybody with Husky Products with9
14 respect to these welder qualification tests?

15 A No, sir.

16 Q They just helped out on the training program?
17 A That's right.

18 Q Mr. Hofstadter indicated somewhere in his testimony
19 or Ibelieve the record was read and Mr. Conner referred to it
20 on his questioning to you that ha saw yoc ever day. Could you

21 state that that is impossible?

22 A Yes.

23 Q He couldn't have seen you ever day during that week

24 that ho was referring to in his testimony?

25 A That's right.
t

|

I
i
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I Q Although you're not sure how many of those days
2 you were e.ctually physically present at Husky Products?
3 A Yes, sir.

4 MR. CONNER: Objection, Your Honor. He's arguing

5 with the witness..

,

6 MR. HEILE: I'm not arguing. I'm simply asking

7 questions.
,

i
8 MR. BARTH: This is the fourth time the questicn |

9 has been asked in the last four minutes. I think it's

10 repetitious.

11 MR. HEILE: I have a very significant problan with i

I
12 the witness not being able to tell how many days or what days ,

13 he was out there but being categorically cartain that Mr.
.

14- Hofstadter couldn't have seen him. I'm not particularly
i

15 interested in Mr. Hofstadter*n testimony in the sense of trying h
i.

16 to corroborate it. I frank *y want to know what happened out
i

17 there. !

18 MR. CONNER: On that basis, we move this line of

19 questioning cease because that's not even a contention of
:

20 this particular Intervencr. If it's a matter of his personal

21 curiosity, he should not burden the record of this proceeding.

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think part of Miami Valley's

23 case in that there were 40 hours or so training of Mr. Brock

24 before he passed his test and this is what this exploration

25 has to do with.

.

y\ \\1
~
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1 MR. CONMER: Let the record show that Miami Valley

$ 2 has no discernible - I'm sorry - the City of Cincinnati has

3 no discernible interest except counsel's curios _ity at this
'~

4 poine.

S CHAIR}WI BECHHOEFER: Well, the City of Cincinnati

6 is permitted to cross-ezamino on other people's contentions -

7 Prairie Island.

8' MR. CONNER: To the extent that they have a dis-

9 cernible interest. None has been shown under Prairie Island.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think Cincin3ati's interest

11 is in the safety of the plant. That interest is not confined

12 to particular issues.

13 MR. CONNER: But whether a man spent 6, 7 or 8 hours

14 on a given day or 2 or 3 or less hardly has anything to do with

15 that, and certainly Mr. Heile has mado no nexus to that point.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the nexus is fairly

17 obvious. I think whe*,her one side of'the story is right or

18 whether the other side of the story is right might affect the

19 quality of the wolds.

20 MR. CONNER: I'm objecting to the line of questioning

'

21 continuing to harp on the mmher of hours or scmething like

22 that. I think that has already been established in the record,

'

23 It's been asked and answered. It's repetitious and redundant

24 cross- m mination.

25 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Whether it's 6 or 40 would mako
,

e
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1 a difference as to the quality of that welder. I think it's

2
relevant. I think it may be answered. Objection overrulad.

3
THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the question?

4 BY MR. HEILE:

5 Q It's your testiomny that Mr. Hofstadter could not
6 have seen you out there during the particular week that he was
7 referencing in his testimony every day. At the same time you
8 have also told us you're not sure which days you were there and
9 which days you were not thero during that period. But you do

to know for certain that Mr. Hofstadter could not have seen you
11 out there.

12 I'd like to know how you know that.
13 MR. CONNER: He's mischaracterizing the testimony.
14 He said he stated that the witness said he could not have seen
15 Mr. Hofstadter. That is not what the witness answered. The

IG first question and answer were: "I could not have seen him every
17 day in that week.'' Counsel has misstated the testimony.

.

fB Objection.
.

19 CHAIRMAN BECHOEFER: That objection is sustained.

20 Could you rephrase your question?

21 BY MR. HEILF

22 Q Is it your testimony that Mr. Hofstadter could not

have seen you at Husky Products during the week in question23

24 overy day?

@
25 A That's true.
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I Q Is it also your testimony that during that_ week you
2 don't know how many days you were at Husky Products?
3 A I really don't.

4 Q Is it impossible that Mr. Hofstadter could have seen
5 you during that week - and let's say the week is seven days -
G six days?

7 A No.

8 MR. HEILE: Thank you. That's all.

9 CBAIAMAN BECHHO3FER: Mr. Barth.

10 BY HR. BARTH:

11 Q Sir, in answer to a question by Mr. Heile you stated
12 you were a consultant?

13 A That's right.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

9 n

!
I

I
'
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3 david 1 Q In the performance of your duties in consulting,

hSavid21 2 did you help welders learn how to pass the ASME test?

take8-9 3 A Yes, I did.

4 Q What kind of background do you have that would

5 give you any kind of expertise here to help someone pass

6 an ASME test in welding?

7 A What is my background, is that the question?

8 Q Yes, sir. I want to know why you can do this.

9 A Okay, I worked as a welding technician for

10 Hobart Brothers Company for approximaiely five years doing

11 this type of work, giving these tests to various different

12 industries, including the 0erps of Engineers.

13 I also taught welding for two years when I was in

14 the Navy.

15 Q Doyou have any kind of expertise which would allow

16 you to judge whether there are good or bad welders while

17 you were teaching them, whether they were any better, whether

to they do good work?
.

19 A only through experience.

20 .Q Do you have - are you able to form a judgment as

21 to when a man is capable of passing an ASME test before he

22 takes it? Can you judge a man's qualifications?

23 A Yes, sir, I can.

Q The consulting that you did, did this involve24 .

25 TIG welding on 14 and 22 gauge steel flatvork, sir?

)hi \
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david 2 1 A 14 gauge, but I can't remember 22 gauge, no.

2 Q Did the gauge -- did it involve instructing
!

3 these people in TIG welding?

4 A Yes.

S Q Do you feel that based inpon your past experience

6 you are able to judge these people's ability in TIG welding?

7 A Yes.

8 Q I believe you testified you spent saa six hours

9 with Mr. Brock, approximately?',-
9

10 A Approxibstely, you;.

11 Q Were these hours exclusively with Mr. Brock or

12 with other people?

13 A With other people present.

O
14 Q Sort of a class?

15 A It was a clacs. '

IG Q Did at any time you spend.' exclusive time

17 with Mr. Brock giving him privato lesnuna?

ta A No. '' &

19 Q Did you form a judgment as to Mr. Brock's

20 ability to weld while you were instructing in class, sir?

21 A His ability to weld?

22 0 Did you form a judgment as to his ability to

23 weld while you were instructing him in the class, sir?

24 A Did I form a judgment?

gg Q Yes.
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david 3 1 A Yes.

2 O Was this judgment based on his responsiveness to

3 your instructions?

4 A Yes, it was.

5 Q Was it also based upon seeing work that he

- 6 performed?

7 A That's right.

8 Q In your judgment then is Mr. Brock a good, competen:

9 welder?
I

10 A Yes, he was.

11 Q Did ."ou ever work with a man by the name of

12 Junior Allen?

13 A Yes, I did.

14 0 Was he also in this class you had?

15 A les, he was.

16 Q Did Mr. Junior Allen get instructed by you in TIG

17 welding, flat or horizontal position?

10 A Yes, he did.

'

Q On steel?19

20 A Ou steel and aliminum.
_

21 0 Do you recall forming any judgment as to

22 Mr. Allen's capabilities as a welder?

A Yes, I did.23

y Q Was this based upon your experience and his

k/ responsioness to instructors and the program of work?
25
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david 4 1 A Yes.

2 Q Can you please tell us what your judgment is,

3 sir?

( 4 A He's a competent welder on Husky's products.

3 Q Dilyou know a man by the name of Hofstadter

G~ when you were at Husky, sir?
f

7 '
-A-- . Yes, I;did.

8 0 Was this in relation to your instruction in welding'{

9 A Yes, it was.

10 0 Would you please tell me what sort of relationship

11 it was, sir?

12 A To help train these people to certify in the ALE

13 code.

14 Q I'm confused by your answer; were you training

15 Mr. Hofstadter?

IG A No, his people. The people in the shop.

17 Q Did you discuss welding with Mr. Hofstadter?

;3 A Yes.

19 O Did you discuss welding techniques and -- on

20 whatyou were doing?

21 A I did not discuss welding techniques.

22 O Did you form any kind of judgment as to

23 Mr. Hofstadter's familiarity with welding, welding instruction r

24 welding technipe in your conversations with him?

h A Yes.25
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P

david 5 0 Would you please tell us what that judgment was,

2
sir?

3
MR. FELDMAN: Objection, unless they go into

'' . 4
what these conversations were about.

5
MR. BARTH: He's been qualified as an expert,

6
your Honor; I think he's qualified to give his opinion.

7
MR. FELDMAN: I'd like to know what his opinion

8
is based on.

9
CHAIRMAN BECHROEFER: You can ask him. The

10
question may be answered.

II
$ THE WITNESS: I would say he had very limited

I
knowledge of welding.

I3 PR. BARTH: May I have a moment with my
,

14 co-counsel, sir?

15 (Pause.)

IO We have no further crosa,. your Honor.

' CROSS EXAMINATION BY BOARD

IU BY Dk. h%PER:
.

19 Q Sir, there's one thing you said that I am not

- 20 quite clear about. Early in your testimony you said you

21 wore teaching him procedures; the procedure to take the

22 test and not teaching him how to weld.

23 Can you help me with that stdement? I believe you - -

24 I may have not said it correctly, but it's something similar

25 to that.
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drid6 1 Can you help me with that statement?

2 A Yes, these people had been welding at Husky for

3 a considerable length of time before I ever came on the

4 saene. These people welded on Husky's products. They --'

5 they didn't necessarily have any idea of how to take a

6 wolder qualification test because they weren't required to in

7 the past;

8 I was merely teaching them how to take the welder

9 qualification test.

10 0 So what you are saying you could have a very

11 good welder who could do a lot of things, but he -- without

12 knowledge of how to take the test he would fail, even

13 though on his own he could produca some very good welds,

14 very safe welds.

15 Would that be a fair statement of -- interpretation

16 of what you have just said?

17 A Yes, it would.

18 Q In other words, this qualification test, it's

19 sort of like boning up for an exam and learning how to

20 take the exam rather than it.arning the material. You

21 are core learning a procedure of taking an exam rather

22 than learning subject matter; is that correct?
.

23 A I'm not sure I fully understand that.

24 Q Well, I'm a univeristy professor, so I guess this

25 is n - I'm putting it in the wrong context, but frcm what I - ~
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david 7 1 what I'm trying to find out here is what is it about these

2 procedures for taking the exam that it -- that you have

3 to school them in?

4 Why do you have to teach them this?

5 A Well, it has tr- allow for the setup of the ,
6 test plate that he has to - the method of actually taking

7 the test and the sequence with which he- makes first the

8 weld piece on the test plates and these are thing they wre

9 very unfamiliar with,
i

10 They didn't have to do this in their ordinary

11 job. The test was far out from what their normal routine

12 was.

13 O But the fact that they hadn't been doing it,

14 hadn't been doing it in this manner does not necessarily

15 mean that the welds that they had been making previously

16 were not safe?

17 A That's true.

18 Q How long -- you say -- excuse me -- strike that.
'

In just teaching them the procedures, now, to19

20 pass the test, what would you say would be the average time

21 a welder took to learn these procedures, if he hadn't

u had any. schooling in this before?

23 A Is this providing that he was a welder?

24 Q Providing he was a welder like the people were at

25 Husky.
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david 8 1 A Normally I would say -- strictly speculation on

2 my part -- I would say a couple of days.

3 Q A couple of days?
^(^ 4 A A couple of man hour days, yes.

5 Q And you don't think that Mr. Allen or Mr. Brock

6' are in any way retarded?

7 A No, I don't think they are retarded.

8 DR. HOOPER: All right, thank you.

9 (Board conferring.)

10 BY CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:

11 Q During the week that we've been talking about

12 prior to Mr. Brock's qualification, did you say you did

13 not remember who at Husky asked you to come out during that
@

14 week?

15 A I can't remember, no.

16 HR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor; I don't

17 think'the 'vitness ever testified that anybody else asked

is him to come out in a particular week.

'

19 That's never been connected up.

. 20 CILURMAN BECHHOEFHR: He can -- Well, let me

21 ask it this w-

22 BY CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:

'

23 O You testified that a number of people at various
.

24 times asked you to como outs do you rnmamber who asked you

25 to come out during that particular week?
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david 9 | A It was probably Ed Hofstadter.
. ,

~

Q And -- well, assuming it was, do you remember
3

any reasons why he asked you to come out?
4

A Probably just to train -- to work on training
5

his poople.

I~

Q Did he specifically refer to any particular weldersY
7

A I really don't know. It's been too long age
8

to recember that detail.

O
O Did -- did he mention any general problems or i

10
reascus why he wanted you to - at that particular time

II period or -

I
A Not to my knowledge. I really can't remember

U
that detail.

14
Q Giving you opinion of Mr. Brock and Mr. Allen's

15 competence, doesthat have anything to do with any particular
16 position or any particular types of welds, or is that
17 just a general impression?
18 A on their product, they were extremely competent
M wt.ders.

20
Q on the types of products that they had almndy

21 working on or were in the habit of working on.
22 A That's right, yas.

23 0 Just for further clarification: this may be

24 because I'm not sure I wrote your answer down right, but
25 you testified you did not recommend that the services of
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david 10 i the Technichron Sched, be used by Husky?

2 A I did not recomend them.
3 Q And can you recall recommending whether any

4 school or any institution like Technichron be used?

5 A I don't remember recomending any other school.

6 If I had it would have been Hobart's Welding Sci col..

7 Q Well, did you make any general recor-rMtion

8 that some school be utilized?

9 A I really do not - again it's really too long

to ago for me to rammher that detail.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Dr. Hooper has some questions.

12 BY DR. HOOPER:

13 Q Mr. Uhrig, I believe you said that Mr. Hofstadter

14 had a limitz1 knowledge of welding; now, from that statement,

15 would you say that Mr. Hofstadter was competent to inspect

10 welding and pass judgments on welding quali.ty?

17 A No, I don't.

18 Q Would you say that he had any ability to pass
-

19 judgments as to the strength of welds on cable trays that

. 20 were welded at this plant?

21 A That I wouldn't have any idea about; that was

22 an internal testing procedure that Husky used.

23 Q Would you say he could look at a wold and identify

24 flawe, crachs, or improper wolds? Would he have this

h 25 captbility from what yn know about?
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david 11 I A No, I don't really think he could.

2 DR. HOOPER: Thank you.

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That's all the board has.
_

4 Mrs Conner, redirect?

5 MR. CONNER: No questions.

6 MR. BARTH: Staff has no questions, ycur Honor.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Feldman?

8 MR.FELDMAN: Yes, your Honor, a couple of questions,

9 RECROSS ON BOARD EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. FELDMAN:

11 Q Now, with regard to these qualification tests

12 that we've been talking about, these were to qualify welders

13 to weld in a certain process and a certain position; isn't

14 that correct?

15 A Yes.

1G Q Now, does the test they are given -- in other

17 words, what they were required to do for that test --

18 differ in any way from what they're required to do on the

.

job once they start using that position and process?19

20 A Yes -

21 MR. CONNER: I object, your Honor; this is an

22 area that has been gone into in depth, and certainly is

23 not something that grown out of the board's questions or

24 subsequent cross a m ination.

25 We're going to be explaining the ASME code here
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i4

david 12 in a minute. !
'

c
..

g MR. BARTH: Only for the 10th time. I
,

MR. CONNER: Okay. I thought it was 12.
;

'

O (Board conferring.)
:;

CHAIRMAN BECHEOEFER: Mr. Feldman, I'm not !
-

,

L |':
|: sure where youte going, but as asked, the question seems

:o r
to go considerably b eyond anything we have asked.i

:,'

h MR. FELDMAN: Well, Dr. Hooper was asking questionsi

1|
"-

j. about whether -- comparing this test to a college test

:Y |
or whether or not -- was it testing technique that he was,

:

teaching him or was the material - in other words, waa j
!

1: l'

it a problem of knowl.r.g the material or a problem of just
'

h testing- tlachnique.
'

1: '

j And I'm'trying to find out if there's any
- i;

N:'
difference between the material and the testing technique.

1;

|| That's why I asked the question.
:' !

- (!.
MR. BARTH: The only one that has raised the

t

lp problem is counsol .:or Miami Valley and his explanation,
1: L

- g if you will think, is unrelated to his question.
;-

~ 0 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: At this tage, I don't
,

'
-

,

,

y even think I ramamber the question.
,

t

:. MR. BARTH: I dc: the question was - :
''

. ,

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER; Can you rephrase your
e :

question? I think my recollection is it went beyond anything ,
|<

@ that Dr. Hooper was ar., king about. |
'

:
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Idavid 13 Could you rephrase it?

BY MR. FELDMAN:

3 0 You were helping people -- training peqie for

4 this welding qualifications test; were you helping them

5 weld in a certain process and position or were you just

6 teaching them testing techniques?

7 A Testing techniques.

8 0 Your training had not -- did not teach them the

9 procosa and the position of the weld that they were going

10 to be doing during this --

1I
|

A Well, the position and the process is part of

12 the test, yes. .

h
13 0 Now what other things did you teach them? What

14 type of technique did you teach them?

15 MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor. This takes

16 us too far beyond anything anybody has asked about.

17 (Board conferring.)

18 CHAIRMAN BECBHOEFER: I think this one goes
.

19 considerably beyond anytting we asked. Objection sustained.

20 BY MR. FELDMAN:

21 Q Can -- could someone be a competent welder but

22 not know how to weld in -- in a position and using the

23 process that you were training them to take the test for?

24 MR. CONNER: That's been asked and answered.

O 25 (Board conferrirg.)
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david 14 I MR. BARTH: It really has, your Honor.

2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That question has been

3 answered, I think. I'm not sure that it was in answer

4 to one of our questions in any event.--

5 BY MR. FELDMAN:

6 Q Would you say that your training was beneficial -

7 MR. CONNER: Object -

8 BY MR. FELDMAN

9 Q - to the welders?

. 10 Md. CONNER: Objection. That is clearly beyond

11 anything else, what his opinions are; whether it happens

12 to be beneficial is irrelevant. This speaks for itself.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, I think that again

14 it doesn't have much to do with anyting we asked.

15 BY MR. FELDMAN:

16 O Did they need your training?

17 MR. CONNER: I can't hear the question.

18 BY MR. FELDMAN:

19 Q Did they need your training?

20 MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor; this is

21 clearly beyond what has been discussed in the board's

22 questions.
..

- 23 MR. BARTH: Sir, we have had no testimony as to

24 what the needs of the people were, if they had needs. It's

h clearly beyond any question that's been asked.25

3 /I J t -
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david 15 1 MR. FELDMAN: Well, it's related in the sense

2 that the witness's testimony in this -- on the direct or

3 on someone else's questioning of this gentleman as to

p_ 4 whether they were competent welders, and I'm trying to find

5 how competent they were.

6 MR. BARTH: That's the most wishy-washy explantion.

7 I ever heard, your Honor.
.

8 (Laughter.)

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That was in the previous

to round. I think the only thing relevant -- and I think he's

11 almdy answered it -- is whether some of the welders needed

12 further training to pass the test. And I think he's

13 answered that question.

14 Objection sustained.

15 MR. FELDMAN: I have no further questions.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Heile?

17 MR. HEILE: No questions.

18 MR. BARTH: Staff has no further questions.
s

'

19 CFAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Conner, anything further?

20 l'nR. CONNER: May the wit: ass be excused?

''

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, he may.,

t
..

22 ; (Witnass excused.)
1
'

23 CHAIAMAN BECHHOEFER: At this moment we'll break-

,

24 for lunch and be back by quarter of 2:00.

25 (Whereupon, at 12:16 p.m., the hearing was
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david 16 1 recessed to reconvene at 1:45 p.m. that same day.)
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Tp 10 1 AFTERNOON SESSION (1:50 p.m.)
DB 1

2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record.

3 The Board believes that it does not look lika we will finish

^

4 all four contentions, particularly 15 and 16, by the and

5 of tomorrow, by four o' clock tomorrow, when we will have to

- 6 adjourn. The Board is going to aim for holding hearings

7 August 7 through 10, Tuesday through Friday. I am saying aiming,

8 because ther are other possible commitments. Before that

9 date we can not meet. But we will aim for August 7 through

10 10 and we believe that the hearings will be held in this

11 same room. '

la MR. CONNER: Mr. Chairman, may I then move that wo

13 hold a night session tonight and tomorrow night, if

14 necessary, and Saturday, if necessary, in an effort to

15 complete 15 and 16.

16 I think the reasons are obvious, I stated them bafore,

17 we still have all of these witnesses who have boon sitting

18 here for the past two weeks waiting to get on on 15 and 16 and

19 thepace of cross-e m ination has been so slow that we have

-

20 not made the normal progress for an NRC proceeding. And I

21 think that we shlud make an effort to expedite the hearings,

22 so we could try to complete it. I think one way to do that is

23 by having night sessions and sitting on Saturday.

3 I gather that this is what the Board is saying,

25 it is impossible for the Board to make themselves availt.ble,

7> i
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DB2 1 or even two members of the Board availabla as a quorum, any

2 time before August 7.

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That is correct. I think it

4 -is against Commission policy to hold hearings using a quorum

5 anless there is an absolute necessity therefor.
'

6 MR. CONNER: I am tempted to ask it be cartified-

7 to the Commission if it is going to take two more months to

8 see if they might sgroo.

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I believe that the hearings

10 till continue sometime after August in any event, because of

11 the other contentions. So that in terms of fuel loading and in

12 terms of issuance of the licanso, I don't see that it would

13 nake too much diffarence if we held further hearings in

14 Tugust.

15 MR. CONNER: Mr. Chairman, it makes an awful lot

16 of difference to these witnesses we have brought in from GB

17 and Sargent & Lundy on radiation control, because they have

18 Lost two weeks of work in effect by coming here for contentions

19 that were schedulod for these two weeks. And it is just

20 act that easy to pull them back from the West Coast and other

21 places and W111mington, North Carolina simply because this

22 caso may go on a little later. It is a serious inconvenience,

23 bo say nothing of the cost.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Let's hear from the othery

@ -ue= -25
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tB3 1 MR. FELDMAN: For Miami Valley, we would most

2 strongly object to holding hearings on Saturday. We received

3 no prior notice that hearings would be held on Saturday. I

4 and I think other counsel have mado other plans in accordance

5 with the notice we received for this week which we can not

6 cancel. Therefore we would object to that.

7 As for the evening sessions, we would also ,4bject

8 to that puraly for the reason that it would be impossible for

9 us to do that due to the fact that we have other jobs we have

10 to work on and find time as well to prepare for this. It would

11 just make our representation ineffective.

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Staff 7

13 MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I think we would be
.

14 opposed to holding evening and weekend sessions in light of

15 the circumstances. If it would have made a difference betwuen
'

16 coming to the conclusion and decision in the case, I think

17 we woiuld have supported it. If it would havu made a

18 'differenco with respect to finishing the issues this week,

39 I think we would have supported it.But as the Chairman pointed

20 out, this proceeding is going on in any event, so coming back

21 Le August as opposed to next week or tomorrow, it doesn't

22 matter from that point of view. We have the problem, too.But

23 I don't believe those issues are going to be finished if we

24 ran through Saturday in any event. Also you get to a point

h of diminishing returns. I have been at hearings where wog

341 139
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DB4 1 ran evenings and weekends and it gets very difficult for

2 the witnesses, the BFoard and for counsel to keep that con-

3 cantration up that long. Whore it makes a difference, you can
s

4 tip the balance either way, t ut it is just not 901% to make

5 a difference in this case.
3

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Heilo?

7 MR. HEILE: Mr. CUairman, I tand to agree with

a counsel for the Staff. I am certainly not directly opposed to

9 it, if it seems to be nacassary to complete the hearings in a

10 timely fashion. But I do agree wik.1 his statements concerning

11 hearings at night and on Saturday. I think it gets you out

12 to the end of your ability to concentrate adequately.

13 I do have a conflict tonight, I think it would be

14 bottor if wo didn't schedulo that. Friday night, I guess, if

15 the Board so determined, I could be here.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Ms. Estepp?

MS. ESTEPP: We would have no objectica to77

18 rescheduling it either.

jg (Board conferring)

20 MR. CONNER: Mr. Chairman, may _. respond to

21 this, since it is my motion? I don't think that the responses

22 of counsel can be that persuasivo to the Board for the

reas ns stated. There is no indication of any court conflict23

or anyting like tndii. It in fact would appear to be3

h essentially personal matters or work such as the type that3
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DB5 1 is being conducted here. But this hearing has been

2 scheduled, these four contentions havo bean scheduled, and

3 I think every offort should be made to conclude them. I think

-

4 night sossions would be a good way to speed them along.

5 (Board conferring)

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board would be unable

7 to meet this Saturday. What I wanted to inquire, we are

8 not inclined to moet during the evening,but we want to inquire

9 whether it would help the Applicant if sono of their witnesses

10 ware taken out of ordes.?

11 In other words, we could postpone Mr. Pratt, if

12 necessary, and some of those witassses to accommodate certain

13 of your others. It is just a thought. I au just exploring
i

14 at this stage. -

15 MR. CONNER: I admit the Husky people are perhaps

1G 1ess inconvenienced than those from the Nost Coast or the

97 East Coast. Let ma consult for a nnmnnt, if I may.

18 CHAIRMAN BBCHHOEFER: Yes. Off the record.
'

(Discussion off the record)39

- 20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record.

21 MR. CONNER: We will havn - I am sorry. Mr. Pratt

is seated in the witness stand. We will have this rebutt4122

23 and depending on how fast it goes, we would be ready to move

right into conteattions 15 and 16 with our panel. It isg

pr bably better to finish this right now, particularly since25
.
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DB6 Mr. Brennar's people won't be here. On the other hand,

9 2
I don't know if Mr. Pratt's cross-examination will take very

3
long. I don't know. But at the rate we have been going, it

_

4
may take a long timo. But it is not that much.

S
MR. BRENHER: I am sorry, I didn't hear you,

6-

Mr. Connar. You said somothing about my witnesses.
7

MR. CONNER: I thought you said you had your-

8
witneses on 15 and 16 still on their way.

9
MR. BRENNER: No, they are hara. We have been here

10
a long time, too.

11
MR. CONNER: In all likelihood, I think we should

12
finish with this rebuttal and get it out of the way and then

13
14 will be closed. I think that shouldn' t take too long.

14
Then we can go right into 15 and 36 with our panal.

15
(Board conferring)

16
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Feldman?

17
MR. FELDMAN: We would prefer to put on our rebuttal

'8

.

tomorrow in any event. So we wouldn't be opposed to start.

19
with 15 and 16 today. But the one' problem we do have is

20-

that at 2:30 today I have anothar hearing that I have not

21
been able to postpone. It will only take at the Icost an hour,

22
and probably just a half an hour. If wo are going to go

23
directly to contantions 15 and 16, I would appreciate waiting

24
until I get back from that, since I am prepared to do the cross-

25
examination of the witnessas on those contantions a2}d, ,

jdI
i
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7DB 1 since that is the way we had arranged this according to

2 how we had assumed the procamlings would go. And I think

3 it will work out okay if they do go that way. But if we
.

4 are switching them around, I would like to be accommodatad

5 as well.

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Do you have further rebuttal-

7 on 147
.

8 MR. FELDMAN: We do, but our witnesses are not

9 avnilable today. They will be here tomorrow.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: For 14, or 15 and 167

~~

31 MR. FELDMAN: For 14.

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We expect to finish 14 today.

13 I assu=c Mr. Pratt is the only further witness you have?

14 MR. CONNER: In all likalihood.

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I would assume, then, wo

16 would move right into further witnesses. Otherwise we would

want to start - I . don't think we can take an hour -denly17 .

this afternoon.;g

MR. FELDMAN Can't we call our rebuttal witnesses19

20 out of ordar tomorrow on this contention?

MR.BRENNER: Mr. Chsirman, I would like to speak21

to that. First of all, to my knowledge, maybe I missed it,22

the Board has not ruled that Miami Valley can call rebuttal23

witnesses. I thought we were going to get to the pointy

* " "Y * " * * "E" E# * "
25

was they were rebutting and whether or not the Board would

..,- .
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DB8 1 hear it. I would liks to be able to do that at some point

2 today, the reason being that if the Board rules that they

3 'vould not hear that rebuttal witness then the Staff witnesson

4 on contention 14 can leave. Thay have got plancs out early

5 tomorrow morning which they would like to be able to take.

6 If wa.ers going to hear a rabuttal witness on that sub' ject,-

7 they might 'aava to sta:. I would suro lika to know that today,
.

8 if poasible. It would be better if their witnesa oculd have

9 been horo, so if the Board ruled he would bo heard, we' ' ould 'c

10 have gotton on with it, and then I could let my witnesses,

11 who have been hero two weeks, go home.

12 Going with Mr. Conner's suggestion of getting along

13 with this and getting his caso on, I agrse, and I would liko
.

14 to got going. *

15 M. N N: Won the time comes, we can proffer

16 what the testimony will ba and what it is rebutting. But

17 they won't be hero until Friday.

18 (Board conferring)
,

and i10 jg . . -

s,
- 20

21

22

23

24 |

@ l
25

| f /;
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1 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: The Board thinks that both the

2 evening session and Saturday session would be unproductive.

3 We can't honor the Saturday recuest in any event because of
^'

4 other commitments. We'll go right now with Mr. Pratt and then

5 we will listen to whether there's any proffer of evidence or

6 further testimony. If we agree that we should accept it, we-

7 will not want a break in the proceedings. If they are not

8 ready to put it on, we would certainly want the Applicants to

9 go right ahead with 15 and we are not going to have a break

10 for an hour or more today. I think thera is scme responsibility

33 to cover that material either with the witnesses on rebuttal

12 and then we would be. prepared to go ahead with number 15.

13 I also want to make ono inquiry. I personally have

g two or three questicas I would like to ask Mr. Vandel about the

gg pressure testing of doors and is he one of the people who was

;g going to be headed back tomorrow morning? What's the schedule

there?
1 e

MR. BRENNER: I never stated he was heading back, nola

mattar what, although I'm sure he would have wanted me to put39

it that way. He's one of the people who would like to catch20-

the plane back, novever if you rule that Miami Valley can put ag

rebuttal witness on for the wolding contontion, then he would

not catch that plane in any event. So I guess I'll know hisg

status better after we rule on that subject,

h CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: My own questions on the doors

. won't take more than 15 minutes au the most.

! 341 14S i
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I
MR. CCNNER: Could the Board submit those questions

! .Titing since it's not in contention? Otherwise we'll find
,

4 out when Mr. Vandel was born and why if we go through the
3 4

cross-examination.

O
MR. BARTH: I move we get on. We've spent a half an

6-

hour diddling about schedules and I think we should get on
7 with it.

8
CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: I think we should proceed.

9 MR. FELDMAN: I think so, too, Your Honor. I

to suggest we could question Mr. Vandel after contention 14 and

II that might accommodate me without stopping the proceeding at
12 all, if that's possible.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, wa'll cae.

14 MR. COMMER: May I proceed?

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, you may.

16 Whereupon,

17 RANDOLPH PRATT

18 was called to the witness stand and, having first been duly
.

19 ' sworn, was examined and testified as followa:

20 DIRECT EXAMIrATION
-

21 BY MR. CONNER:

22 Q Mr. Pratt, will you please state your full name and

23 address for the record?

24 A Randolph Pratt, 723 Peach Tree Lane, Erlinger,
'h \

25 ; Kentucky.
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3

I Q Where are you employed?

2 A Husky Products.

3 Q Uow long have you been employod there?
m

4 A Approximately ten years.

5 0 You're employed thare now?
.

"

6 A Yes.

7 Q Mr. Pratt, have you been present in the courtroom or,

8 read the transcript of the testimony of A". Hofstadter given in

9 this proceeding?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Mr. Pratt, I'll ask you to turn in your transcript

12 beforc you to page 1362. Do you have that?

23 A Yes.

14 Q You see the testimony there, particularly around

15 lines 17, where Mr. Hofstadter talks about retesting all of

Ic the welders that had certification?

17 A Yes.

Is Q This, of course, relates to the program in 1978, the
.

19 so-called upgrading program; is that correct?

20 A Yes, it does.-

21 Q In that upgrading program, did Husky Products ratest

22 all of the welders that had cartification?

23 A No.

Q Mr. Hofstadter is wrong on that then?24 t

25 A Yes, he is.
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4

I Q Did Husky Prcducts retect any of the welders who

h 2 had certif.ication already?
|

3 A No, we didn't.
I

O 4 Q Do you recall any meeting in which you and Mr. AlvinL

5| Lay and Mr. Hofstadter talked about rotesting any Husky

G employees?~

1;

7i A No.
!

a Q Did Mr. Fred Banta at any timo tell you to destroy

9 any records of Husky welder certification tests?

10 A No, he did not.

33 Q Did you at any time destroy any of Husky'c records
'

i2 r lating to welder performanco qualification tests?

A No.13
,

Q Mr. Pratt, do you have before you copies of3,3

15 f Applicant's Exhibit 3 containing items A through L?

A Yes.g

Q Directing your attention to items 3 (e) , 3 (g) , 3 (h)g
I and 3(1), I'll ask you if you eithar heard or read the testimonyg

'

given by Mr. Hofstadter that your signature on there is ag

falsa certification of those welder performanca qualification.

20

tests?p

A Yes,
7

Q Did you in fact falsely certify the documents markedg

as Exhibits 3 (e) , 3 (g) , 3 (h) , and 3 (i) ?

h A No, I did not.
2a_ | -

;
.
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I Q Directing your attention to page 1382 of the
2 transcript, beginning about lines 5 and 6, do you have that?
3 g yes,

_

4 Q Do you see where Mr. Hofstadter stated that you
5 certified some people under direct orders? I'll ask you, did

*

6 you ever receive a direct order to certify people who were not

7 proparly certified or had otherwise properly qualified?,

8 A No, I never received an order.

9 0 If you will turn to page 1408 in the area beginning
10 at 1405 going through 1409, that deals with the incident

11 involving Mr. Marvin Brock, does it not?

12 A Yes, it door..

13 Q Have you read this testimony?

14 A Yes, I have.

15 Q You note the testimony there that Mr. Hofstadter

16 said, in effect, that Mr. Brock and Mr. Uhrig worked for a

17 whole week, 40 straight hours, practicing for the test before

to Mr. Brock took the test. Do you see the testimony there?
.

19 A Yes, I do.

-

20 Q Did you at my request review Husky records to *

21 determine in that period of time, around August or September

22 1975, to determine when Mr. Marvin Brock took the welder

23 performance qualification test on TIG steel 2-G and 3-G7

24 A Yes, I did.

e 25
,

O What was that date?
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1| A The date was August 26, 1975.
!

h 2i Q Did you at my request review Husky roccnis to

3: determine if Mr. Brock had been employed and was working at
i

"' I Husk-j in the week prior to that time?4

A Yes, I did.5 i
f

I
. sj Q Do those records show that Mr. Drock was working on

.

i production welding?7

e A Yes. |

9 MR. SEILER: Your Honor, we'd like to cre these

jo , records if we may.
I

jj MR. CONNER: Time for discovery is past. They can
i

;g ' see the notes we have if they want.

13 MR. SEILER: He's referring to them and otherwise

34 that would be hearsay. I'd liko to see them.

BY MR. CONNER:g
!

jg | Q In any event --

MR. SEILER: Excuse me.7

" 918

-

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I believe at this time we can;g

a cept the testimony. If Miami Valley I suppose should have l20

| access to go out and look at the records and if they can point,

<.1 j
!

22|
to something that's amiss there, they could bring it to our

| Attention. We'll let the answers stand. The witness is under23 i ;

oath and he's stated he reviewed the record. \
c

t

24 i
'*

p
.

If they have any indication whatsoever
t

MR. CONNER:

the records are wrong, let them show it; but until then, I don't
,

,6
:

|~A 1 4 *
.
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I think it matters for. ascertaining dates.
2

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Right. Doea Miami Valley have
3

access to those records or may they?
_

MR. CONNER: They have never requestad them on

U'
discovery. They asked to see a lot of records that they never

6
came out to look at.

7
CHAIRMAN BECUHOEFER: All right.

O
BY TIR. CONNER:

9
Q What day of the week was August 26, 19757

10 A It was a Tuesday.

11 Q A Tuesday?

12 g yes,

13 Q And from your review of the records, did Mr. Brock
14 work on production welding that day?
15 A Yes, he did.

16 Q How many hours?

17 A Ton hours.

10 Q What did Mr. Brock do the previous day, the Monday? -

19 A Monday, August 25, 1975, he worked eight hours
t

20 production.

21 Q The day before is Sunday. Did he work on Sunday?

22 A No, he didn't.

23 Q How about the day before that, Saturday?

24 A On Saturday, August 23, 1975, Mr. Brock worked eight

25 hours production.
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1 Q How about the previous Friday?
Ih 2i A On Friday, August 22, he worked ten hours

!
3 production.

4 Q How about Thursday?

5 A Thursday, August 21, he worked ten hours production.

G Q How about the Wednesday?

7 A Wednesday, August 20, he worked twelve hours

8 production.

9 Q And Tuesday?

10 A Tuesday, August 19, he worked twelve hours production.

11 Q How about the Monday?

12 A Monday, August 18, he worked ten hours production.

13 Q Do you know of your own personal knowledge whatchr
i

14 | Mr. Uhrig over worked with Mr. Brock straight thrcugh for the |f i
!

15 week iofore Mr. Brock took the test?

g A No, Jr. Uhrig did not.

I

i7 0 Will you look at page 1362 again at line 12 and 13.
j

73 Do you recall this testinany about when Mr. Lay came to Husky
I

~

ig i in 1978 ana Mr. Hofstadter indicated that was in June of 19787

20 A Yes, I see it.

!
21 Q Do you seo the statement thero on the lines 12 and '

h -

g g 13 referring to Mr. Lay and you working: "This was the day they ,
started"? Could that sentence be correct? |3,

| !

3j A No, it's not.
.

Q Why is that so?g
'i i,

'
l ,

] 3 /l 1 |c, ;
'

..
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I
A We started the program on May the 24th.

@ 2
0 And that was the first day Mr. Lay was there?

3 A Yes, it was.

' 4
Q Do you have page 1175? Look at line 20 and 21,

5 please. Do you see the testimony that when a Mr. Spievack came
- 6

to Huaky "the day he was there Randy Pratt ana myself both
7 were with him all the while he was there'?
8 A Yes, I see it.

9 Q Could that be a correct statement?
10 A No, it is not.

11 Q Why is that so?

12 A On that day I was out of town attending a seminar.
13 0 Directing your attention to page 1277, do you see
14 the testimony beginning at the t 7 of the page and talking
15 generally about how long it woult take a Husky employee to
16 take the tost?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Do you see"the average has got to be over 20 hours,
.

10 somewhere around 20 to 30 hours per man per test per position"?
20 A hs .

-

21 Q 'Did you directly supervise people who were taking
22 such tests?

-

23 A Yes, I did.

24 Q What would be the correct estimate of the time,an

25 average time, for the man to take a test, in your opinion

g, .u 7 ., ,__
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1

from your observations?

.

A one-half to one day.
3 !,

'! O one-half to one day. Do you recall the testimony in
4

the record that you improperly certified welder performance
5

qualification tests because the sample a that men used had been

6| mixed up?
-- |
#

- A Yes, I read it.

! O Have you ever cartified any welder on the basis of a
g !,

I

10 |
sample that you could not identify as his?

i

|
A No, I have rot.

11
Q At Husky how did you assure yourself that the samplest

12
wera the correct one for each man?

I
A I witnessed the test myself and if I didn't witness

la
the test the foreman did and he turned the pieces into me.

15

1G

17

10

19

20

.,

21

a

2a

24 :

O
v11

!

I, .'-
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fis ng
4 david 1 O How many people certified the welders'

g avid 1
W 2 qualification tests for Husky since 1974?

take 12
3 A Myself, Alvin Lay, as an agent in 1978, and in

-

4 one case a foreman.

5 0 And the time that Alvin Lay did it was that

6 one special period in 1978?

7 A Yes, it was.
.

8 O And other than the one timo a foreman did it,

O you did it yourself? i

,

10 A Yes.

11 O By the way, can you tell which welder welded a
1

12 piece just by looking at the weld at Husky? '

I

13 A No, he would have to have the stamp number,
\9w !

'

14 the stamp number of the piece before he could tell.

15 MR. CONNER: That's all we have. ,

|
16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Miami Valley.

17 MR. SEILER: Thank you, your Honor.

18 CROSS EXAMINATION

19 BY MR. SEILER:

20 Q Mr. Pratt, are you an external welding engineer?

21 A Please repeat the question.

22 C Mr. Pratt, are you an external welding engineer?

23 A No, sir, I'm not a welding engineer at all.

24 0 Okay. And you did testify that you certified

3 welders?
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david 2 A Yes.1

2 O (Counsel handing documents to witness)

3 Can you identify this piece of paper?

A Yes. It's page 9-1 of the. Husky Products-~\ 4

quality centrol manual.5

Q And whn was that in effect?- 6

A The issue date was 12/18/74,7

O And until what date was that in effect, do youa

know?
3

A No, I do not.g

O Oh. During the -- excuse me, do you have a

copy of the control manual with you?

I believe if you'll turn to it, it was in effect

until some date in April '79.

(Counsel handing document to witness.)

Is that the revision of the page that I asked you

to identify?

A I will have to make an assumption on that; I'm

- not that familiar with the quality control manual.

Q
_

Okay, so what date did this revision come into

effect?
21

A 4/23/79.
22

O Okay. Now in this period did you qualify welders?

A Yes, I did. !24

Q Does your qualification of welders conform with

341 156
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david 3 1 this section of the quality control manual?

2 MR. CONNER: Obj ec t.ivia , y o u t- Eonor; we're
13 getting mixed up. One time the counsel said " certified |

^
4 by an external welding engineer" and now he's saying "qualifieci."

5 I'm not sure which is meant and could we have a clarification
4

- 6 is ho using " certified" in the sort of slang use we're

7 using here, including the wholo thing; or is he talking
*

8 abst formal certification as such?
I

0 MR. SHLER: I'm referring to " qualified" as used |
|

10 on page 9-1 of the cuality control manual.

11 THE WITNESS: Repeat the question.
I

12 (The record was read as requested.) f
13 THE WITNESS: We certified the welders by section |

34 9 of the ASME code.
,

15 BY MR. SEILER:

i

16 O Did it conform with the quality control manual?

A Yes, it did.17

Q Despite the fact that you're not an external18

~

welding engineer?ig

A Yes.20

O How is that?2!

MR. CONNER: Objection, your Honor. The code22

speaks for itself. How can he explain what he already said.23

He complied with the code and that was it.g

h MR. SEILER: I'm asking him --g
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david 4 I MR. CONNER: It's certified in any event.

2 MR. SEILER: The quality control manual seems

3 to say one thing to me and he seems to say another; I

-

4 frankly don't understand. *

5 (Board conferring.)

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The objection is overruled.
*

7 the board is interested in this line of questioning.
,

8 BY MR. SEILER: ,

!

9 0 Please answer the question-
i

10 A I believe I did answer the question. '

,

11 MR. CONNER: The question was: how did you say j

12 this meets the code.

13 BY MR. SEILER: I

i

14 Q No, the quality assurance manual -- the quality i

15 control manual is what I'm concerned about.

1G Go on.

17 A Section 9, ASME code states the manufacturer is

18 responsible for certifying the welders; as an agent of

.

Husky Products, I certified the welders.19

20 Q But you're not an external walding engineer?

21 A No, I answered that question before.

22 Q And does not the quality control manual require

~

23 you to be a welding engineer -- excuse me -- to qualify

24 the welders?

25 A Which one are you speaking of? There's two of
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davidS 1 them in front of me.

2 Q The cne that was in effect in -- the revision dato
3 .of 1/15/75.
4 A Yes, t. hat's what it says.

S Q And during that period of tine you did qualify

'

6 welders?

7 A Yes, I did.

S O Was this in compliance with the Husky ,

i9 quality control manual? ;

!

10 MR. CONNER: Objection; the question has been |
!

11 asked.and answered.

12 (Board conferring) ,
:

'
13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that particular

14 question has been answered, but I think that you may want

, , 15 to ask further questions. That precise question was asked and

16 answered.

17 BY HR. SEILER:

ts Q Is it true, then, that when you certified the

19 People you were not in compliance with the Husky products

20 quality control manual?

21 MR. CONNER: Same question, objection.

22 (Board conferring.)

23 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: It's not true that that

24 is the same question; I think the witness can answer that.

25 THE WITNESS: I was incompliance with section
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Idavid 6 9, ASME code.

2 BY MR. SEILER:

3 0 I don't believe that's responsive. Were you

4 in compliance?

5 A No.

6 '

0 Thank you.

7 I believe you testified, Mr. Pratt, that Mr. Allen

8 and Mr. Brock passed their qualificatica tests on i

D FIG and MIG steel on August 26, 1975; is that correct?
s

10- A yes, -

11 MR. CONNER: Your Honor, we object to that. I'm

12 not sure the witness even heard the question. As I heard

13 it he said -

14 MR. SEIL3R: I said MIG and TIG steel.

15 MR. CONNER: It sounded like he said somebody's

16 name and Brock.

17 MR. SEILER: Allen and Brock.

18 MR. CONNER: There was no testimony that Allen

10 passed the teat on that day.

20 MR. SEILER: He chose to answer the question.

21 BY MR. SEILER:

22 O Did you hear the question?

23 A I thought he said Marvin Brock.

24 MR. SEILER: I meant it to read Marvin Brock.

25

i
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david 7 1 BY MR. SEILER:

2 Q After that date did you have any problems getting||)
i

3 Mr. Brock to follow the procedure which he had passed? .

'

4 A No.

5 Q Before that did you have any problema qualifying
!

.

6 Mr. Brock on the TIG steci procedure?,
,

.

7 A Hone that I recall.
.

8 Q Do you recall how many times it took -- how [

9 many practico pieces it took for him to pass?

10 A Not that I recall.

11 Q Was this process -- was this process in the T"G ,

!
12 steel designated by a procedure number? :

.

'

L3 A Yes, it was.
[

14 Q What was that number? !

i
15 A QAB-107-A, as in Alice, i

i

16 Q Okay.

(Counsel handing documents to witness.) |17
!

Can you identify this, Mr. Pratti. |10 e

19 (Pause.)

20 MR. BARTH: May I have the document?'

.
s

(Counsel distributing documents)
21

{
(Pause.)22

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: May I have a copy?
23

MR. 53ILER: Oh, I'm sorry.24

(h 5

,
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1

david 8 BY MR. SEILER:

O Can you identify this memo?

3
A yes, it was a memo that was written.

4
Q Did you prepare this memo?

5
A Yes, I did.

'

6 !
Q To your recollection is the date on this meno ,

7 !
correct? ;

8
A I don't recell the specifics of the memo, but yes '

9
I wrote it.

10
Q Okay. Now, would you care to change your testimony

'
thatyou didn't have trouble getting Mr. Brock to follow

the proper procedure which he had qualified for?

MR. CONNER: Objection, your Ucnor. I think a ;

foundation needs to bo laid for this. Das the board have
,

15 a copy?

16
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.

I7 MR. CONNER: We would request that this be marked

18 for identification.

I9 MR. SEILER: Pardon me. Mark it for identification

20 Miami Valley Exhibit -- what are we up to -- four?

|21 MR. CONNER: The lack of foundation goes to the
~

22
fact that the previous question was about 107 welding procedurij.

23 This relates to 107-A. I

24 MR. SEILER: Excuse me, Mr. Conner. I'll stand

@ 25 on the record that he said 107A. I'll have the answer
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david 9 1 nad back lif you prefer.

2 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Could we have the answer

3 read back?

4 MR. CONNER: I'll withdraw the objection. It

5 does'say 107A.

-

G CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I might also add that our

7
,

records show the last exhibit was the welder qualification
,

a program, which is numbered 2. I think this will be three,

!9 unless I've massed sc=ething. '

to Is thin 37

11 Okay, this should be marked for identification

12 Miami Valley number 3.

13 MR. HEILE: Excuse me; this procedure, then, this

14 is identified as Miami Valley number 37

15 MR. HEILE: Okay, thank you.

16 (The above mentioned document was

17 marked Miami Valley Power Project

la Exhibit 3 for identification.)
19 BY MR. SEILER:

20 Q Mr. Pratt, do you care to revise your testimony

21 regarding Mr. Brock? i

22 A No. I do not.

23 0 Why not?

24 A I still see where we had no problem with M r. Brock

25 on Procedure.

34i i63,
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david 10 1 Q How do you explain your statement, then, that

2 Mr, Brock cannot backweld the plates; what were you referring

3 to there?

I 4 A This goes a long way back. From readingthe

5 meao it sounds like he wanted to change the procedure. My

6 answer at t. hat time was no, you cannot change the procedure

7 unless you requalify.
,

8 Q Dut doesn't that imply that they were in some

9 method using the improper procedura -- using an improper

10 procedure?

11 A No, it doesn't imply that to me at all.

12 Q Why did you write this?

13 A The memo implies to me that ther e is some

14 question about changing the procedure. The answer came back

15 no. Unless the procedure was changed -- and then it would

16 have to be requalified.

17 Q so it's your explanation, then, that they in

la fact did not -- were not welding in an improper method;
.

19 they merely wanted to --

20 A That's the way I read the memo.

21 Q If they passed the procedure in August, why

22 were they still concerned with the procedure in September?

23 MR. CONNER: If the board p-lesse I want to requestr

24 that this be received in evidence, since it's now been

25 marked, since it will be important to explain his answer.
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davidll I MR. SEILER: I have no objection.
e

2 rell make the motion.

3 CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: Does anybody have any

'

4 objection?
'

'

5 (No response.)

6 The September 8 memo will be received as

7 Miami Valley Exhibit 3.

8
~ ^ '

(The document previously marked as

9 Miami Valley Power Project Exhibit 3

10 was received in evidence.)

11

12

13
.

14

15

16 |

17

18

19

20

!
21

22

23

24 '

S 25
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'
.P 13 BY MR. SEILE.4'

wl 2
Q Let me ask you another question about this piaco

3 of paper. Referring to the last paragraph, if they passed
-' 4 the test in August, on August 26, I bulieve you testified,

5 what woro you referring to in the last sontcace when you

6 said: "Let ma know if they want to weld another practico sat

7 following the proceduro" -- by this you may maan the correct

8 procedura "or take the tost today." What did you nean?

9 MR. CONNER: Objection. Ho again usad the plural,

they passed the test. The only direct evidence on that10

II relatos only to Mr. Brock.

12 MR. SEILER: I read from the memo, Mr. Cont.or.

13 MR. CONNER: That doesn't make it a propor

14 question, saying they passed the test on August 26, which

15 happened to be the date Mr. Brock only passed it. That is the

IG only evidence that is in.

17 CHAIRMAN 3ECHHOEFER: Are you limiting your question

18 to Mr. Brock 7

10 MR. SEILER: Yes, your Honor, I am.'

' 20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: As so limited, the questior

21 may bs answered.

22 THE WITNESS: Again, this goes back a long cima.

23 If;you would like no to make an assumption, I would be glad

24 to. I can not recall all of the facts. If you want an

S 25 assumption, reading the memo, I will be glad to.
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DB2 1 BY MR SEILER:

h 2 O If I want what?

3 A Mo to make an assumption.

4 Q okay, stata your assumption end procaod.

5 A If you look at the last sentence in the first

6 paragraph it says "Please advise cach operator of the above."

7 It is common practico, after a wolder had passed his tost,
.

8 he may help somecco aise, the same way Mr. Uhrig helped him

9 on the procedura of passing the test. THat question may havo

10 como up, why can't wo back-wold, as stated up above. -

11 Q what would they want to wold a practico set for?

12 To tako what tost?

13 A Again, I have to assumo a practico set was to look

14 at the QAP 107A.

15 Q You are saying they hadn't passed their wolder

qualification test at this tima?
16

A No, I am not saying that at all.j7

Q What did they v. Int to wold a practico set for?18

A In my previous answer, which was an assumption,99

20 boeguso it is so f ar back I can't raramher all of the details,.

it la common practico in Husky for a gentleman liko Marvin
21

Brock, after he passed his test, to help someone oloa the
2'd

same way John Uhrig helpod him. And we refer to "P. teaseg

advisa aach operator of the above," this is what I assuma ity

e w.,

,

a
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>

DB3 1 0 In other words, for explanation, you a):o saying

2 this refers to J. Allen and M. Brock wishing to test other

3 weldars? Is that the idaa?

4 A Not test othsr wolders, no.

S Q Holp them with practico piecos?

'

6 A Yos .,

7 0 7aan why does it say on the first lina: "Waldar

a qualification for J. Allen and M. Brock"?

9 A The subject is QAP 107A.

10 Q Why doesn't it say QAP 107A on the top line?

11 A Again, this is 197", Why they dind't use that

12 as the titio of the memo, I do not know.

33 Q Well, you wrote this?

14 A Tos, I did. I stated that before.

15 2 Well, if you can't explain it to me, I suro can't.

16 MR. CONNER: I move that be strickan as irrelevant,

j7 a statement of counsel, not proper.

18 CHAIRMAti DECHHOEFER: That statement should ba
,

strickan.;g

-

20 MR. SEILER: Excuse me, your Honor.

BY MR:. SEILER:21

Q Let ma ask you another questio9, Mr. Pratt. If the22

qualifAed procedure is not followed, will this affect the23

quality of the wsJd?,,j

A I am n t too sure vaat you mean.25
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DB4 I Q In other words, in a specificd application, you

h 2 have a qualified procedure. If this procedure is not

3 followad, will it affect the quality or applict.bility of the
,

4 weld for the specification indicated?

5 .A I still don't undarotand. I don't know what you

'

6 are asking e.o.

~

I will go through it stop by stsp. You have a7 Q
,

a qualified procedure, you undoratand that? Lat's take QAP 107A.

9 You havs that proceduro, do you understand that?

10 A Yes.

If Q That procedura is to be used in a specific appli-

12- cation. Do you understand that?

13 A I can handle that, yes. O' '

& j
.

'
14 Q Very good. Thank you. How if this procedure in

15 not in fact used for the application specified, in other

16 words, if the TIG stco7. procedure is not used for Int us say

17 Zimar cable trays or whatever - do you understand what I am

18 saying no far?

19 A Yes.

'

20 0 IC#' *. - uisq) - will the quality of tha and

product b4 ,s,.21

A hc it e tid.22

O Debrimentally?23

A le dsponds. It is hard for no to make a yes or noy

h answar to something that calls for judgment when looking atg

the welds.
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DBS 1 Q In some cases it is batter not to follow procedure?

2 A No, I didn't say that.

3 Q You a re saying, though, that the quality of the
_

4 weld, or the quality of the end product would be affected?

5 A Yes.

6 Q And in many casas, would it be detrimentally

7 affected?

8 A It could be.

9 Q Generally would it bo?
i

10 A Again, you are asking for a decision, and you have

11 to look at the welds before you make a decision.

12 Q Do you consider yourself qualified to maka such a

e decision?
~

.

14 A Tc8=

15 0 Conorally, would it be 'datrimentally?

16 A Again I would have to look at tha walds to know

17 what you are t.alking about.

18 .0 Mr. Pratt, was this TIG stcol procedura 107A used on

jg the Zimmar cable trays?

20 A Yes, it was.

Q . Mr. Pratt, did you ever examine production welds21

22 ufado by Husky amployees on the Zimmar project?

23 I have looked at welda in general in our plant,A

Q Waro any of them for the Simmer project?y

h A
25 They may have been. My function at Husky was not as

an. inspector.
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DB6 Y Q To your knowledge wore any of the welds mado by

2 Husky on the Zi-mor project bad or defectiva?

3 A To my knowledgo, no.

4 Q Did you over see a defective wold for the Zim-

5 project made by Husky?
'

U A No.

.
7 0 Did you have any trouble with defective walds on

8 the Zimmar job?

9 MR. CONNER: Your Honor, objection. This is the

10 third tima the same question has been askad with a slight

t1 change of words in the middle.

12 BY MR. SEILER:

13 0 can you identify this document, Mr. Pratt?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Did you prepare it?

A Yes, I did.16

0 You testified, I believe, that to your knowledge37

10
there were no bad walds mndo by Husky weldera en the Zimmer

gg job, is that correct?

A Yes, I did.20

Q Would you like to change that testimony?21

MR. CONNER: Objection,your Honor. That is no basisg

for m@ing that chargo out of thin air.g

MR. BARTH: I object, sir, because the contentiong

is cable trays and this relatos to cable buses.

1 341 |71 ;
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DD7 MR. SEILER: Excuse me, I think I should clsan
2

up a few matters.
3

~
May this docunant be marked for identification as

4 -

Miami Valley exhibit 47
5

(The document was meeked Miami
'

6
valloy exhibit 4 for identifi-

7
-

cation.)
8

(Board conferring)
9

CHAIRMAN DECHOEFER: Mr. Seiler, ara you going
10

to try to tie up thla memo with the cable tray walding?
11

Because this does deal with cable buses.
12

MR. SBILER: Your Honor, in the first placa, one
13

minute Mq. Pratt tastified he knew nothing about the welds,
14

nothing about the problems at Zimmer and I was careful to
15

broadly word my question. And the next minute I am able
16

to produce a memo in which he seems very familiar with problems,
17

albeit not with trays on the Zimmer project. I think this has
18

. an extremely strong bearing on the man's credibility.
19

secondly, I do believe there is a connection in

20
that the same TIG weldars-if you will turn to page 2 - were

21
involved with this problem as wara - and I believe these

22
are the weldars who wolded the cable trays which are

23 involved in the contention.

MR. CONNER: If the Board please, this is just i@ 25
ridiculous. The man doesn't know the diffaronce between a
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DBa 1 cable tray and cable buses, ha may as well be talking about

2 cracks in the concrote out front in the road. They aro

3 :otally difforant spacifications under the National Bloctrici

-

4 Code, they are totally dif.% rent contracts, ono is aluminum
,

5 and one-is stael. To try to anaak in somothing like thin

6 now is just improper and it should not be allowed. We have

. 7 a contention on cable traya, not on cablo buses. This is

9

8 a totally different circumstanco.

9 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, that uns the basis of my

to objection. That is exactly my objection, thnt the cable busos

11 are of aluminum and are not the same as staal cable trays.

ftcakcabletraysarecontention14. ~

12

13 MR. HE E : Mr. Chairman, on bahalf of the City

14 'I think this documnnt is dinar 17 e very important.qgestion

15 to be asked as to the credibility of this witnoes, This
,

1G 'witanas has been put on for rebuttal, he is discussing

17 'the tosh mnny of Mr. Hofstadter and I think we better find

18 !out if what he is saying is in kesping with the document he

gg has written during his employment at Husky.

20 So I would like to hear the answar to that question.- -

21 'I think it in very probativo.

HR. CONNER: If the Board please, ona reason given
'

22

by Mr Heile is he would like to haar it.But that doesn't23

24 mako it germano and rolovant and it cortninly does not justify

S a new contention. It is talking about a totally different25

thing.
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DB9 1 Mr. Hofstadtor obviously has had this Husky document

2 for some time, he could havo rained a contention earlier,

3 if he had wanted to. But wo can't wait until the last minuto

'

4 to try to anoak in a new contantion.

5 (Board conferring)

'

and 13 6

.
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
.

'

19

20

21

22
,

23

24

@
25
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D91
3

i CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will permit the

'

question, but only in the context of the witness' credibility.
3 4 We will not allow you to go off into askirg him whether thero

~

4 are any defects in this cable bus. On t it narrow basis of
|

5! the credibility of the witness, you may ask the question.
!

.

6 BY MR. SEILER:

7 O Would you like to change your testimony that to your.

1

3 knowledge there were no bad welds mado by Husky welders on the

9; Zimmer job?
I

10 I A Before we were talking about the cable tray. Now

11 you'ro talking about a cable bus. It's two separate processes.

12 O In my previous question, had I said " cable tray?"
13 MR. CONNER: I think tha record is going to have to

14 speak for itself. If you don't remember what you said, why
15 should the witness remember. Objection.

16 MR. SEILER: I don't have any problem with my

17 memory.

I
10 p CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the record will speak

- 0
19 ! for itself. Do you want the reporter to read back the question

f~

20 ' 'that you asked?
!
'

21 MR. SEILER: I will stand on the record. 'o

i

I72 CHAIRM7N BECHHOEFER: Okay.
'

;

r, 1 D'l MR. SSILER:
,

!

24| Q Now, Mr. Pratt, if you will turn to page 2 of the |
@ t

!23 | document which has been marked for identification as Miami
il
o

,c
b /
!! ,

$

.
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1

I Valley Exhibit 4, there's a list of three names of welders. Are |
;
'

2 any of these welders the same men who worked on the Zimmer
i

3 cable tray job?. i

4 MR. CONNER: Ojbection. It's irrelevant in terms

5 of this document and, secondly, two names are there that have
.

'

6 been used in this context of the Zimmer cable tray job the

7 last four days -- Allen and Brock. Prohibited use of the !
l

8 document in any event.

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the record reflects

to that answer anyway. |
|

11 BY MR. SEILER:

i
12 Q Mr. Pratt, did you at any time have any concerns ;

.

13 about the qualifications of your welders? !

|

14 MR. CONNER: Objection, Your Honor. This has gone

15 beyond th's direct examination. It's been gone over twice

16 before and we think it's totally improper.

17 MR. SEILER: I don't believe Mr. Pratt's concerns
f

18 have ever been discussed before.
.

19 MR. CONNER: It's not part of the direct examination. '

20 The witness wasn't offered for that. Objection.

21 (Board conferring) !
.

t

22 MR. SEILER: Your Honor, in the sense that Mr, Pratt i

!
23 has testified that he's cartified some of the welders and that

1
!

24 he was present throughout a number of the tests, I think his
|

@
25 fooling about all this would be of scme enlightenment to the

Board and myself..
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3

I
MR. CONNER: On that basis, it'a a bad question. If

o- I the Board wants to ask questions they can, but his enlightenment
i

3!Idon'tthinkisavalidbasisforaquestionandit's
_

4i objectionable.
I

6 (Board conferring)
'

* |i CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the witness did testify,
-.

:

7 |
. that he did not falsely certify any welder. I think the

'

9| question is relevant to that and in that context may be
!

3' answered.

T THE WITNESS. Repeat the question.

I1j BY MR. SEILER:
i

12 0 Did you have any concerns over the qualificayions of

G } the welders, the Husky welders, at any time?
?

14 i MR. CONNER: I'd like to make sure we're talking
!

15| about the issue. Is that steel welds?

1G |i MR. SEILER: On steel cable trays which went to
|

17 ! Zimmer.
!

18[ THE WITNESS: No.

19 !j BY MR. SEILER:n

20 Q Did you ever write; a memorandum to Mr. Hofstadter
i

i asking that you be released from the welder qualification21
1

z't program due to your concerns?

23 A I wrote memos to Mr. Hofstadter asking -- I wrote

menos at different times asking to be relieved of responsibility24

2c ,of the welding cartification program.
|n

{ l

t

341 1_/7
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I Q For what reasora?

2 A There's a lot of different reasons.

3 MR. BARTH: Sir, I would like to hear an answer on

'O 4 behalf of the Staff. I don't think he was responsive to the

5 question. You can have the reporter read the question. I

'

6 think the Board has got to agrt t with me this time.

,
7 CHAIR!4AN BECHHOEFER: Well, it's our recollection

8 that it wasn't responsive and the question should be answerede

9 Does the witness remember the question?

10 THE WITNESS: No.

I1 MR. BARTH: Could we ask the reporter to read the

12 question so the witness can answer?

13 (Whereupon, the question was read by the reporter)

14 BY MR. SBILER:

15 Q Could you s'pocify the primary reason or two?

1G A One reason was I felt my time would be better

17 utilized in a different a::ca than the welding certification

la program.
.

19 Q Any other reason?

20 A There may be other reasons at the time can't -

21 recall now. -

22 Q It had nothing to do with tho quality of the program?

23 A No.

24 Q Then why did you feel your time would be better

utili=ed elsewhere?25

341 178i
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1
A After all, my prienry function at Husky Products is

one of industrial engineer and as an industrial engineer I felt
3

.~
my time could be better utilized in other work.

4
Q One more question, Mr. Pratt. You tastified that the

U
day tat Mr. Spievack was with Mr. Hofstadter that ycu were not '

*

6
there.

7
. A Yes.

8
Q Where were you that day?

9
A In Louisville. I wa e.ttanding a seminar.

10
3 Q Where?

II A Louisville, Kentucky.
12

Q What kind of seminar was that?
13 A On reducing absenteeism and turnover.
l'A

Q And you remember that very well.
13 MR. SEILER: I have no further questions.
16

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Heile.

17 MR. HEILE: I have some. Thank you.

N BY MR. HEILE:

19 Q Mr. Pratt, do you remcaber a conversation -- strika
20 that. Do you remember that a question was asked of you today
21 as to whether or not you destroyed any records at Husky
22| Products involving welder performance tests or qualification
23 tests? Do you recall that question?4

!

?A j A Yes.
i

@ t !25 a O And that your answer was no? ,
.

,
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A Yes, it was.

2
O And that was in the period 1978; that's what we were

3
talking about?

4 A Yes.

S 0 Do you remember if you had any discussions with Mr.
'

6 Hofstadter about the destruction of records or that he had been

7 asked to destroy any records?

O A No.

9 Q Do you remember any conversations with Mr. Hofstadter

10 that he hart been asked to thrcy out any paperwork regarding

11 qualification testa or performance tests of welders during

12 that period?

13 A No, I do not, sir.

14 O Do you know if there *xisted any records or paperwork

15 involving a test, performance test or qualification test, during

1G that period on any welders which indicated that the weldars

17 were not passing those tests?

16 A could you repeat the question?

19 (Whereupon, the question was read by the reporter)

20 THE WITNESS: No.

21 BY MR. HEILE:

22 O You did not see any papers that indicated that

(u 23 wolders were not passing either a perf,rmanca test or a quali-

24 fication test at that particular time referred to in the

@ 25 record in Mr. Hofstadter's testimony?
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I. A No.
1

!

2I O So if those records existed today would you have.

3 known about thect?
!

A A Yes, I would.

3 MR. HEILE: That's all.

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Ms. Estopp?

. 7 MS. ESTEPP: No questions.

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Staff?

9 MR. BARTH: I have a few questions.

10 BY MR. BARTH:

11 Q Mr. Pratt, do you recall by name to whom you sent

12 , memos asking to be relieved of your duties on welder qualifi-
1

13,j cation?

'
14 A Can you repeat the question? I couldn't hear it.

15 (Whereupon, the question was read by the reporter)
I
i

1G| THE WITNESS: Yes. Mr. Hofstadter.
,

i
i

17j BY MR. BARTH:
;

l10 0 Did you acnd them to anybody else, sir?
!
I

t
1G A Not that I can recall. '

20 ' 0 De you recall approximately how many memos there
i

21 ) ware?
- :(

22I A No. I kIgnr at least of one,
t

23 ! O Handwritton or typed?
I

p; A Handwritten.
@

,

'
2" O And approzinately the date? I *

s .

L
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1

A No, I cannot recall the date.

2
0 Could you start with the year and get any closer?

3
A I don't remember the year at all.

-
'

4
0 Did you specify to Mr. Hofstadter any reasons

other than those which you gave in response to the question of
6

Miami Valley Power Project? ',

-
7

A n's been so long I would have to look at the memo.
O

I'm sure I have a copy of the memo someplace in my files.
9

Q So you kept a copy of the mamo or menos for your
to fgy,37

II A I may have. I really can't recall.

I2
Q Did Mr. Hofstadter make a response to your mcmos?

I3 A No response.

14
Q Do you know if your memos were brought to the

IU attention of anybody else in the company?
IG A No.

.

17 Q I'm simply trying to refresh your rocollection. Did
10 the memos recite any kind of reasons that you felt you might be
19 called upon to do improper acts in tho sortification of
20 weldars?

'

21 't No. ;

22 Q Referring to the Mini Valloy Power Project -

23 Rwhibit 4, which is the December 11, 1975 memorandum, crater
24 cracts woro found in these welds?

@
25 A Yes.

; 341 182 '
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1967
,h
!

Q They were found at the Zimmer job site?
I2

A Yes.

'
-

Q Had the cable bus been inspected at Husky Products?
4

MR. CONNER: Your Honor, we want to object to this
S

.
line of questioning as not being within the contention 14 and

6
I think the Board's ruling on it limited it to credibility.
This goes beyond that, so I think thic would open a new line.

3
i MR. BARTHr Sir, I thirJc my purpose is to *h a

9
look at the inspection program at Husky which was critical to

M
i Staff's testimony on contention 14 and part of our testimony
!

U) is that we relied upon inspection records of the welds on the
4

f *3 3

'' . steel cable trays. Here we have a situation which evidently -
I3

I hope to find out whether or not the inspection program;

i

M1 was sufficient on aluminum.
I

15 ; MR. CONNER: That does not make it relevant to steel
1G cable trays in any event.
17|i MR. BARTH:

|
It goes to the inspection program.

10
. MR. CONNER: Wo would be glad to tell the staff

19 about it, but I don't went to open up a whole new contention in
20 the record. It takes long enough to get through the two we

i

21 Ihave.
22 (Board conferring)

i-

23
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think to the extent the

@ ?4 [ questions relate to the inspection program, they do have some
',

23f bearing on some statements that this witness made earlisr. To'

t ,

|thatextont, I

Ithinkthequestionl"bgybeasked. So within |
!! 30 !
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1 that framework, the objection is overruled.

2 MR. BARTH: I ask the reporter to read the question.

3 (UAereupon, the question was read by the reporter)
,

4 THE WITNESS: I would have to go back to the

3 inspection logs to see.
.

6 BY MR. BARTH:

7 Q Sir, was it normal to inspect the cable bua produced

8 by Husky for the Zirmer job site?

4 Yes, it was.9

10 Q Were the inspectors who performed this inspection

;j the same inspectors who inspected cable trays?

A Again, I would have to go back to the inspection12

13 log to see which inspector did tne inspection.

Q W uld y u give us an idea of how many inspectors14

were involved in the inspection of the cal,lo bus?
15

A No, I can't.
1G

Q You have no idea of how big Husky is -- one, two,
37

three, a dozen -- can you give me some idea of how many people;g
.

were involved in the inspection of the cable bus?;g

A Usually three people.20

Q D y u know who these people are by name? -

21

A Not going back to 1975.g

Q Is it easier to detect a crater crack in aluminumg

wold than it is to detect a crack in a weld on steni cable

trays?
25
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1 A In my opinion, yes.

9' - Q The cracks are physically bigger, is that not

3I correct, sir, in the aluminum?
!

m j
4' A It dependa.

| '
.

5 MR. BARTH: May I have a scaent, Mr. Bechhoofor?

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Barth, we were thinking of

7- taking a break around this time. Would it be convenient for
l

'

8 I you to have na do it now?
I

9 MR. BARTH: Yes, sir.

10 CHidRMAN BE'UHOEFER Be back at a quar *E of.

11 i
f

12 !
!

13
.

14 1

15

10 i

i7

18
.

19

.

20

21 ,

22
i
i

24 .

i
. i

4

$
1 | :
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fis ng 1970
5davdd
XXXH I CHAIRMAN BECHHCEFER: Mr. Darth, you may proceed.

gavid 1
W 2 MR. SEILER: If I may, your Honor, at this time
take

3 I'd like to move that Miami E:chibit 4 be admitted into
/~ 4 evidence.

5 MR. BARTH: Staff agrees, your Honor.

- 6 MR. CONNER: We object. There's no relation to

7 contention 14.

8 MR. SEILER: Your Honor, if I may, I would say

9 that it has extreme bearing on the credibility of t.his witness

to as well as the quality of the overall quality assurance

1i program at Husky at the tire in question.

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I -- I --

13 MR. CONNER: He would say that, but he doesn't

14 give us any reasons why.

15 (Board conferring.)

IG CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The board thinks the document

17 is relevant to the credibility and beyond that we don't

to have to decide if it's relevant to anything else, so we'll
'

admit it on that basis.19

20 (The document rpeviously marked

21 Minmi Valley Power Project Exhibit

22 4 was admitted into evidence.)

23 MR. CONNER: We want to note our objection that

24 there is nothing in this document relating to the credibility

25 of the witness who had been asked a prior line of questioning
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1971

david 2 1 relating to steel. This came in a totally different

2 topic. The witness was asked a question about it. There's

3 no connection, no nexus, and I think it's improper. And I

('~ 4 just want the record to show that.

5 MR. BARTH: Mr. Chairman, I wouldn't ask that

-

6 the board reconsider its decision and for the further ground

7 that the document relates to the efficacy of the inspection

8 records at Husky, mypurpose being that this reason will

9 stand up under the e,2 peal botrd because the staff's testimony

to relies heavily on inspection and inspection records.

gj It bears directly on the staff's testimony. I

g certainly don't want this to be reversed.

g MR. CONNER: With regard to that point, there

14 is absolutely nothing in this letter about inspectionrecords,

15 I don't believe that's any justification for admittings

it.
1G

MR. BARTH: I'll get there, your Honor.37

(Laughter.)18

3g (Board conferring.)

^

20 CHAIRMAF BECHHOEFER: I won't say that we have -

g reconsidered because I actually didn't rule on all those

3 reasons, but the hoard will also admit it for its relevance

g to the inspection program to which the staff has heavily

relied upon in its testimony.g

@ sm. uAR2H: rhanx you, your acncr.,,

4} . n ,fO
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1972

david 3 I BY MR. BARTH:

2 Q Mr. Pratt, were the three inspectors for the

3 aluminum cable bus hired for the same kinds of standards that

O 4 inspectors were for steel cable tray welds were hired?

5 A I have nothing to do with selection of inspectors;
.

6 this is over at the QA department.

. 7 Q Dbyouknowanyofthethreealuminuminspectors,

8 sir, in '757

9 - - a ~ In"197S ~ I probably would hava known all the

to inspectors.

11 0 Thank you, sir. Then would you please tell me

12 whothe inspectors were that did the steel inspection?

13 A I cannot recall their names. Husky is a small

14 company; I knew most of the people on a first name basis,

15 but over the years - it's hard for me to go back td recall.

16 0 Approximately how many inspeners are there in

17 these inspection program for the stuff that goes out?

IS A At the present timo we have three inspectors.
.

to I cannot recall how many we had back in '75.

20 0 Would there be appreciably more, twice as many?

21 Can you come up with a ballpark figure for us, sir?

22 A About the same number.

23 Q Did these people inspect both aluminum and

24 steel?

@ A Yes.25

I

!
'
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david 4 I O Is it a fair statement then to say in 1975

2 the three aluminum inspectors, to the best of your knowledge,

3 could also have been the people who inspected the steel cable

C 4 trays?

5 A To the best of my knowledge, yes.

~

6 0 In your view, is it easier to inspect and detect

7 a crater crack in aluminum than a flaw or a crack in a

8 TIG welil on steel cable trays?

0 A Crater cracks are more ccmon in aluminum than

10 they are in steel.

11 Q Are they more noticeable? Are they easier to

12 detect, sir?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Did tha fact that the defects were picked up at

15 the Simmer site cause you any concern about the inspection

16 program at Husky?

17 A Again, I would have to check the QA records.

10 I'm not in.the quality control --
.

19 Q I'm asking you of your personal memory and

20 recollection, sirs when you wrote this memo of December 11,

21 1975 pointing out~that at the Zimmer site was found crater

22 cracks in welds in aluminum, did this cause you any

23 concern for the inspection program at Husky?

24 16L CONNER: I object to the questiont it'

25 Presupposes that all crater cracks would necessarily
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davidS I invalidate the piece, whatever it happens to be.

2 MR. BARTH: My --

3 MR. CONNER: I don't think that's been established
^' 4 at all.

5 MR. BARTH:_It's never been established in the

6 record. I'm not addressing establishing it in the r'ecord,

,
I'm not talking about defects. I'm talking about crater7

8 cracks.

9 MR. CONNER: It also presupposes in the question

10 that these crater cracks were not o'oscrved by the -

11 Husky inspectors. There's an awful lot of assumptions

12 .that have jumped in hero because we're taking up fully

13 n new cdr.tention now. There's a lot of things that simply

14 haven't been est.ablished and I think a lot of false *

15 assumptions in certai'lly Mr. Barth's mind.

16 (Board conferring.)

17 CHAIRMAN BECIMOEFER: The board believes that

la further foundation questions with respect to plant

.

inspection might be in order before the question you asked -10

20 the particular questions you asked,

l BY MR. BARTH:21

22 Q Mr. Pratt, to your personal knowledge did the

23 inspection program at Husky, would you expect that the.

24 crator cracks mentioned in the December 11, 1975 memorandum

@ 25 wcld be picked up?

bkk k|
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I

avid 5 A I didn't hear the beginning of the question.

MR. BARTH: Would the reporter please read it.
3

(The record was read as requested.)
,

THE WITNESS: Again, I'm not directly related to
5

the QC-QA part at Husky, so I really don't have an answer.

6

to the question. Industrial engineering is a totally separato
7

.

department from the ( 6 department.
8

BY MR. BARTH:'

0 |
'

0 Sir, I want your judgment as to -- on this matter.
to

You wrote a memorandum on the subject; I would like your
11

judgment on it, sir.
12

A Yes, it should have been picked up on inspection.
13

0 The memorandum doesn't recite it; can you teli
14

me how many cable buses or how many welds were involved in
15

the job site wlich is the subject of the December 11
16

memo, approximately?
17

A I do not know.
18

. O Isn't it true that your first memorandum to
19

Mr. Hofstadter asking that you be relieved of responsibilities
'

20 -

only did that: simply said you wanted out of the
21

welder qualification program?
22

A Yes.( .

O Is it not a further fact that -- is it not
24

g a further fact that your second memorandum stated the
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1david 7 1

specific details of why you wanted out of tho inspection
2

program?
3

MR. CONNER: May I suggest that if counsel for
4

staff has the letters he should show them to the

5

,
. witness. The witness has already said he can't remember

6
the e mns that far back.

. 7
MR. BARTH: I think, your Honor, he's had some

8
reason -- we've had a recess. I'm going to be tore particular

9
as to the particular memos. I think it would be hard to

10
deny the public an answer to this question.

11
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the question should

12
be answered.

MR. CONNER: That's not my objection. My objection

14
is to show the witness the document.if he has the document.

15
I don't recall anything about a first or a second memorandum

16
or anything else like that the witness's testimony.

2

17
HR. IIEII2: Fr. Chairman, I,3on't see why the

18
' -- - . - - .

.
witness can't answer the question on hin own. He's already

19
discussed a little bit about it, and it seems to me we're

~

20
questioning whether or not he can answer.

21
Just ask him the question and see if he can.

22
MR. BARTH: I would suggest further, sir, I

7
t g

object to counsel for the applicant interfering with

24 the cross examination. I may well use this document tog
25

impeach the witness's answer. I'm entitled to an answer
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1977

david 8 1 to this question by personal recollection.

2 MR. CONNER: I will interfere with anybody's

3 cross examination if it's improper, and this is improper

4 cross examination in an effort to ask the witness about

5 documents that aren't even shown to exist.
.

6 There is no indication of a first or a second

.
7 memorandum.

8 (Board confarring.)

9 CHAIRMAN EECHHOEFER: I do believe there was

10 a reference to at least more titan one memo. It may not

11 have been first '-l second, but I think the witness can

12 answcr the question. There's a satisfactoct foundation fcr
13 that.

14 THE WITNESS: Could you repeat thr, question?

15 (The record was read as requested.)

16 THE WITNESS: I don't underaband the question.

17 Inspector orogram?

18 DY MR. BARTH:
.

19 Q Walder qualification program, sir.

-

20 A Yes, sir. Maybe a second memo, rather than written

21 stating facts - I cannot recall the datails of it.

22 O Do you recall that thera was more than ono reason

23 sir?

24 A I may have listed a number of reasons.

25 MR. DARTH: May I have 30 seconds, sir?
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david 9 I BY MR. BARTH:

2 Q Mr. Pratt, a3 a result of your two memos to

3 Mr. Hofstadter, were changes made in the inspection

m
4 program regarding cable bsen? '

5 A I don't know. I don't know which memo yotfre

3 talking about.

7 Q You have suggested several methods to help
,

8 alleviate the problem in your December 11, 1975 memo,

9 which is Miami Valley Exhibit 4. Were any of these

to recommendations of yours accepted by Husky?

11 A Are we talking about the memo on crater cracks

12 now?

13 Q That's right.

14 A Okay, I misunderstood -- confused it with the

15 memo to Mr.eHo*ntadter. '+

16 And this memn was directed to the shop superviser.
;

17 Yes, there wre a couple of things I outlined in the memo,

18 and we did adopt number one,of there; wo had engineering
,

.

19 standards that were accepted for the crater cracks to a

20 certain degree.

t

21

22

t

22

24

0 25
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1979

Tpl6 DB-3 MR. TARTMs Mr. Chairman, I have no more questions
2 to ask Mr. Pratt in that regard.

3 (Board confarring)

4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Barth, do you have

5 any questions in say other regard? You said "in this regard."
.

6 MR. BARTH: I beg your' pardon, sir, no further

7 qusations.,

8 I would ask the Board to order a search and
9 production of the memos as to why Mr. Pratt wanted to leave

10 the welde. qualification program, sir. The record would

be much more adequata if we had those in tho'rocord, and related);

12 mamos on the subject, sir.

13 (Board confarring)

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER I would lika to haar from the
15 Applicant as to Mr. Barth's rution or requent,

16 MR. CONMER: Your Honor, startini, from the building

block, we put this witness on the a tand to say that cortain17

ja things Mr. Hofstadtor said are not correct.

39 We are now conducting an investigation of tha
-

witness by inspections of that witness who had nothing to20 .

21 do with inspections. Hors .we are into a new cont $ntion

on aluminum crator cracks on cable buses, and it is no wonder22

23 the witness doesn't know anything about it. Wo would be happy

to look in tho file, Husky has said it would be happy to24

@ lg ook in the filo and see if it can find such mamos and if

o, make them available to tha NRC inspectors to look at.s

a
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DB2

1 But we darn well object to making them available

h 2 as part of this proccading, because we have already spent

3 all of this tima on something that'.in our view in totally

'''
.: irrelevant to contantion 14.

5 CHAIRMA_4 DECHHOEFER: Lot ma ask, waro tha.:; documento
,,

'

s you requested, did you not say you wanted those mms relating;

7 to Mr. Pratt's desire to got out of the wolder qualification

3 program?

MR. BARTH: Yes, sir. Waldsr qualifications is9
i

to i
a vital and germano issue to contontion 14. I as avara it

i''

i is aluminum. I am aware it is cablo buses. But it also
'

33

'relatad to inspectors. Ho testified t.sreare throo12

inspectors who inspect both aluminum and steal cable trays.13
a -,

y{ 'So I think it is a vital concern why he wantad out of this/

1
program.i

10-|

* " "" ' *
1G

Hofstadtar took savoral documents with him when ha 1.Wt
./

Husky. Maybe he has them and cr.n give them to Mrw Barth.
'

(Board conferring) '

3g

'

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We think the particular

docum nts should be produced. Whethor Mr. Hofstadter'han

thnm in' his pcsseasion - I think it would be better to

got them from the Applicant. But if it would sava a lot of

timo, I am sure the staff would be willing to make copics of

h
25 | '.' shat Mr. Hofstadter has.-

[ MR. BARTH: Sir, I think the best evidence -
,

1 i
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DB3 1 Mr. Pratt wrote the mercrandum. I would like the ordar

2 directed to both Mr. Pratt and to Hasky. I would like it

3 returnable teaccrow morning to produce theso docu= ants.

4 Ws will of cotirna check tuna.

3 MR. CONNER: Ycur Honor,wo ara repeating this was
'

a document, according to Mr. Barth, which was addressed6

7 to Mr. Hofstadter. Sie would have thocriginal, presumably,

a he would have the best evidence, and wo don't even know if

9 we have them. These are probably handwrittan docu=ents liko

to these, if they exist. I don't knw if we havo them or

g3 not, and we can't bring them in tanorrow morning if we don't

;2 have them.

13 MR. BARTHt 'fhat le not a logal ground to resint

14 the Board's order. I understand if you don't have them,

it isn't possible to bring them.g

g CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That is correct. I think

'if you havs them, we wou3d like them brought in. And ifg

the Staff requested a .ssubpoona, I will sign one.18
.

MR. BARTH: I think an oral order of this Boardgg

under its subpoona power..,0c

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I have a subpoona in myg

possession.g

MR. BARTH: I will sign it, sir.g

CHAIRMAN BEcluiOEFER: You are welcomo to fill it
, out and I will sign it. But the Bocrd would like the docur:nts.

'
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1982

DB4 1 If Husky doesn't have them, or the Applicant can't get

2 them, the Board would liko --
. i

3 MR. BARTH: THan I would like the ordar addressed

i,

4!;to Mr. Pratt too, sir. Mr. Pratt has previously testified
'

,

v

5'ha may have those in his files.

G MR. CONNER: If the Board please, I don t f hink8

7 I will fool around with a subpoena. I ask that the Board.

a saue a bench order directly to Mr. Hofstadter, who is present

din the courtroom and who has boon hara throughout thiso

I
~

10 entire time, to produce those documents forthwith, to the

3 3 |!
Applicant, if he has thea in his possession. I am tired of

12 ifooling around with Mia guessing gamo.

MR. BARTH2 The Staff is. tired of fcoling around,13 i
i

yftoo. This is a mattar betwoan the Staff and tho' Applicant.
I

15 do are concerned with the efficacy of this investigation,
;

1G fand I am highly concerned to make sure this plant is licensed
I

:safoly. I am not concerned with 1.the intnrest of Miami Valley,
, , y1
si

gfinsofarastheyhaveaparochialihtercat. Iam concerned
d

iaith khat
19h

an employco of the company who turned this stuff

20 .

I think ho is the person, or his company, that* wr te.

should produce it. You can not shift the burdan to the
.i

22 |Tntervanors. Peachbottom went to the Court of Appeals and
;

f they said the burden of proof can not shift, S USC 556 (d)23 ;l
l

. p' rovidas the burdon of proof is upon the Applicant. The burden

s not upon the Intervonors. I want the guy that wrote this |
__a=

$cttnr to produco it and the Company he wor.'ts for to produce it.

34l l90 |
-
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DB 5 1 MR. CONNER: We are not talking about burden of

2 proof, we are talking about production of documents. I am

3 just as interested as anybody also in making suro Mr. Barth
_.

4 is happy to ano these documents. All I an suggesting is ho

5 wants to do it the hard way, possibly without results, when

6 the man who probably has the original is sitting in this

7 courtroom, and let's get tha thing over with, inatsad of

8 Playing games.

9 I ask the Board to direct Mr. Hofstadter to

10 produce them. If he can't produce them, then we will see

11
where we go from there. This in . silly, taking up all of

'

12 this time, toarguo about signing a subpocana, who- you have

13 the authority to issue a banch order to do it forthwith.

MR. BARTH: I think, your Honor, if wo are going14

15 to be practical about it, part of the subpoena goes to what

IG records this company does koop of its internal documan.ts.

37 I am curious whether or not they keep these kinds

documents .and. are willing to produce ~them.zg
.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board does think Huskyg

or the Applicant should produce the docuc:ents. If Husky20

doaan't have them, the Board would like to saa the documentsg

that Mr. Hofstadter or Niami Valley - the Board would '

lika the documents to be made available, if possible. We willg

issue an order for the Applicant and Mr. Pratt to produce

the documents. I will sign the subpoena, if you wish.
.
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1984

DB6 1 MR. BARTH ' Thank you, your Honor.

h 2{ HR. CONNER: Did the Board implicitly dany my i

i !
3' cotion? I

|
4j CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.

5 MR. CCNN3R I want to filo an exception.

3 CHAIRMAN EECHHOEFER: I might say though if you

7i dcut' have the docum nts, than wo will ask Mr. Hofstadtar
- !

a to produce them.

9 MR. CCNNER: The Staff does not have superior

10 rights to Applicants in this case as to how it wants something

done. The original documsnts are probably in Mr. Hofstadter'sj)

a files, just liko those two memos, exhibits 3 and 4, for

MianI Valley, which are not addressed to him. He had thoso.13

9 To say he is not the best source of obtaining the original

f this document that so fascinatos Mr. Barth in a waste of15

timo. I don't see why the Board refuses to order him to producog

them. If ha doesn't havo them, let his counsol .say so.37

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that documents ing

Husky's files are carbinly ganarally relovant. I thinkgg

Mr. Barth has mado a showing of that. Therefore we can lasuo20

a subpoena for those documents.g
t

MR. CONNER: Then we want a subpoena, too. If.,

you refuse to issue a bench order, we want a subpoena addressedg

to Mr. Hofstadtar forthwith, to give us any and all docmants,,

h 25 { relating to any correspondence from Mr. Pratt or any other
; {
' doct.mant that ha has taken from Husky when ha laft. '

.

a j
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DB7 1 Now if you can order us to do it, you can

h 2 cartainly order the other parties to do it.

3 MR. BARTH: We would oppose that, sir, as being a

's 4 bit over -general.

S CHAIRMAN BECUHOFER: I t hinic what you just road off

6 is much moro general than what Mr. Barth asked for. We are

7 talking about the specific memos on a specific topic, the

8 raquest to be relieved from the qualification program.

9 I assume those are relatively few in number. I assuma that

to is about two or three memos, probably, and that is all.

11 I think we will ask both parties to produce those

12 memos. We will sign subpoenas if wo have to, both Mr. Hofstadter

and the Applicant. Let's got both. Let's see what oxists.13

MR. CONNERS THen can wo ask if Mr. Hofstadtor will14

Produce those documents right now?
15

MR. BARTH Sir, this misses the point. I don'tg

.know.if he has them with him, or even has them, I couldg

care less. You mado a ruling, I $ill bo glad t'o fill out thog s

subpoena 80 you can sign it and gat on with the uo.19 ,

'

I don't how why Mr. Badh wants
.

MR. CONNERf20

to dealy the procooding by doing an unnecessary act, if
21

the documents are present.

CHAIRMAN BEC5HOEFERt. We are willing to sign a.

subpoena for both. I will'ask Miami Valley, does Mr. Hofstadtar

h 'have those documents in the courtroom at this timo?
25

. .
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DB8 1 MR. SEILER: They are not in the courtroom at

2 this timo, Your Honor.

~~3 MR. CONNER: But ha does have them and will produca
4 them tomorrow, I gather?

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We would like thoso produced

6 tomorrow by both parties. We want to coc what this is all

7 about.

8 MR. BARTH: I am assuming overybody will go and

9- cadrch their rscords na best they can. ',

10 . CHAIRMAN BECIP'OEFFPs I will %ign a subpoona for

bth partias. I have the printed''for=a hers.11

i*

12 MR. WhrisRHAMI: COuld we get a subpoena forn now?

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes. Off the record.

14 (Discussion off the record)
'

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record.

1G EXAMINATION BY THE BOARD

17 BY M. BRIGHT: '

18 Q I am not suro I remember what I had in mind now.

19 Mr. Pratt, I notice in this folder, ApplicanUs nwhihits 3-A

20 through 3-L, there is a procedure 107, QA? 107, Walding

21 Procedura Qualification Tests. And it sho'4s that it was

22 done Nove?,mber 13, 1974. Or it was cartificated on that date.

23 Ifhat in the differanca between 107 and 107A, about which I

have no information?y
,

Ag QAP 107 is a MIG procodura, QAP 107A is a TIG

procedure.
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DB9 1 Q So 107A is a subpart of 107?

2 A No, it is a separats proceduro. One in TIG

a welding and - 107A in a TIG wold and 107 is MIG welding.

4 Two diffarnt processes.

5, Q TIIen what I have here 10 the MIG proceduro, I assuma.
.

6 Then we do not hva all of the Gladstone files, copics of

. 7 ths Gladstone cortificatica papers?

e A Yes, you do.

9 Q We have all of them?

10 A Yes.107A was a procedure dono by liusky Products.

33 107 was done by Gladstone. |

12 Q Well, please pardon ma, I an a little confused

at the no.aant. Why would 107 ba qualified by Gladstono93

y and 107A be qualified by IIusky?
|

A
15 At the timo 107 was qualified, we woro using

"" ', r a. A o of 107A, we was not."8
1G

,

37 On the 107 A cortification, was Gladstons wrong?Q

Pardon me. The performance certification of the woldora,;g
.

was Gladstono involved in that?39

A On 07A?20

O Y""*
21

,

i
A No, i22

I

Q Husky did its own?g

A Yus.
24 i

Q Well, that brings me back to another point. Turning }_
o i

i i e

i !

|
'
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.
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DB10 1 to this Section IXc Control of Special Precessas, of the
h 2 Husky Products, Inc. Qu(Lity Control Marun1, issued 12-18-74

3 and revised 1-15-75, it says here: " Welding will be performed

by wel.dcra and procaddres who have been qualified by an4

5 external welding angineer in accordance with Section .".X of the
'

s ASME Boiler and Prosauro Vessel Code."

. 7 Now as long as you wara having Gladstono do that,

g I read *.nis "ex+amal welding ungincer" c.s soucono not

g connectad with Husky, perhaps in a cc.nculting or servics

to capacity.

3; Woro the people doing the qualification for Husky

12 empl yad by Husky directly? Woro they on the payrool, part

13 f the company? Can they be considered external in any

14 sansa of the word?

15 During this period we had Gladstono as well asA

!G , Husky doing tha work. In the beginning it wan Gladstona,

then we switched to Husky. Does that ansuer your question?;7

Qgg Not exactly. It sounds to me, from what you have
.

39 been saying, that we don't have an external welding enginser,
- we have an in-house welding engineer doing the qualification20

f y ur weldars. I am n t sure that this is a tremardously21

serious thing. I am just concerned because thera has been
,

g so much talk about going along with the CA manual of Husky

Products. I am just wondoring how all of this came about.

As long as Gladstone is in it, I can sea what is going on.

As soon as Husky takes it over, I don't see the wording hero-

g 7d 1 704
j
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i

Dil that is partinent. Is it here?

A By external welding engincor, it can be taken to
3

read as a customer specification.
4

Q So this really has nothing to do with whether
5

the actual qualifier, the person who qualifias someone also,
'

G

is on Husky's payrool or not? Does it?

'
7

A I would answer yes to that, it decon't make
8

any differcaco.

9
andil

1G 10

11

12

13

14

15

1G i
.!

17 '

10

19

.

20 .

21

22

23

2a
:

@ i
?.5 I t

i i
I
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1 Q Okay. Well, I'm not trying ta establish whether that

2 was bad or good. I was just trying to establish what you really
3 meant by what was said here and whather it was being followed
4 or not.

5 You make one statement in response to a question
~

6 from MVPP, I believe it was, that a deviation from the qualified
, 7 procedure was detrimental, and you answered basically yes. Now

8 early on in this hearing when the question of the incentives

9 plan came up, I recall asking Mr. Banta I think it was whether

when you actually got on a production line you stayed rigcroucly10

11 within the limits of the established prosedure or were there

variations and he, to the best of my recollection again, said12

13 that, yes, there are variations simply bacause scme welders are

14 better than others. They can do it faster. They can use higher

15 currents and this sort of thing. But nowhere did I hear that

this was necessarily detrimental to the finished product.16

;, In that context, should you have said "could" when

10 you said "would?"
.

jg A Yes. It should have been "could."
-

20 Q It could be detrimental?

21 A Yes. A lot of t hings depend on it. The response '

22 should have been "could be" instead of "w uld be." ' lou have

23 essential ve.riables you ctay within and not essential variables

24 but you have to stay within the procedure. The essential

3 variable you have to stay within. The not essential you don't.

34] 206,
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2

1 That's built into the procedure according to Section IX.

h 2 Q So it could be detrimental, but it's not necessarily
|

3 i detrimental?

['
'

a A Yes.

5 Q Now inasmuch as you signed these I figuro that
~

s you're the one to tell me about it. Again, on Applicant's

. 7' Exhibit 3, let's take for examplo 3(a) . Now these were dated

8 down at the bottom as Novenber 11, 1974. Up at the top in the

g upper right-hand line, it says "Date" and there it says

10 10-28-74.

jj Now what is the differonco between those dates?

A 10-28-74 would have baon the day the test was givon.12

! " *** "# # Y I ^'13 *

l
Q So what you're saying herri is that from the 28th tog

la I the lith you had plenty of timo to get all of the bend tests,
>

l
! tensile strength tests and all of that done and returned so1G i
i

| that you could have a properly certified record on November 11,

19747g

i
'

A Yes.g

. w a M one of & m at r W m.
- g

O
'

| Exhibit 3(e) , that is the welder performance qualification testg

I on J. Allen. Now here the only data I sco is the one that hanUI
I been written in at the bottom - correct ma if I'm wrong - I23 #

! just haven't been able to find it - but that appears to be2 n, i. .

h the only date on here. Would that be the date that the person |
r

:, I
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1 took the test?

h 2 A No, it wouldn't. This would be the date that he was

3 certified. I believe if you look at the top of the page it's

page 5 of 10 and you have to go back to the first page, 1 of4

5 10, to pick the date up of the test.

*

6 O Okay. I do not have this page 1 of 10. Is that ona

7 that's in my possession?
,

3 A Yes, I believe it would be 3(a) .

9 Q Okay. The date thoro is 10-28-74. Is that the

10 date that the test was given?

A Yes. I believe there's a number where I dated thej;

first page.12

Q Okay. So what you're tolling me in that thela,

34 procedure and all of these welders were qualified -- or rather

* """ "*' # """ "15 ~

A Yes.

O And then the certification of not only the procedure

but the welders then was accomplished November 11, 19747
'

A Yes.
10

. Q Fine. That clears that up. And this is in

accordance with your interpretation of the ASME codo?

A Yes.
22

MR. BRIGHT: Thank you.

BY OR. HOOPER:
24

h Q Mr. Pratt, I'm still a little bit confused and

mystified by your memorandum of September 3 to fir. McClellan on

7G^7p3
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. word quanfication for J. Alien and M. Brock. Now in the first

h 2 asntex e you say "in order for Alien and Brock to qualify on

3 steel TIG," -- now what did you moan by " qualify * there? Did

I
ai you mean that they had not qualified as to the steel TIG pro-

|

5I ceduro on September 87
*

g A No.

7 Q What did you mean?
,

8 A When they took that test they qualified to the

procedure in QAB107(a) .9

Q I still don't understand your answer, sir. You'wa10 4

got to speak up. You did not mean that they were not qualifled'
3; t;

i

12 j on September 8. Ifell, then, what did you mean when you said

"inoraereorA11enanaBrocktoqualifyonstoelTIG" procedure!i

,, ; ?

A When they originally took their test they had to go;4

under the procedure QAB 107 (a) .g
i

16[ Q I dMn't derstand your anner. Will you speak
i

! very slowly and distinctly so I can understand you?
17

A When they took their originni test, they welded to
l,u-

TIG procedure QAB 107(a). They had to weld to this procedurag

!i in order to qualify.-

#,,
!!

! Q I realize they have to werd to that proceduro to21 i
'

qualify, but why did you say "in order for them to qualify" if
,

t{theywereaircadyqualified? I don't unde.ttand the context_

12

'l
of that, why you're saying "in order" for them to qualify if

h , they had really in effect already been qua11fied. Can you
or

J .
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1

reconstruct that sentence so I can understand what you meant?
2

Maybe I can help you. What is the significance of that first
3

sentence? I understand that the precedure had already been

qualified, but you will have to help me understand the contaxt

in which this letter was written.
.

6
It's written to a foreman, actually more than likelyA

- 7
as a question for changes to be made for the rest of the people

8
for the qualification test or the procedure. The first

9
sentence probably should read, "Elwood, when Allen and Brock

to
qualified to the steel welding procedure they fo!. lowed the

II wolding proceduro 107(a).
12

Q Okay. Now that's a little bit different. You're
13

aaying when they qualified they followed this 107(a) . All
14 right. Now then, you'ra implying hare that they want to change
15 this proceduro; is that correct?
1G A Yes, that's the way I read it.

17 Q All right. Now I understand what you meant when you
18

said the procedurs cannot be changed without a roqualification..

19

.

I don't understand the next sentence, "Therefore, J. Allen cannet
20 grind the" scciething "off of the plates." Is it " grind

21 something off the plates"?
.

22 A Land, 1-a-n-d.

23 Q What in land?
24 A

@ It's a flat aurface on the beval of the plate.

25 Q And Mr. Brock cannot backweld the plates b=cause the

r 341 210
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i

6 1 implication there is this is not in the procedure that was
2 qualified is that correct?

3 A That's correct.

4 ! O What does this "they used weave beads instead of

5 stringer beads" says they must uso string beads; is that
-

.

6 | correct?

. 7 A The procedure calls for weave beads.

8 Q Okay. Now you say Mr. Brock and Mr. Alle.n wanted or

tried to change this procedure and you're now telling them they9

to| can't do '.t?

|

i1- | A Yes.

12 Q How much work had they accc:splished by changing

13 the procedure, any at all?

14 A By work, do you mean production work?

15 Q Yes.

16 A I would say no. The procedura wasn't changed, 30

37 therefore there wasn't any welding done to the revisod

ta pr W ure.
. ~ . -.

19 Q Does thi3'have any' bearing or relevance to cablo
'

20 trays welds that you remember for Zinner?
s

21 A No. ..

22 , Q Does it in any way indicato that those two weldora

p3 ! were not following the propor procedures called for in tho

g |I specs for Zdmmar work.

@ :

zs a A no.
i

:!
if
. .I .

'
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1 (Board conferring)

2 BY CHAIEHAN BECHHOEFER:

3 Q Mr. Pratt, on that same memo, Miami Valley Erhibit 3 ,

4 do you know why or do you remember why in the first sentence

5 you used the word "must"? You seem to have been saying pre-
.

viously that this is something they already did. Why did you6

use the word "must"?,

8 A I used the word "must" to soecify that the welding
9 procedure 107(e.) could not be changed without roqualification.

10 Q But you say " Allen and Brock must," that's the way
11 I read the sentence. Does not that indicate that some future
12 qualification was in mind at that time? Why didn't you say

a "when Allen and Brock qualified they followed"? I want to find

14 out why you wrote the first sentence as you did.

15 A At this date, I don't know why I wrote the first
IG sentence the way I did.

17 O At least it seems legical to read the sentence as

saying as of September 8 they had not yet qualified, and I think18
.

the record should be made very clear on this because theig

~

sentence does speak for itself and it seems to say something20

different from what you interpret it as, and this is why I21

22 wanted to get it straight. You have no recollection why you

23 used the "must" taminology?

24 A No, I don't. That was a long time ago and I don't
@

25 know why I phrased the sentence the way I did.

(Board conferring)
,
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8 ! 1997
I

h

1| BY CHAIRMAN BECIDICEFER:

2 O In that samo memo, what did you have in mind when
;

3 you talked about operator in the last line of the first para-
4 graph? What does that refar to? Each welder or is that

5| something elce?
I

.

G A Each welda. A lot of times we use the phrase

. 7 j, operator at *-aky denoting a welder or machire operator.
p

g Q Does this sentoh o apply to all the welders or does

9| it apply to Allen and Drock or does it include Allen ard Brock
|

10j or what exactly does it mean?
I

j; I A It includes all wolders that use the TIG process.

12 O What would Allen ard Brock be advised of?
' A13 That they could not make any chango in proceduro.

Q W uld thoy have to? They were already qualified --14;

g! from what you have said they were already qualified?
t
i
I A Yes.gg

17 ,

10
.

!19

.

20

21

22

23
.

@ :,

w! !
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0 So that they would tell that that the certification

never changed; what evidence would that be --

A Yes, if they're helping other operators, other
,

welders.
4

(Board conferring.)

BY CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:,

O Let's go on to the last paragraph: I'd like to
7

know who "they" ref'rs to.e
8

A Again, "they" -- going back to the many years
9

ago this was written, I would say "they" would bethe
to

other operators, the other welders.
11

Q Doesthat refer to Allen and Brock?
12

A No, Allen and Brock were already qualified.
13

O So that you were incriring whether -- were there
14

other operators who had taken tha testa uaing the wrong
15

procedures?
16

A No, not the wrong procedures.
17

Q Why would they want to wcld another practice set?
10

MR. CONNER: Object .to the Chairman's question,

19

on the presumposition that somebody took an improper test
20

or -- I don't think there's any evidenca to that.
21

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I thint the letter says
22

another practice -
23

MR. CONNER: It doesn't suggest there's necessarily
24

@ an improper test, that somebody did something improperly.
25

341 214
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1 DY CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:david 2

2 Q Let me ask you why - why would the operators

3 want to weld another practice set?

4 A To see how they did before the actual test.

5 Q Well, does this -- does this refer then

* 6' to welders who had previously wolded a practice set that

7
,

did not pass?

8. A There was no pass or fail on the practice test.

9 The practice set was for the welders' benefit to make sure

10 he Icarned to do it before he actually took the test.

I1 Q Well, isn't -- are there -- is the company's
4

12 practice to permit welding variouc practice sets and then-

13 when one set is welded properly does not the person become
.

14 qualified?

15 A No, the test has to be witnessed by someone.

16 A practice set doesn't.

17 Q So that this paragraph could have referred to

la welding that had not been witnessed; is that correct?

19 A Yes. On a practice set.

' 20 (Board conferring.)

21 BY DR. HOOPER:

22 0 Sir, this is very difficult to figtze out, but

23 why was a practice set -- why were you talking about a

24 practice set in this memorandum in the-second paragraph and

25 in the first paragraph you say " concerns the

341 21F
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david 3 1 matter of Allen and Brock deviating from the procedure." I

2 can't quite understand what the second paragraph means.

3 You say in the first paragraph that Allen and

' Brock are attempting to use a new procedure, which is not --a

5 and they have to be requalified if they went that way.

6 And now I'm trying to connect this with the

.
7 second paragraph, which says something about a practice set

8 and you have not convinced me what this practice set has

9 to do with the first paragraph.

10 Can you explain this.

;; A Yes. Welding of a practice set following the

12 QA-107-A --

13 Q For who?

14 A Some welder.

15 0 Some welder?

A Yes.16

37 0 You d)n't know what welder or why this -- why

g3 another practice set was needed?

Agg We used Mr. Brock in the same way we used

20 Mr. Uhrig with Mr. Brock where Mr. Brock would help tre

21 ther welders get ready for the test.

0 You're saying - Mr. Uhrig did you say?22

A Yes.g

O Uhrig. This isn't written to him. How does heg

h get into this? I'm -- I don't understand.

341 216
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david 3 A I'm just trying to explain that Mr. Brock worked
1

with the other uciders so they would be able to be -- they2

wald know the procedure of taking the test.
3

0 Well, the only way I can connect it is if you

say they are using -- well, they want another practice set,
5

but does this have any reference to the paragraph before
6

wkre you're telling - you're talking about Mr. Allen and
.

7

Mr. Brock's attempt to modify the procedure.
8

I can't connect the two things at all. I still9

have trouble. To understand what you're saying -- I'm -
10

in the second paragraph now you're saying there's some
11

new weldere that Brock and Allun are helping, and is that
12

completely independert frcm the first paragraph?
13

A Yes, it could stand independent.
14

DR. HOOPER: I have no further questions.
15 .

(Board conferring.)
16

BY ,DR. HOOPER:
17

Q Now, if you are writing this to Mr. -- why
18

were you writing this to Mr. McClung if you wanted to tell,

ID

Mr. Allen and Mr. Brock something about letting their
-

20
traineen have another practice set?

21
A Mr. McClung was the foreman.

22
(Board conferring.)

23

BY CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER:
24

Q I was a little confused about the term " external
welding engineer." And I'm not -- those three words, I'n

341 217 ,
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1

david 5 not sure that I can characterize it as .1 term right now
2

as used in the quality control manual. Do you read this
3

.

phrase or these words as requiring that qualification be
4

3

done by any particular kind of -- or a person with any
5

particular qualifications?
'

G

(Paune.)
7

'

A The QC manual etates a special class of external
0

welding engineer.

9
Q Pardon me? Could you repeat that?

10
A It states external welding engineer in accordance

11
with section 9, ASME code.

12
Q I know it states that. What -- what do the

g words " external welding engineer" mean? And you may want
14

to - maybe " external" and " welding engineer" should be

15
separated, but you might clari#y that.

16
Is welding engineer a descriptive phrase? I'm

17
distinguishing that between external welding engineer --

18
are you distinguishing that between external wolding engineer?

19
A Yes.

20
0 So welding engineer describes a person with

21
certain qualifications; is that correct?

22
A Yes.

/
<. 23

Q Now, in response to Mr. Bright, I'm not sure

24
what you said " external" meant. Does " external" mean outside

25 the company?
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david 6 1 A Yes.

2 Q Now, does the section 9 of the ASME boiler

3|
'

|
and pressure vossoX code require that certifications first

I
'

4 be made by a " welding caducer"?, ,
,

5 A No, it doesn't.

S Q Doosit require that certification be made by

7 someone external to the manufacturing comnany?

8 A No, it doesn't.

9 Q Are these requirements then imposed by - solely

to by the Husky quality control manual?

It A Yes.
,,

12 (Board conferring.)

13 BY CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER:

i
y Q Now, in the certifications -- first, I think i

15 you testified that you voro not a welding engineer.

A That's correct.g

O And I assume you were not e:cternal to Huskyg

Products?;g ,

. .

jg| A That's true.

I O so that in terms of your own -- your osn manual, |P.0 i
f

.

'
would your manual be followed in conjunction with the, , ,

t:. 4

' ertifications for Zimmer cable tray welds - welders,
22

8 ##Y723

A No.

h (Board conferring.)g
.

; .

|,,

11 341 219 :
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davod7 1 DY CHAIRMAN BECHHOI:ER:

2 Q Mr. Pratt, this December 11 memo which we've

3 had considerable discussion about - Miami Valley Exhibit
'

4 4 -- now this indicates that there was -- it seems possibly

5 therewas some problem with the aluminum cable bus which -

G which was discovered at the Zimmer site.

7 Do you remember -- do you recollect whether

8 there were any other instances of this sort that you can

g recall?

10 A Not --

11 Q I think you answered the question first with

12 regard to -- well, regarding the cable trays first. Do

13 you recall any similar instance of this with regard to cable

14 trays?

15 A No, I do not.

1G Q Where the customer compalined about the quality

37 of the product?

A No.73
,

" and 18
39 ,

20

21

22

23

24

@
as

'
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ITp 19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOSFER: What about with regard to
g DB 1 ,

'W sther aspects of tho Zimmer job?

3 MR. ComGR We object, your Honor. Are you
^

4 taJ cing about thoso cable buses now?

5 CHAIRMAN HECHHOEFER: No, I am not. I am just

6 intarostad in knowing, as a representative of the Cnnminaion,

7
, whether thoro is something also that perhaps the Board parhaps

3 should look into. Phile the witz ass is hora, I would lika

9 to ask him.

10 MR. COmlER: Would you like a stipulation that

11 1:ho only two things inv,olved with Hloky aro cable trays and

12 busca from Husky? -''

13 CHAIRMAN DECUHOEFER: I just want to know if there

14 are any other instances of -
i
'15 MR. BARTH: Sir, I dont understand the argument
i

.

IG 5f. counsel. You ' have asked the question, and the Ftaff
|

17 supports the . Board's right to ask questions. You hava heard
i: *

10 be. objsetion, it is notad.
l

.

19 CHAIRMAN BUCHHEOFER: I will overrule the objootion.
,

20 I would like you to answer.

21 MR. CONNER: Exception.
!

22 ! THE WITNESS: Not to my knowledge, no.

23| CHAIRMAN BUCHHOEFER: Just ono further clarification.
24 ou mentioned that the average tino for taking a wolder |

'
.

r alifir:ation tast for the Kusky wolders was a half day. Does
D
a half c can about four hours? I s that what you wara

l! m 221 !
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1 referring to?

h 2 THE WITNESS: Yos, around four to fivu hours.
I

3 CHAIRMAN BECUHO2FER: THis four to fivo hours, was thda

4 for the:a to learn tho qualification proceduro - I a.:suma
.

g this wasn't teaching them how to weld?

6( THE WITNESS: No, this is for the actual testing,

7 the welding of the plates, tho surfacing of the platos -

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: So thatis all involved in

g the tant itself?

10 'iHE WITNESS: Yes, surfacing cf the plates, cuttong

3j of coupons.

g CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That wasa't the training

itself?13 Thar woro other refernecas mado to that this morning.

g4 THE WIT!iESS: Right. The four to five dours doos

g not include training. '

h
. a y r s ng1G .

it taken to teach a wolder the qualifiation procedura or.ca -g

g say theya re a welc or doing acmothing also, and they want
*

g to qualify for MIG horizontal and thayara not qualified

for it.40 How long does it take to teach them the proceduro? -

,.

I am not talking about teaching than now to wold, but

teaching them the procedure, or how to taka tha tast?
"

THE WITUESS:
23}|,

One or two d.*.ys.
}

24 ||
DR. HOOPER: On a or two dayc. Thank you.

h a|, CHAIRMAN BUCHHOEFER: Mr. Connar, redirect?_

ti
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Ds3 1 REDIRECT EXAMINATIO!l

h 2 BY MR. CONNER:

3 0 Mr. Pratt, you have been asked about your

4 interp.;atation of two different docur. cats. Directing your

5 attention first to the Section 9 of the Husky Products, Inc.

6 Quality Control Manual - do you have that in front of

.
7 you, Applicant's oxhibit 47

8 MR. CONNER: May I ank that the docurent we have

9 all boon referring to for the last thron hours bo idsntified

to as Applicant's exhibit 4, which is pago E-1 of the Eusky

jg Products, Inc. Quality Control Manual, Section IX, Control

12 of Special Processes, iss11od 12-18-74, revised date 1-15-75.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHO3FER: It will be no narked.r

14 mo documet was marked Applicant

15 Exhibit 4 for identificatinn.
ONNER:16 .

Q7 Mr. Pratt, you have been askec! quoatics.s by
" 8 PC Plo about the second sentonce of that first10

.

pzxagraph. I will ask you to read the whola santone:a,yg

ut loud, ploaae.20

"Whan required, welding will be performed byA

,2 ,Woldere and Proceduras who have been qualified by an external

Welding Englanor in accordance with Section IX of the ASME

Boilcr and Pressurn Vessel Code."

$ '

. . 'Q What do the words "when requirad" at the beginning.

20
_

of that aantanco rican to you?

7d1 2. '
J.



2008
DB4 ; A Customer specifications.,

h 2 Q In other words, the bit about the external
i

walding engissor would only bo performad whon required by3

4 customar specification, is that correct?

A Yon, that is tho way I road it.S

6 O Waro there any such specifications for tho Zi -
cable trays?7

A Not that I know of.8

Q Directing your attention to the Mic:si Valleyg

Power Project exhibit 3, the noted dated September 8, 1975

- do you have that?,

A Yes.

Q Tha his a noto you wrote almost four years ago?
A Yes.

Q Is it a practico within Husky to writo handwrittont o_

notes to peopi ":= this?

A Yea,it .a.
17

Q Thoro is nothing unusual about this nota as a
business consunication, is thero?

19

A No.
20

Q Now you have been asked many questions, and I
|21 a

Mant to mako sure the record is clear, as I undarstand it, {
22 ||

Yo
23 ! u state that Allen and Bro',k wanted to deviated frca

| procedure 107 A by Allen wanting to grind the land off the?A il
g fplatasandBrockbackuoldingtheplatas.Isthatcorrect? !25 0;

] A Yes. t

j!
U
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DB5 1 Q And the purpose of this noto in to say they must
h 2 follow 107A or have the procedura requalifiod. Is that correct?

3 A Yes, it is.

4 Q The last scutance of the first paragraph was
5 a direction to the fornman to advise his crow, is that right?
6 A Yes, sir.

, 7 Q Now the last paragraph has given people scmo
8 confusion. Does that suggast that if people want to take the

test today following the procedures, they can do so?9

10 A Yes.

11 Q And it also suggests that people who want to

make another practico set can also do thut, is that corract?-12

13 A Yos.
.

14 Q Is that the intent of this nota, as you now recall
15 it?

1G A YOS*

17 MR. CONNER: Thatis all.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEPER: Malmi Valley?

gg RECROSS EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. SEILERt

21 Q Mr. Pratt, lot's go back to Miami Valley Exhibit

22 4. This is the mcmo of December 11, 1975. Lat's turn to

23 page 2. Now can you tall mowhy you didn't send a copy of

3 this memorandum to the person who was rasponsible for

g inspecting the walds going out?

341 225
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IDB6 A No, I can not tell you that.

2' Q Isn't f.t a fact that at that time there was only

3 can inspector at Husky?

A A I do not know. '

_ | I

3 Q I 2't it a fact that his name vas Duncan? l/

Hv. Lucan worked for Husky at the time. [ don't6 *,
.

i.

' '
- , %c.- J.f he was tho oniv inspector.

|
8 Q Isn't it a fact that at that tima he was the j

i '

i

h,
lu.ility Control Manager?

10 A Again, I don't know what his title was at that
;

4

11 time. This goes back a number of years. j
i

i12 Q Did you send a copy cf this acco to the person i

jp ,

13 r who was the Quality Centrol Managar at that tiro? i
;

14 MR. CO!RIER: Objection. Asked and answarsd.

15 MR. SEILER: I didn't ask that question before.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Objection overruled. If ha i

17 answered that, the Laard can't rnenmher it. So ha may

to annwor. |,

19 THE WITNESS: WOuld you repeat tha question, please?

20 (Question road)

21 THE WITNESS: I can't recall if I gave him a copy ;
.

I

22 or not. I
,

'

23 BY MR. SEILER:

24 Q As far as you Jcow, you did not?
|

"3 i, A The compic. int would have ccma to the QA Manager at2

!
: :.

the time. I would have heard of the complaint through j |
e i
| 90 $'

7pj
,
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DB7 1 the Inspection Department, the QA Department.

h 2 0 You would hava heard of the problem through the

3 QA Department, yet you didn't scnd them a copy of the mamorandum

4 showing what you were doing on the problem?,

3 MR. CONNER: Wa object. We have gone over this

again and again. He said ho didn't send it to the head of6

the QA Department. Now he wants him to say it again.7

g (Doard confverring)

9 C N RMAN BECHHOEFER: I construe Mat one as no
10 different from the other eno, unless I didn't hear it

right. He said he did not send the QA Manager a copy, or didn't11

. ~:

recollect that ha sent him ono.-Is thoro something beyond12

*
13

g MR. SEILER: WOuld you road the quastion?

15

16 ' ^' ' ** ** *

BY MR. SEILER;
17

O Let's move on. Let's go to Miami Valley exhibit
3. Thatia your mmrandum of September 8,1975. Now in

questioning by Board Member Bright, you said, and correct

ma if I mischaracterize this, it was not nocessarily had

in this case that the procedura was not being followed.

MR. CONNER: Your Honor, tho witness didn't say
the procedure was not being followed.

24

g- CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that is mischaractor-25

izintf the answer.

3Ai 2/./
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DB8 1 BY MR. SEILER:

2 0 With rafaronce to exhibit 3, there is an indication

3| that the proceduron were not being followed, is that corrach?

4 MR. CONNER: Objec' inn. The docu:t-ant speaks for
s

3 itself. And that is not what the witnoas said. '

chd 19 6 '

, 7 ,

8

9
,
'

10
,

11

12 .

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

'

20

21

22

23

M
i

25
'

t >

1|
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that objection is

2 good. I will sustain it.

3 BY MR. SEILER:

,g Q I understand your testimony to state that it could

5 be detrimental if the welding proceduro was not followed is

*

6 thab corrcot?

, 7 MR. CONNER: Object to the question unless it's

8 somehow related in time to the contention or place. It's an

abstract question at the moment. It's not even connected.g

CHAImiAN BECHHOEFER: In that related to the -10

MR. SEILER: It's tied to this memorandum and it'sg

12 tied to the formar testimony under questioning by Mr. Bright.

CHAIm1AN BECBHOEFER: The steel TIG procedure?g

MR. SEILER: The steel TIG procedure, Tech.107 (a) .

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: As construed in that way, it

may be answered.

THE WITNESS: I don't understand the question. Can

you repeat it?

(Whereupon, the question was read by the reporter)

MR. CONNER: That question was asked by Mr. Heile
,,0c

on Miami Valley's own cross-examinstion.

MR. SEILER: I believe there's been a ruling on that,

Your Honor.
23

CHAIR!iAN "fWTOEFER: As I said, it' may be ansvarod
24

$ limited to steel TIG procedtre 107(a) .
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1 THE WITNESS: Depending on essential variables and not
!

2| essential variables.
I

3 BY MR. SEILER:

a O In that all?

5 A Yes.

'

Q Now let's not talk about essential and not essential6

|
variables and all this. My question is this: if it were notr:

. ,

I

8| in fact a problem, why did you write this memorandum?
!

MR. CONNER: Which temorandtra?9

10 | MR. SEILER: The memorandum that I said my questions

I were referring to.) ,'
i

12 | CHAIEMAN BECHHOEFER: Miami Valloy Exhibit 3.
.

!

MR. CONNER: Sh, thero's no foundation indicating
13 |

' there's any connection between any problem in this memcrandumg

1 :. .
'that has anything to do with whatever --

i

i

gj CHAI1UMN BECHHOEFER: I don't think the document on j
,

its face indicates or necessarily indicates that there's ag,

problem. So I think the question should be rephrased in anyg

; event.
!

20.f BY MR. SEILER:
;

! Q Now you'said that it could be detrimental .if.g
l

procedure 107(a) is not followed in the steel TIG; is that.

2% !
!

! Correct? -

23

A Depending if the essential variables was not
2+,

3

h _ ] followed. ,on :

1 i .

i
-s

, ,

O
b'
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1 Q Okay. Now would you have written this;memorandu.'

2 if you were not worried about essential variables in this case

3 if procedure 107(a) steal TIG -

4 MR. CONNER: Objection. There is no connection,

5 between the memorandun and not meeting essential variables and
'

so forth in the TIG welding. There's no connection in the6

. 7 question or in the document.

8 HR. SEILER: He's dealing with essential variables

9 and the point I'm trying to get at is if there were not

to essential variables involved in the subjoct of this memorandum

33 he probably wouldn't have written it in the first place.

12 MR. CONNER: The counsel insists upon reading this

13 letter and keeps insisting on asking questions as if this

34 document says there is a problem or soca departure or some
,

deviation. The letter does not so state nor does the witness'15

testimony. It's an improper line.1G

(Doard conferring)g ;

* * #"" Y " #"18
'

you're ta1H ng about in terms - I think you're at leastjg
;

!

implying that thero was a probics or nomebody said there a20

was a problem. So far I don't think anyone has.g

MR. SEILER: I don't recall ever using the word ,

"problas" to begin with.
,

CHAIRHAN BECHHOEFER: Ha said that could be some24

concern dependinc on variables, but I'm not sure that this
2a_ ;

;

|
,
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1; indicatos that he had any concern. Therefore, I'm not curo

|
2i . about the foundation of your question.

i '

3 MR. SEILER: Your Honor, I'm trying to figure out -

4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: He talked in general terms.

J MR. SEILER: Your Honor, what I'm trying to figura
~

Gj ' out is, had anything other but essential variables been

. 7 [ involved, would he liave written this momorandum. That's what
!

o ,' I'm trying to drive at.
;

g |, CHADGM BECHHOEFER: He's tastified why he wrote
9

10 } the memo which is completely differant. I think he testified

if' ~
i several times because I know ons of us asked him and I i-hink$7
i

i t

g3 q it.was asked on c2.oss-e:: amination also.
,

,.,| BY MR. SEILER:
. . > ,

O At the time you wroto this letter, did you believe4

15 | that ossential variables were involved in the divergence from

procedure by the men mentioned in the memorandum of

IG |f
37j September 8, 1975?

i I

,g ;! MR. CONNER: Objection. Same point. It presupposes |-
,

.

g that the meco is connected with some deviation or departure. f
t

*

- HR. SEILER: The memo states that on its face.20
t

ICHAIEHAN BECHROEFER: The witness at least statedg
|

1

[ what he believed the memo meant.,,

!

{ 'MR. SEILER: I'm just trying to find out if these areIy
4

L
|

., ! essential variables or not. |:y a ,

h _h CHRIRMAN BECHHOEFFR: I think the one question m: s'=

i be answered. Let's hear the answer to that questioni assuming |
;[ ~

!
!

il !
'
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5

1 you can understand it and try to answer it.

J

2 THE WITNESS: I'm not Euro I fully understart that
.

3 question. The purpose of the memo is in response to that

4 question by Mr. McClellan and put to him by his two wolders,

5 Mr. Brock and Mr. Allen. Does that answer your question?

!
G BY MR. SEILER:

7 Q It may appear to you to be a response to a question !
.

.

i

8 put by Mr. McClellan by Mr. Allen and Mr. Brock, but do you !

l

9 know this was the purpose for which you wrote this memorandum? |
|

10 MR. ComiER: Argumentative, samo question in a |
1

different guiso. |33
|

MR. SEILERz I vant to get some information. I'm12

not trying to argue with him.g ,

MR. CONNER: Counsol has had ceven cracks at this14

question and if he can't ask it there's no reason why he has15

to have my objection denied because the same facts are there. |
16

It's an improper question. -

,7

(Board conferring) !
3g

I
'

CHAIRMAN N HROEFER: I think the objection there ;g

a ud natah. I ash & o' jec&n. 'o20

BY MR. SEILER:
21 i

f

Q Now with reference to this same mEInorandum Cf
,

September 8, 1975, Minmi Valloy Exhibit 3, you testified in

questioning by the Board that the procedure 107(a) is not
44_

h relevant to the Sitzner job; is that correct, Mr. Pratt?
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*

1

MR. CCNNER: We will object to that becausa it

2
simply -

3
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't * M ths witness said

4
that.

5
MR. CONNER: I don't think the witness said that at

0 all. He mischaracterizes the testimony. We will stipulate

7 that 107(a) is steel TIG welding and that does exist at Zimer,
8' if that helps anything.

9; MR. SEILER: What W J your laEt -

10 MR. CONHER: I said the record is already very clear
Il that there is stool TIG welding at Zimm ,
12 MR. SEILER: That Vasn't the question. He testified

13 that this memorandum was irrelevant to that.
14 ' MR. CONNER: I don't think the witness said anyi

15 such thing.

16h CH3XRl!AN BECHHOEFER: Wo will sustain that objection.

17 DR. HOOPER: Sir, I was not asking that question at
18 all.

.

I was asking him - I never loubted that the procedure
19 107(a) was not relevant to Zimer. I was asking him if the

.

20 qualifications of these particular people had anything to do

with the Zimm usrk, not necessarily whether this procedure21

22 was relevant to Zimer. So your question was not what I was

23 asking.

24 BY HR. SEILER:
h 25|; Q Well, didn'i: Allen and Brock have something to do

-

:

f

| 142 4 ,4
L, J l 2. J 4 ,

i
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1 with Zimmer?

2 MR. CONNER: Objection, Your Honor. I think counsel

3 simply doesn't understand the situation, but this line of

4 testimon:r or cross-examination . obviously fruitlesa. I think
!
'

5 overybody aise in the room understands that except counsel, but
.

;

6 certainly we should not hold up the proceeding any lenger i

i

. 7 with this kind of argnmantative questioning.

!

I think ' hat was repetitious,8 CHAIRMAN BECHEOEFER: c,
,

9 too. |

10 MR. CON 1&R I m a going to got to that as number |
|

ten.
11 ;

i

12 CHAIR *4AN BECHHOEFER: Well, that objection is |
|

sustained on that one. I

13
I

BY MR. SEILER:14

Q Mr. Pratt, let's tako a look at Applicants15

Exhibit 4.
10 This is page 9-1 of the Husky Products Inco. w ated

qual'.ty control manual. Do you have it?
37

A Yes. ,3g

gg Was it your testimony that the words "when required"Q

^ refer only to requirements by the customor? '

20
'

A Yes.g ,

22

23

i

23
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take 21 ,| 0 Was it also your testimony that CG & E did
2 \

/ david not in the Zimmer job require external engineers to do the
3

david 1 qualifications?
4

A To the best of my knowledge.
:I

' Q Then why ealrier under my cross evnmination
6

and cross examination by the board did you sdmit thatthe~

quality control manual had been violated?
8'

(Pause.)
9

Please answer the question.
10

A
| If you take the current external welding engineer

11

out of the context of the whole sentence and ask. me
12

based on external welding engineer, it changes the whole
13

meaning of the question, when the -- when you read the
14

whole sentence with when requirements will be performed
15

by welders, when procedures have been qualified for external
16

welding engineers.

17
Taking it out of context -- does that answer

18
your question?

19
O No, I don't think it does.i

t

20
(Laughter.)

2!
Can you pleitse tell me why you had admitted

~~ '

.the, quality control ma'nual had been violated-
23 before?
.,a !"'

!' CONNER: Objection. Asked and answered. *c was@ _| .

'P '

just answered.
'

il
$ I
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1

david 2 MR. SEILER: It wasn't respcnaive,h 2
MR. CONNER: That's your problem.

3
MR. SEILER: I'm af2. aid not, sir.

4
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I'm not sure what

5
the precise. question is, but I think one qustion which I

6
would like to see answered is on previous testimony we have

. 7
heard that the quality control manual -- not only the

8
one provision -- but the whole manual was one of the

9
requirements of Cincinnati Gas and Elect--ic.

10

I want to ask whet.her Mr. Pratt -- what his
11

knowledge of that -

12
MR. CONNER: Your Honor, youte asking a

"0 differene aueseien then Mr. Shane -- than Mr. Sei1er
*

14
just. asked.

15
He asked twice to the witness: why did you

16
say the quality -- you had not followed the quality control

17
manual if you didn't has an exte:nal welding engineer?

18
And the witness just now answered: the way I

19
was given in cross examination as he was talking about it

was it was out of context. That has ncthing to do with that ---

21
with what CG & 2 may or may not havnrequired in terms of

22
the use of the manual.

D
.

(Board conferring.)

24
MR. BARTH: Sir, could we get 7:. answer to the

25
board's question?
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david 3 i CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I w uld like to =

2 have that question answered. Now, it 1.'ay not have been
,

3 the same one Mr. Seiler asked -- it probably wasn't -- I

4 think your specific question was repetitious, because I

5 think he answered it, that he was taking the words out of
.

3 context, but --

. 7 MR. SEILER: Your Honor, it":5 my pssition be

3 did not answer it, that it was not responsise to my question.

3 MR. BARTH: Again, we have a board crestion pendingr.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I would like to have an

11 answer because I know Mr. Pratt did say that the partict11nr

12 requirement was not a customer specification, so I think

we have had other testimony from other individuals that13
t

.

14 the quality control manual was -- was included by Cincinnati

15 Gas and Electric in its requirements.

16 I want to know if the witness is aware that that

17 is so or isn't so. I'd like to find that out.

18 To your knowledge, do you know whether Cincinnati
.

39 Gas and Electric included in the specifications the

20 ;i requirements of the quality control manual, Husky's quality -

21 control manual?

3 THE WITNESS: No, I didn't see the specifications.

g f That would be in QA for the Zimmer station.
1;

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay, let's go back to

@ ar. Sener. I'm --y

i<
e

- i
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david 4 1 (Board conferring.)

2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think -- back to Mr.

3 Seiler -- I think it is also relevant for us toInow

4 what did you mean when you said that the -- this section
.

5 of the quality control manual had been violated.
"

6 When, if 2.c was your opinion the customer -- that

7 this was re;[uired for -- that that customer had no such.

a requirement, so when you said -- when you -well, when

_

g you said it had been violated, what did you mean at that

to time?

11 I thinkthat should be clarified.

12 THE WITNESS: Just taking the words " external

g3 welding engineer" out of the previous information - if

14 you just take the words " external welding engineer," that

15 means across the board if you read the whole sentence.

16 "When required" refers to -- refers me to

customer specifications.17

10 CEA RMAN BECHHOEFER: When -- now, when you
.

said that it had been viiated, did you mean irrespective39

20 of customers -- without regard to customer gecifications?

THE WITNESS: NO, I based that on the three21

w rds, " external welding engineer".22

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, you did not consider23

the "when required" words?g

THE WITNESS: No, I was asked a questiong

30 239
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david 5 8 on external welding engineer, not the whole sentence.

2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, I think I asked it,

3 but you answered that question without regard to whether

4 or not the "when required" was applicable?

5 THE WITNESS:- Yes.

.

6 (Board conferring.)

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay, Mr. Seiler, you
,

8| may continue.

9 MR. SEILER: I have no more questions, your Honor.

10 f CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: At this point I think

11 Mr. Pratt will still be on tomorrou norning when we get

12 | .he furCaer documents, so I think it_ would be a good time

13 to adjourn.

ja I .ould like to raise one q'2astion, however;

15 I have signed a subpoena for the staff. I signed one

g subpoena out of the two that the applicants have handed

17
me; the one calling for the memoranda from Randy Pratt.

18 Ihave this other, broadc.c subpoena.

~

93 I would lite a showing of general relevance

gg and also a justificatson for this broad a requent at this
.

-

time.21

g The request is for -- wel'., first I'd like to

find out if Miami Valley or Mr. Hofstadter objects'g

|
~-u

h But it's a request for all nemoranda, drafts, i,
.;

|
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david 6 and other written material taken fron t''.e Husky Products,
y

g In rPorated during the course of your employament with
2

Husky Products.
3

MR. FELDMAN: We would object to that. It seems

# 9 * '

5

n' se any r emu y a said any h g at'
.

6
t

all that he's over taken from Husky. That doesn't necessarily
7,

# #Y 9 " *

8

MR. WETTERHAHN: Mr. Chairman, before we get |

into the merits, may I ask if Mr. FeldIran is representing ,

10 i

Mr. Hofstai"er now or the Miami Valley Pcwor Project?
11

MR. FELDMAN: Is this subpoena to Miami Valley

or to Mr. Hofstadter?..

13

CHAIRMAN BECHOEliER: Mr. Hofstadter.
14

MR. FELDMAN: I'll ask Mr. Hofstadter if --
15

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: If not, Mr. Hofstadter may
~

IG

speak.
17+

MR. FELDMAN: Mr. Hofstadter just said he'd
18

like me to speak on his behalf, so I will.-

19

MR. CONNER: I'm sorry. I didn't!aar thac.

20
answer.

21

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Feldman is speaking
22

on Mr. Hofstadter's behalf.
23

MR. CONNER: Oh.
24

h MR. WETTERHAHN: For this purpose you are
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Idavid 7
representing the Miami Valley Power Project and Mr. Hofstadter
in this proceeding?

3
MR. FELDMAN: For the purpose of making the

4
motion to quash the subpoena, I'm representing Mr. Hofstadter.

5
MR. BARTH: Can the staff express its views?

CHAIRMAN BECHH0EFER: Yes, I want the staff's
7,

viac.

8
MR. BARTH: I think it's overbroad and beyor.d

3
the purview of the matter under discussion. The matters

10
under discussion are to the memorandum by Mr. Pratt.

11
CFAIRMAN BECHHOEMR les, I have signed the

12
subpoena covering those memorandum.

13
MR. BARTH: We would suggest that any

14
other subpoena for everAhing that Mr. Hofstadter may have

15 be quached. There's no showing of relevance and this has
16 nothing to do with the case.-
17 MR. CONNER: I would note -- if it's my turn -- in
la

the first place it hasn't been signqd so it can hardly be.

10 quashed from what you said.
20 As for a showing of general relevance --
21

CHAIRMAN BECHHCEFER: General relevance as
i

22j required or as permitted by the rules.
23 MR. CONNER: I was interested in the argument
25 , :aefore that occurred today. I mean, Husky products dealsG !
25 + with cable trays and little else. Contention 14 involves

e

!
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1

david 8 able trays. We have been papered by various documents
2

that Mr. Hofstadter presumably took from the Husky files
3

and has in his possession.
4

~

More and more of these conc up. The board
5

has held that it is relevant to contention 14 to discuss
6

such things as -- yes, buses, cable buses, and broad
7

questions as to other things.
8

What -- I believe the chairman himself asked
9

what other things might have been between Husky and Zimmer
to

that might have been wrong or words to that effect.
11

If we are dealing with this broad spectrum here,
12

any documents in Mr. Hofstadter's possession involving

Husky in its dealings with Zimmer would clearly be relevant
14

under the board's own ruling and Mr. Barth's own arguments.
15

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I can't see the personnel
1G

papors that he might have. There are innumerable - this
17

talks about every document he's ever taken from Husky during
18

the cours of his employment. He worked there five
19

years --

20 -

MR. CONNER: Certainly we are not interestad
21

in any personnel records he ma- have taken with him unless
22

they involve people involved in this proceeding with the
23

Zimmer cable trays.
24,

MR. BARTH: Sir, what they're asking for is
25

what all he has taken from the conpany. I understand
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1'

david 9 that; we all understand the game. It's out in the open.
2

This is no place to get it. You can't get it that way.
3

MR. COtTNER: I object --
I 4

MR.BARTH: He coming here to talk about Miami
5

.
Valley -- the discovery -- they've been in discovery for

6

years.
7,

MR. COtFER: I objec; to Mr. Barth's characterization
8

that this is a game. After all, if it is a game, ha started
9

it by making demands for such documents himself.
10

Nov, we think we're entitled to it under the
11

board's very broad ruling. We had no opportunity to
12

get this. We had no idea it existed. But now we have all

h of this coming in. We think we're entitled to see it and
14

we think a holding to the contrary after the board has

15
signed staff's subpoena and capricious.

'10
MR. BARTH: Our subpoena complies with the

17
board'trTuling on subpcenas already; there's does not,

10
,

, sir, and there, as Shakespeare said, hangs a tale.

19 .

! CHAIRMA11 BECHHOEFER:It caems awftfily broad. ''I thi~nk
*

20
that is ultaost unreasonable on its face. Of course, I

21
4.on M.know the scope of the number of documents, but I

,,
~

also think applicants have somewhat mischaracterized'the

23 '

board's ruling on - I don't think we've aver ruled that

aluminum as such or aluminum parts as such are relevant.

25
I think we have defined relavance in terms of

L
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1

davidic the inspectionprocedures and in terms of the credibility
2

of the witnesses. I --
3

end 21
4

5
.

6

7,

8

9

10

11

12 -

13

14

15

16

17

18
.

19

.

20

21

22

23

24

@ 23

!
t
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Tp 22 1 MR. CONNER: Mr. Chairman, I havs no idea that
B-1

2 Mr. Hofstadter, you know, has cases full of personal records

3 or anything like that. We will corta.ully agree to change.

i 4 that to make it clear that wo are talning only about

5 the matters relating to Z h ar and contantion 14, as

'

held relevant by the Bonrd. That restricts it. I don't6

7 believe Mr. Hofstadter has a massiva anount of records. If,

g he does, we can go look at them, I supposo.

g' (Board confarring)

M. HEIJE M. Chairman, may I just h terjoct wi e10

this co m nt? I notice on my copies of two of those11

12 exhibits, at the bottom it says "CC to Mr. Wong, Mr. Hofstador

and Brock and Allan. * It seems to na this Company should,a,

have copies of them sincs -c least two or three of theirg

employees rocaived copies. I don't understand their claimg

that they couldn't find it on discovery. They must have.Gi

knownthedocumentsexistod,theym1$sthave'themintheir.ig

m, a aan e ep ye a have h. I en% N13
'

Mr. Hofstadter should have to go on a big hunting expedition.g

MR. CONNER: It is intoresting how Mr. Heilo.
_40

.

might conduct the case if he were doing it.
i

'MR BARTH: We are trying to discov'er what Mr.
d|
_

[ Hofstadtar has got. We are not trying to. get information2a,

to fill out the caso.
24 '

h f MR. CONNER: We are trying to avoid surprise *_

|
a.

'

j.by some of the things that have been brought in under the I '
;

il
9
"
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DB 2 1 guiso ;of robuttal tastimony showing that Mr. Hofstadter's

2 statements were incorrect' We havo gone, as I said, almost.

3 to the crackn in the parking lot concrote, and under contention
'

4 14 we think we are entitled to sco them.

5 MR. BARTH: One lcat conmnnt. For a' witness to
.

6 he surprised by his own document surprisas me, and I

. 7 havn't seen it before in 20 years of litigation. He is

8 saying I am surprised by my own docursnt which I wroto.

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: First, if it wora limited

10 to documents relating to contantion 14 - I should ask Mr.

jj Feldman, on behalf of Mr. I!ofstadtar - if it were limited

as the Applicant recently ag2; sod, would you have any12

bjection to that?
13

g MR. FELDMAN: Yes, we would havo soms objection -

g CHAIR!WI BECHHOBFER: Limited to documanta ralovant
to contention 14.16

37 MR. FELDMAN: Wo have objections to their

g subpoenaing documents that they have in their own files.
.

a
10 e ey w u pr y aya e gn , at

*

all.20 Soc nd of an, I wodd assa Mat 60 s@poena

would only roquire Mr. Hofatadter to produce documents heg

has in his parsonal possannion?
' " '

CHAIRMA!T LL.m:GHFER: That is correct.23

MR. FELDMAN: And even though he might have access

h through soms intricata or difficult accasa, he wouldn't-

have to bring them. In other words, if he had to call soveral
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DB 3 1 people to get documents not in his possession?

2 CHAIRMAN BUCHHOFJER: No, this is in his parsonal
.

'

3 ' possession.

4 MR. CONNER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to point
~

3 out two things. Huaky Products, Inc. is not a party to this
.

S proceeding. It is a company that happens to be unhappily
; 7 involved. Secondly, va are antitled by right to thMubpocca

a because of a violation by Miami Valley Pcwor Project to

9 our fifth set of interrogatories, item 14 of which requires

to them to produce " describe any written corrocpondsuco or

33 documents related to this contention in the possession of the

Pr jact not already sent to the NRC Staff, to all parties12

g 13 , to this procaeding."
ca ey na rapreading r. Hofs W ter, they14

*

must_have the documents.g

j MR. FELDMAN: First of all, Miami Valley is
i
i not rapresenting Mr. Hofstadter.

MR. BARTH: I think we should diffarontiate betwoon
-

g thct Intaryenors' and Mr. Hofstadtar's papars, your Honor.
.

# # 920
.

CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: I bottor ask this of a

representative of Miami Valloy, at this stage. Is Miami

| Valley intending to introduce any further documents of the
|
'
typo we are talking about in conjunction with this?

24

MR. FELDMAN: No, your Honor.
25 ,

| -

! !
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DB4 1 CHAIRMM BECHHOEFER: Tho A3plicant IS talking

$' about surpriso, and I think they hava a right to see what you2

3 might intesduce. t

4 MR. FELtMAN No, we are not planning on any
1

5 further docennts from Husky.
*

G CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Or Mr. Hofstadtar?,

7 MR. FELDMAN: Or Mr. Hofstadr.er, no.,

8 (Board conferring)

g CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: On this contantion, I am

10 talkingabout.

33 MR. FELDMAN No.

12 CHAIRMAN BBCHEOEFER: We will deny the subpoena,

but wo wa't permit further documents of this sort to ha13

#
14 used by Mr. Hofstadter. So subject to that condition, we think

PPlicant is enhed to have 20 dwanu m hae
15

10 w nt be any surprise. I won't sign the subpoena, but it

will be on the condition that no more documents on contantiong
~._

3g 14 of this type'will be' permitted or received.
-

3g MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, you said " .
-

,

-

* CHAIRMAN BBCHHOEFER: By Miami Vallay. ,

\*

MR. WETTERHAHN: May I get the otchr subposna?
.

.
And to clininato the need for return ofscervice, can'you

witness its prosentation to Mr. Hofstadter? ,

, -

/
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: With this, ww'will adjourn

h until tomorrow at 9 o' clock.
'

25
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1 (Thoreupon, at 6:10 p.m. the hearing was

'

2 adjourned, to reconvano at 9:00 a.m.

3 the following day.)
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